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Executive Summary 

In the commun i ty of 01 d Crow, in the No rthern Yukon, the 
Loucheux people have 1 i ved for hundreds of yea rs. Over the 
last century, the people have been introduced to countless 
new foods, materials, and technologies. Some of these have 
been responsible for cultural conflict, anci sOI~e have been 
of enormous advantage. 

The people of Old CrO~1 are presently examining methods of 
incorporating some of the new tec~nologies into ventures 
IJI h i c h com p 1 i men tan d ass i s t the neVi 1 i f e s ty 1 e sin the 
communi ty as Vlell as the traditional ~Iays. 

In the interest of maximizing the benefits of energy and 
resources available to the community, the Old CroVi Band 
obtained funding for a study to assess waste heat potential 
for greenhousing in Old Crow. 

This study has been conducted through Phase 1 funding from 
the Energy, Mines, and Resources Canada (EMR1, Remote 
Community Demonstration Program (RCDP). This report 
documents the Stage 1 requirements of the study to assess 
the f e a sib i 1 i ty 0 f uti 1 i z i n g was t e he a t fro m the die s e 1 
electric plant for a food production facility. 

The results of the Stage 1 study conclude that it is 
f e a sib 1 e and a p pro p ria t e to u til i z e VI a s t e he at fr 0 m the 
generators ill 01 d Cro~1 for an integrated food production 
facility. Based upon a preliminary evaluation of the 
technical, economic, and social factors involved, such a 
project appears to offer several significant advantages to 
the com m unity. 

The implementation of an integrated food production facility 
offers training and employment opportunities for the 
community. Local employment and the purchase of local 
materials for facility construction, fertilizer and feed, 
could also increase the cash flo\~ in the community. In 
addition, the facility coul d offer a unique opportunity to 
conduct community based information transfer programs, and 
valuable research into successful food-production techniques 
in the far No rth. 

Training will be an essential part of project development to 
prepare selected trainees with operational and managerial 
ski 1 1 s r e qui red for the fa c il i ty. 

A sign ifi can t componen t of the Stage 1 study con tai ned in 
this report is the evaluation of economic factors which will 
d ,~ t e r." i net. he ext e n t 0 f ~ r 0 j e c t i:n !J 1 e .n e n tat ion. The 
economic feasibility of this project is outlined belol"l. 
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The foll':Hring -CaDle summarizes estimated capital costs and 
one yeai' operdting costs for a waste heat recovery and 
distriDU'Cio~ system, and a food production facility in Old 
Crow. 

These calculations represent preliminary approximations 
Dased on standard systems and northern designs. 
Circumstances specific to final design may significantly 
affect the costs of Duil dings, equipl~ent, and installatio'l 
~n 01 d CrO~I. These data are provided only as the basis for 
further study. 

ECONOMIC SUMMARY 
WASTE HEAT RECOVERY, DISTRICT HEATING SYSTEM AND 

FOOD PRODUCTION FACILITY: OLD CROW, YUKON 

==========~:==~=============================================== .~======== 

CAPITAL COSTS 
Building cost @ $90/sq ft 
Area (sq ft) 

Equipment C:Jst 

Haste Heat 
Recovery and 
Distribution 

340,668 

Greenhouse 
and Garden 
Operation 

36,000 
400 

30,150 

Poul try 
and Egg 
Operation 

36,000 
400 

5,400 

Ancillary 
Space 

63,000 
700 

1,000 
------------------------------------------------------------------_._-
Total 340,668 66,150 41,400 64,000 

Cost/square foo t ( a vg $120) 165 104 91 

REVENUE 67 ,860 40,111 14,000 
MJNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES 4,620 6,389 7,837 
ANNUAL LABO UR EXPENSES 5,600 21,500 6,163 

====================================================================== 

REVENUE - OPERATING COSTS $57,640 $12,222 $0 

SIMPLE PAYBACK on TOTALPROJECT (yrs): 7 

PROJECT SUW~ARY 

REVENUE $121,971 
CAPITAL $512,218 
OPERATION $18,846 
LABOUR $33,263 
TRAI~ING $100,000 

The resul ts of thi s Stage 1 study strongly favor more 
detailed investigation into the development of a waste heat 
recovery system and a food-production facility in Old Crow. 
It i s r<; commt' ':1 ded 1; :1<\1; the r)roject orocet'd '.< ;·~h t :,e tas k s 
outlined in the proposal for'the second stage of this study, 

$0 
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~TUDE DE FAISABILlT~ CONCERNANT L'UTILlSATION DE REJETS THERMIQUES 

OLD CROW (YUKON) 

Les Leucheux vivent depuis des siecles dans la cellectivite de Old Crew, 
dans le nerd du Yuken. Au ceurs du vingtieme siecle, ils se sent vus 
presenter un nembre incalculable de materiaux, de techniques et 
d'aliments neuveaux. Certaines de ces neuveautes ent ete a l'erigine de 
cenflits culturels et d'autres ent ete tres benefiques. 

Les habitants de Old Crew precedent actuellement a l'examen de methedes 
qui leur permettraient d'incerperer certaines techniques neuvelles dans 
des entreprises qui appuient et enceuragent l'implantatien de neuveaux 
genres de vie dans la cellectivite, ains i que l'utilisatien des methedes 
traditiennelles. 

Afin de maximiser les avantages peuvant etre tires de l'energie et des 
resseurces dispenibles dans la cellectivite, la bande de Old Crew a 
ebtenu une aide financiere en vertu du Pre gramme de demenstratien dans 
les cellectivites eleignees d'~ergie, Mines et Resseurces Canada, peur 
que seit menee une etude ayant peur but d'evaluer la pessibilite 
d'utiliser des rejets thermiques aux fins de culture en serres a Old Crew. 

Le present rappert des cenclusiens tirees de la pnase 1 de l'etude visant 
a evaluer la pessibilite d'utiliser les rejets thermiques de la centrale 
electrique alimentee au cembustible diesel peur faire fenctienner une 
usine de preduits alimentaires et la pessibilite de se servir d'une 
partie des rejets tnermiques peur expleiter un digesteur anaerebie 
d'effluents urbains. Les resultats mentrent qu'il est pessible et a 
prepes d'utiliser les rejets thermiques des generatrices peur faire 
fenctienner une usine integree de preduits alimentaires a Old Crew. 
Suite a une evaluatien preliminaire des facteurs techniques, seciaux et 
economiques i mpliques, un pr ojet de ce genre semble offr i r pl usieurs 
avantages dignes ae mentien peur les habitants de la cellectivite. 
L'etude executee par N.A. Jacebsen, ingenieur civil et expert-censeil de 
Whiteherse, indique que, bien qU'un digesteur anaerebie a ferte charge 
cenQu peur les effluents urbains seit realisable a Old Crew, il ne ser ait 
pas rentaole ni souhaitable. 

La mise en service d'une usine integree de preduits alimentaires 
represente des eccasiens d'emplei et de fermatien peur les habitants de 
la cellectivite. La creatien d'empleis dans la lecalite et l'achat sur 
place des materiaux de censtructien, des fertilisants et de la neurriture 
peur les animaux peurraient aussi augmenter la capacite d'autefinancement 
dans la cellectivite. De plus, ce serait la une eccasien unique de 
lancer des pregrammes de transfert d'infermatien et d'executer des 
recherches cencernant des techniques de preductien alimentaire efficaces 
dans le Grand nor d . 
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Le projet comprendra une etape de formation afin de pre parer les 
candidats choisis en fonction de leurs aptitudes a exploiter et a gcrer 
l'usine. 

Parlai les elements importants de la phase 1 de l'etude, citons 
l'evaluation des facteurs economiques, laquelle determinera la portee de 
la mise en oeuvre du projet. La faisabilite economiqu~ de ce projet est 
expo see brievement ci-apres. 

Le tableau ci-dessous resume les couts d'exploitation d'une annee et les 
couts en capital, tels qu'estimes pour un sJsteme de recuperation et de 
distribution de rejets thermiques et une usine de produits alimentaires a 
Old Crow. 

Ces calculs representent des approximations preliminaires etablies en 
fonction de systemes courants et de mOdeles specialement con9us pour Ie 
Nord. II se peut que des circonstances particulieres a la conception 
definitive aient un effet considerable sur les couts des edifices, du 
materiel et de 1 'installation a Old Crow. Ces donnees sont fournies 
uniquement a titre de point de depart pour des etudes ulterieures. 

Les resultats de la phase 1 de l'etude montrent clairement qu'il faudrait 
executer des etudes plus detail lees en ce qui concerne la mise au pOint 
d'un systeme de recuperation des rejets thermiques et d'une usine de 
produits alimentaires a Old Crow. II est recommande que les responsables 
du pro jet mettent en marche les activites mentionnees de la proposition 
decrivant la deuxieme phase de l'etude. 

Cette etude a ete realisee pour la collectivite de Old Crow par Arctech 
Community Energy Research Associates. 
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R~SUME ~CONOMIQUE 
SYSTEME DE R~CUP~RATION DE REJETS THERMIQUES ET DE CHAUFFAGE URBAIN, 

ET USINE DE PRODUITS ALIMENTAl RES 

COUTS EN CAPITAL 
Cout de construction, a 
90 $ le pi carre 

OLD CROW (YUKON) 

Recuperation 
et distribution 

de rejets 
thermiques 

Exploitation 
dtune serre 
et a'un 
jardin 

36,000 $ 
Superficie (en pieds carres) 400 
Cout du materiel 

Total 

Cout du pied carre 
(en moyenne 120 $) 

REVENU 

D~PENSES D'EXPLOITATION 
ANNUELLES 

FRAIS DE MAIN-D'OEUVRE 
ANNUELS 

REVENUS MOINS COUTS 
D' EXPLOITATION 

340,668 $ 30,150 $ 

340,668 $ 66,150 $ 

165 $ 

67,860 $ 40,111 $ 

4,620 $ 6,389 $ 

5,600 $ 21,500 $ 

57,640 $ 12,222 $ 

Exploitation a'un 
elevage ae volailles 
et a'une usine Qe 
traitement a'oeufs 

3b,000 $ 
400 

5,400 $ 

41,400 $ 

104 $ 

14,000 $ 

7, 837 $ 

b,163 $ 

o $ 

DELAI D'AMORTISSEMENT POUR L'ENSEMBLE DU PROJET, SANS TENIR COMPTE 
DE L'INFLATION , en annees (excluant les couts de la formation): 7 

RESUME DU PROJET 

REVENUS 121,971 $ 
CAPITAL 512,218 $ 
EXPLOITATION 18,846 $ 
MAIN-D'OEUVRE 33,263 $ 
FORMATION 100,000 $ 

t:space 
auxilialr~ 

bj ,000 .$ 
70u 

i,OUU $ 

b4,OOO ;j; 

9i :I> 

o $ 
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1.0 Introduction 

This report documents the results of a study to evaluate the 
opportunities for recovering and util izing waste heat from 
the Yukon Electrical Company Ltd. diesel-fueled electricity 
generator at Old Crow, Yukon. Arctech Community Energy 
Research Associ~tes has been contracted by the Old Crow 
Indian Band to assess the technical, social, and economic 
factors which would determine the feasibility of using this 
energy resource for the benefit of the community. This 
study is funded through an agreement between the 01 d Crow 
Indian Band and the Government of Canada, Energy i~ines and 
Resources (EMRl, Remote Community Demonstration Program 
(RCDP). 

Through initial discussions with the Chief and Council it 
was determined that the community could benefit 
significantly if the recoverable waste heat was utilized for 
facilities to produce locally grown vegetables, poultry and 
eggs. As well, it was suggested that the recurrent problems 
associated with the disposal of sewage be addressed by 
evaluating the potential of using a portion of the waste 
heat for an anaerobic digester. The feasibility of a 
digester to treat sewage from the community and waste 
material produced by the greenhouse and poultry house llas 
been assessed. 

To insure that this study meets the needs of the people of 
01 d Crow, the study team has spent a total of more than 
fourteen person weeks living in the community. During this 
ti me, the study team has had the opportuni ty to di scuss the 
project with many community members of all ages. Visiting 
wi th the peopl e of 01 d Crow has gi ven the study team a 
better understanding of: what the people want; the level of 
communi ty interest; the requirements of training programs to 
further develop this interest; the experience of community 
members in growing vegetables and raising chickens; and the 
extent to ~Ihich the experience of other projects of a 
similar nature can be applied in Old Crow. 

The valuable information gained during the community visits 
has been combined with technical and economic evaluations. 
The technical and economic evaluations are based on 
information from food production and waste heat recovery 
projects in Canada and Alaska, and di scussions wi th other 
knowl edgeabl e persons in the Yukon. Thi s report provi des 
the 01 d Crow Band wi th the information they need to decide 
how to best develop the available waste heat resource for 
the long term benefit of the community. 
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2.0 Community Profile 

Old Crow is the only permanent community in the Yukon which 
is accessible only by air or water. This situation creates 
two unique perspectives: 

of the Outside, by the people of Old Crow, 
and of Old Crow, by the people Outside. 

For the a';/areness of the Outside reader, it is essenti a1 to 
provide the information in this report within a context of 
the current, hi storica1, and geographical background of the 
community. 

2.1 General Description 

Old Crow, the northernmost settlement in the Yukon, is north 
of the Arctic Circle at 67.6 deg Nand 139.8 deg W. The 
com m unity iss i ted 0 n a r i ve r t err ace 0 nth e nor t h ban k 0 f 
the Porcupi~e River, immediately downstream of where the Old 
Crow River flows into the Porcupine from the north. The 
village is bounded on the east and tlest by peat plateaus and 
on the north and northwest by an area of high ground known 
as Old Crow Mountain which rises to approximately 700 metres 
above sea level. 

The settlement area, which extends for about 1000 metres 
along the river at an elevation of approximately 250 metres 
above sea level is relatively flat, within a maximum relief 
of three metres. The eastern and western edges of the 
terrace are lower and subject to periodic flooding. Because 
the Old Crow region is within the zone of continuous 
permafrost. meltwater and precipitation collect in localized 
depressions throughout the village. Typical soils consist 
of frozen silts, sand and gravels overlain by ice-rich silt 
and peat. 

In the community area, white or black spruce are the 
dominant vegetation in undisturbed areas. Where groundwater 
is plentiful, thick willow dominates. Paper birch and aspen 
are a1 so common in small, widely distributed stands. 

Lo g bu i 1 di ngs domi nate the arch i tectura1 sty1 e 0 f the 
communi ty. In recent years, house construction in 01 d Crow 
has developed an integration of the log building with 
insulation levels suited to the rigors of the northern 
climate. 
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2.2 Climate 

Old Crow, located approximately 120 kilometres north of the 
Arctic Circle, has a climate significantly col der than the 
southern parts of the Yukon. 

On the basi s of records taken at 01 d Crow since the 1 ate 
1960·s, a generalized sense of the climate can be gained. 
(All temperatures are in degrees C) Heating demand (ref 18 
deg C) is an annual average of 10,207 degree days; 
agricultural potential as measured by growing degree days 
(ref 5 deg C) averages only 695. By comparison, Whitehorse 
has a heating demand of 6,894 degree days and an 
agricultural potential of 959 growing degree days. Haines 
Junction, the location of an Agriculture Canada Research 
Station, has only 680 growing degree days. However, the 
growi n9 degree day sat Ha i nes occur between Apri 1 and 
October, while the outdoor growing season at 01 d Crow occurs 
between r~ay and September. Outdoor gardening in 01 d Crow is 
further limited by the cold ground temperatures of the 
permafrost and the fact that freezing temperatures can occur 
during any month. 

Recorded temperatures at Old Crow have been as high as 32.8 
in August and as 10\'1 as -59.4 in January. Extreme minimum 
temperatures in June, July and August have been -8.3, -2.5 
and -5.0 respectively. Average daily temperatures range 
from 14.2 in July to -33.1 in January. 

Annual precipitation in Old Crow averages 215 mm, with about 
half of the total preci pi tation in the fo rm of snow. On the 
average, there are 64 days per year with precipitation: 24 
days with rain and 37 days with snowfall. For the periodof 
climatic averaging ending in 1980 as published by the 
Atmospheric Environment Services, only July and August had 
days \~ithout snowfall. However this year (1984) sno\~fa11 
occurred on two separate occasions in August. 

The prevailing winds in Old Crow are from the northeast 
during cold weather and from the west during warmer weather. 
The average wind velocity is about 8 km/hr, with December 
and January having means near 4 km/hr, and August near 12 
k m / hr. Th e win d b low sal m 0 s t con tin u 0 us 1 yin Old C row. 
Frequent cloud cover is caused mainly by the Old Crow 
Mountains to the northwest, and the Keele Range mountains to 
the south~lest. 

The climate of 01 d Crow can be generalized as ilarsh and 
extremely vari ab1 e. 
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2.3 The People 

The 01 d CrO~1 region has been continuously inhabited for at 
least 30 , .000 years as suggested by archaeological evidencp.. 
This r ,egion is one of the few areas in Canada \~hich was not 
covered by ice dul'ing the last glaciation. The Old Cro\~ site 
is a good fi'shing area near major caribou migration routes 
and had been a traditional gathering place for families 
using the Porcupine River for travel. !Jnti 1 the 1950"s, the 
people wintered in small camps along the Porcupine River. 
About thi s time, a federal day school was buil t and 01 d CrO~1 
became a year round centre of regional activity. 

The present population of approximately 250 people is 
predominately Loucheux, with strong nomadic traditions. 
Most people maintain the traditional livelihood of hunting, 
trapping and fishing on a full or part time basis. The 
annual salmon harvest on the Porcupine River is a major 
acti vi ty for many famil ies. 

Hunting and the sharing of fish and game is a tradition of 
the people. The spring and fall harvest of the migrating 
Porcupine caribou herd provides a major source of food. 
Some moose are also harvested. 

In keeping with another tradition, most of the people move 
camp to 01 d Crow Flats by April and many stay until June. 
Several thousand muskrats are harvested annually on the 
flats during this "ratting season". Muskrats are harvested 
fo r thei r pel ts, and ~Ihil e they are on the fl a ts mu skrats 
al so contri bute to the diet of the peopl e. Thi s yearly 
movement of the people to 01 d Crow Flats is a significant 
event in Old Crow. 

r'lany people in the community combine the traditional 
livelihood with employment from various sources including 
the federal and territorial governments, the Band, the Co-op 
store, Trans florth Air, and Yukon Electric. Nearly all 
employment in 01 d CrO~1 is fo r the provi sion of commun i ty 
services. 

The challenges and opportunities found in 01 d Cro~1 are 
typical of most northern communities. 
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2.4 Energy Use 

The recent "Overvi ew Study of the Potenti al fo r Yukon 
Communities to Reduce Their Dependence on Oil", funded by 
Energy Mines & Resources, determined that the people of Old 
Crow maintain one of the lowest percapita energy demands for 
heating fuel and electricity in the Yukon. Elsa, Pelly, and 
Tagish- Marsh Lake are the only Yukon Communities which use 
1 ess energy per person than 01 d Cro\~. Thi sis infl uenced by 
the high cost of energy in 01 d Crow, the modest size of most 
dwellings, and a significantly smaller commercial sector 
than most Yukon communities. 

The primary source of energy in Old Crow is wood. 
Approximately 1000 cords (14000 Gigajoules) per year are 
used by the commun ity. Spruce is the fuel wood used most 
often. While most of the spruce trees in the Old Crow area 
range in size up to 200 mm (8 in) diameter, a number of logs 
as large as 500 mm (20 in) diameter at the butt were seen in 
the commun ity wood pil e. 

tlearly all dwellings use wood for space heat and domestic 
hot water; tile average househol d uses 10 cords per year. 
The school uses about 150 cords (2100 gigajoules) per year 
in a central boiler. Domestic hot water in the school for 
showers and sinks is heated with electricity. Electricity 
used for hot water heating in the school is estimated at 
46,000 kilowatt hours (165 Gigajoules) per year, and amounts 
to 30% of the school"s annual electricity consumption. 

The second largest energy source in the community is diesel 
fuel for the generator. In 1983 the generator consumed 
301,649 litres (11,357 Gigajoules) to produce 786,700 
kilowatt hours (2831 Gigajoules) of electricity. This 
summary is based on data provided by Yukon Electrical 
Company Ltd. These data indicate that the generator 
operated at an efficiency of 25% for conversion of fuel 
energy to electrical energy. 

The third largest energy source in the community is fuel oil 
for heating government and commercial buildings. Based on 
available data, this amounts to approximately 150,000 litres 
(5650 Gi gajoul es) per year. A cursory survey of oi 1 heated 
b u i 1 din g sin the com m u n i ty i n d i cat est hat all 0 f the s e 
buildings have a very high potential for cost effective 
energy conserving retrofits. 
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Based on data t:oll::cted for this study, 1984 fuel oil costs 
vary from $0 , 70 to $0.85 per 1 itre ($18.60 to $22.60 per 
Gigajoule). Electricity costs are presently set by YECL at 
$0.384 per kilowatt hour ($106.67 per Gigajoule) for 
residential ant!, $0.488 per kilowatt hour ($135.56 per 
Gigajoule) fO I" g~neral service accounts. Residential 
customers benefit from the federal government subsidy which 
charges the first 700 kilowatt hours per month at the 
Whitehorse rate of $0.072 per kilowatt hour. Very few 
residential customers in Old Crow use more than 700 kilowatt 
hours per monti,. 
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3.0 Waste Heat production 

In r.tost Northern communities waste heat is produced when 
fuel is burned to generate electricity. The energy 
situation in Old Crow is similar to most remote Northern 
communities. The electricity needed to meet the basic 
requirements of power and light is supplied by engines which 
burn diesel fuel. These engines turn generators to produce 
electricity. Power-producing units such as these are 
typically called "generators". . 

Diesel fuel is expensive, and even more expensive when it 
must be shipped into the comr.tunity by air. Although 
electrical service provided by large, community-sized, 
diesel-fueled generators is quite reliable, it is usually 
four to six times more expensive than electricity produced 
by hydroelectric dams. One reason for the high price of 
electricity is the expensive fuel. Another reason is that a 
diesel-fueled generator is at best, only thirty percent 
efficient for producing electricity. 

i~ost gasoline or diesel fueled engines are only twenty five 
to thirty percent efficient. This "efficiency" is 
demonstrated by the following example. If you put four 
gallons of gasoline in a snowmobile, one gallon makes the 
machine go, the other three gallons make heat. Usually the 
heat that an engine produces is wasted; in the case of a 
snowmobile, some of this heat warms the driver, and the rest 
i s los t. 

Similarly, in the case of the diesel generator, this "waste 
heat" is usually lost. In 1983, the generator at 01 d Crow 
operated at an efficiency of 25%. For every four litres of 
fuel that the engine burned, only one litre produced 
electricity, the other three litres produced heat. This 
heat is presently wasted, because it either goes up the 
stack or out through the radi ator. 

In recent times, high fuel prices have provided northern 
communities in Alaska and Canada with a cost-effective 
opportunity to recover much of this waste heat for use in 
the community. 

3.1 Waste Heat Recovery 

To provide the community of Old Crow with current 
information on waste heat recovery, reports on the operation 
of waste heat recovery systems in Alaska and the Northwest 
Territories wer e r~'lie';lerj. As well, visits Wel"e made to a 
number of generator units in the Yukon which are using waste 
heat recovery systems. 
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3.1.1 Engine Coolant Heat Recovery 

The simplest form of ~aste heat recovery can be used where 
the generator is located in a building such as a shop or 
garage. For example, ;it the Eagle Plains Lodge, the system 
recovers the wasted heat from the engine coolant radiator or 
"water jacket" by reversing the radiator fan so that in 
Ninter, the fan draws cold outside air across the radiator. 
This cools the radiator and warms the air, which is then 
used to heat the building. 

In a 1983 letter to the Government of the Northwest 
Territories, Mr. D. I. McGuinness, Engineering r·lanager for 
the florthern Canada PO\"ler Commission (NCPC) states that many 
of their northern plants are equipped with water jacket heat 
recovery systems. These heat recovery systems provi de heat 
for the plant garage or warehouse buildings. Several of 
these systems have been in operation for 10-20 years wi th 
good success. NCPC designers and engineers like jacket heat 
recovery as it absorbs machinery heat which would otherwise 
have to be directed to the radiators and cooled by operating 
radiator fans. Since about 5 h.p. of electric motor fan 
power is required for every 300 kW of engine generated 
pONer, this wasted fan energy can be saved to the cost 
benefit of NCPC. 

Another method of recovering waste heat is to locate the 
radiator in a bui1 ding adjacent to the generator. The heat 
from the radiator is used to heat the other building. 
However, there are several factors which may cause problems 
in such a system. If any difficulties occur in the 
transmission line between the generator and the radiator, 
the entire power system in the community could be affected. 
Because of the danger of system shutdown, these systems are 
not considered reliable for unattended operation. 

There is a simple way to insure safe and reliable operation 
of a waste heat recovery system, so that the electrical 
service is not affected by di ffi cu1 ti es wi th the waste heat 
recovery system. This system uses a "heat exchanger" to 
transfer the heat from the engine coolant loop into a 
"district heating" loop which services the community. The 
heat transfer fluid in the district heating loop is a water 
and antifreeze mixture similar to the coolant fluid. !.lith 
this method of heat recovery, electricity production is not 
compromised; only the heat, not the coolant fluid, is 
transferred into another system. 
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A basic district heating system consists of a main loop 
which circulates the heat through a "feed" leg to "end use" 
locations in the community. At each end use point, branch 
1 ines transfer heat from the mains to a heat exchanger in 
the buil ding. The heat is extracted to Itarm the buil ding or 
to provide domestic hot water. The heat transfer fluid, now 
cooled, is returned by a second branch line to the "return" 
leg of the main loop. From there, the fluid circulates back 
to the heat exchanger in the generator buil ding, where it is 
reheated, and the process is repeated. Many end use points, 
each with their own feed and return branch lines can be 
serviced by one main loop of a district heating system. 

The advantage with heat-exchanged engine coolant heat 
recovery is that the district heating system utilizes 
whatever heat it requires, and the existing cooling system 
will continue to dissipate any unused heat. 

3.1.2 Exh .a·ust Gas Heat Recovery 

An engine rejects about the same amount of heat in the form 
of hot exhaust gases as it does tilrough the radiator. 
Exhaust heat recovery units called "exhaust boilers" are 
used in some installations to increase the amount of 
recoverable heat. Exhaust gas heat exchangers are more 
expensive per unit of heat recovered than coolant fluid heat 
exchangers. Temperature di fferenti al sin exhau st boi 1 ers 
can be as high as 555 deg C (1000 deg Fl, therefore they are 
made of high temperature stainless steel to withstand the 
high temperatures and potentially high pressures if steam 
were accidentally produced. 

Exhaust boilers are also subject to "sooting up" from 
un burned fU'el, whi ch lowers the effi ci en cy. As co mpared 
with coolant heat exchangers, exhaust boilers may have a 
useful lifetime as short as 5 years, while coolant heat 
exchangers usually last for more than 20 years. Facil ities 
where exhaust boilers are used have indicated that most 
system problems relate to the exhaust boiler, and that 
frequent attention to system monitoring is required. For 
these reasons, the use of exhau st boi 1 ers is not recommended 
for generators which run unattended for most of the time. 
The use of an engine coolant heat recovery system does not 
prevent the addition of an exhaust boiler at a later time. 
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3.2 Waste Heat Availability 

The total amount of waste heat avail able at the generator ~ s 
determined from generator output and specifications as 
provided by the engine manufacturers and the utility 
company. 

3.2.1 Electricity Generating Units at Old Crow 

Data for the three generators in Old Crow, as provided by 
YECL and Finning Tractor and Equipment Co., are shown in 
Table 3.2.1.A below. This table shows maximum heat 
rejection to engine coolant and exhaust gases at the full 
operating capacity of the generator. 

TABLE 3.2.1.A 

GENERATING UNITS, FULL LOAD CAPACITIES & MAX IMUM HEAT REJECTION 

YUKON ELECTRICAL COWANY L TO. 

OLD CR()j YUKON 

========================================================================= 

C.U.L. ENGINE MFG PRIME HEAT REJECTION 

UNIT 

NUMBER 

& MODEL POWER ENGI NE COOLANT 

kW BTU/ min BTU/ hr 

HEAT REJECTION 

STACK GASES 

kW BTU/ min BTU/ hr k W 

========================================================================= 

B CAT 0353 

lB6 CAT 03306 

230 CAT 03408 

200 

150 

220 

10987 659232 193 

6824 409440 120 

8815 528900 155 

11225 673547 197 

10521 631260 185 

13592 815520 239 

Under normal operating conditions, generators sel dom operate 
at full load and maximum efficiency. For e xa mple, at Old 
Crow, the maximum peak demand occurs during November ~r 
December, and has been as low as 172 kW, and as high as 180 
kW during the last three years. 

It can be assumed that both electrical power demand and 
electricity use in Old Crow will increase in the future. 
Therefore, the size of the waste heat recovery equipment is 
determined by the heat rejection characteristics in the 
range between historic peak load and maximum generating 
capac i ty. 

Information on electricity generation, fuel 
generator efficiency were provided by the Yukon 
Company (YECLl for the period of 1981 to present. 

used, and 
Electrical 
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3.2.2 Electricity Generation 

Table 3.2.2.A shows electrical generation for the last three 
years in 01 d Crow. The table shows total generation for 
each month, as well as total, minimum, average, and :naxi mum 
generation per month for each year. The monthly generation 
figures are averaged. to provide generation data for a 
typical year. Average power in ki lowatts is shown for each 
month of the typical year. 

TABLE 3.2.2.A 
ELECTRICITY GENERATION 

OLD CROW, YUKON 

========================================================================= 

ELECTRICITY GENERATION 
MWh/nonth AVERAGE YEAR 

81-82 82-83 83-84 MWh/month AVG kW 
========================================================================= 

APR 57 43 65 55 77 
MAY 46 39 61 49 65 
JUN 50 55 37 47 65 
JLY 49 37 47 44 59 
AUG 50 55 41 49 65 
SEP 56 43 46 49 67 
OCT 83 61 66 70 94 
NOV 82 86 68 78 109 
DEC 91 68 108 89 120 
JAN 73 96 62 77 104 
FEB 69 77 78 75 110 
MI'R 62 75 82 73 98 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 768 734 761 754 
MI NIMUM 46 37 37 44 59 
AVERAGE 64 61 63 63 86 
MAXIMUM 91 96 108 89 120 
PEAK kW 180 176 172 180 
EFFICIENCY % 28 26 25 26 

kWh/ litre 2.88 2.76 2.61 2.75 

The electrical generation data and generation efficiency was 
used to calculate fuel input per month assuming a constant 
efficiency throughout the year. 
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3.2.3 Fuel Input to- Generators 

Tal-le 3.2.3.A sho\~s generator fuel input in Gigajoules per 
month at an assumed fuel energy content of 37.65 megajoules 
per litre. Yearly totals and monthly minimum, average, and 
maximum values are calculated from monthly electriCity 
generation values, using the efficiencies tabulated for each 
year. From these data, an average fuel energy input to the 
generators is computed for each month of a typical year. 
Average input in kilowatts is shown for each month of the 
typi cal ye3r. 

TABLE 3.2.3.A 
FUEL CONSUMPTION FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION 

010 CROW, YUKON 

========================================================================= 
GENERA lOR FUEL (31.65 MJ/lltre) 
GIGAJOULES/month AVERAGE YEAR 

81-82 82-83 83-84 GJ/month AVG kW 
========================================================================= 

APR 
MAY 
JUN 
JLY 
AUG 
SEP 
OCT 
NOV 
OEC 
JAN 
FEB 
MAR 

TOTAL 
MI NIMUM 
AVERAGE 
MAXIMUM 

141 
603 
648 
645 
653 
131 

1085 
1064 
1186 
999 
945 
841 

10149 
603 
846 

1186 

581 
521 
148 
500 
154 
590 
830 

1169 
926 

1386 
1111 
1018 

10212 
500 
851 

1386 

The average year Gi gajoul es 
the -average recoverable 
di stribution potential. 

940 
818 
528 
613 
589 
610 
959 
916 

1563 
818 

1018 
1081 

10692 
528 
891 

1563 

158 
669 
641 
606 
665 
664 
958 

1010 
1225 
1068 
1021 
1000 

10351 
606 
863 

1225 

292 
250 
241 
226 
248 
256 
358 
413 
451 
399 
421 
313 

226 
328 
451 

per month is used to calculate 
waste heat for evaluating 
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3.2.4 Recoverable Waste Heat 

Based upon studies of installations in Canada and Alaska, it 
has been determined that the amount of heat which is 
economically recoverable is usually 24% of the fuel energy 
input for engine coolant heat recovery, and 16% of the fuel 
energy input for exhaust gas heat recovery. The fuel input 
data in gigajoules per month and these recovery rates were 
used to determine recoverable engine coolant heat and 
exhaust gas heat. 

Table 3.2.4.A shows average recoverable waste heat for each 
month of a typical year. The table shows gigajoules per 
month, megajoules per average day, average kilowatts, and 
megajoules per degree day. 

TABLE 3.2.4.A 

RECOVERABLE WASTE HEAT 

(lj) CROW. YUKON 

============================================================================================================ 

ENGINE COOLANT HEAT RECOVERY EXHAUST GAS HEA T RECOVERY 

@ 24% OF FUEL GJ ft 16% OF FUEL GJ 

GJ/mo MJIDAY AVG kW MJlDDY GJ / mo MJIDAY AVG kW MJlDDY 
============================================================================================================ 

APR 

MAY 

JUN 

JLY 

AUG 

SEP 

OCT 

NOV 

DEC 

JAN 

FEB 

MAR 

TOTAL 

MINIMllo1 

AVERAGE 

MAXIMUM 

IB2 

161 

154 

145 

160 

159 

2.30 

257 

294 

256 

246 

240 

2484 

145 

207 

294 

6064 

5182 

5132 

4691 

5150 

5310 

7417 

8558 

9484 

8267 

8722 

7742 

4691 

6810 

9484 

70 

60 

59 

54 

60 

61 

86 

99 

110 

96 

101 

90 

54 

79 

110 

20B 

316 

837 

1279 

636 

345 

263 

211 

216 

157 

193 

193 

4852 

157 

404 

1279 

121 

107 

103 

97 

106 

106 

153 

171 

196 

171 

164 

160 

1656 

97 

138 

196 

4043 

3455 

3421 

3127 

3433 

3540 

4945 

5705 

6323 

5512 

5814 

5161 

3127 

4540 

6323 

To determine waste heat available to meet a building space 
heating load, the amount of heat available must be evaluated 
as a function of climate. 

47 

40 

40 

36 

40 

41 

57 

66 
73 

64 

67 

60 

36 

53 

73 

133 

211 

558 

853 

424 

230 

175 

141 

144 

104 

129 

128 

3235 

104 

270 

853 
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Monthly heating degree days for the period 1981 to present, 
computed from monthly temperature data provided by 
Atmospheric Environment Services (AESl, are shown in Table 
3.2.4.B below. The average year degree day data we re used 
to compute the recoverable heat availability in Megajoules 
per degree day shown in Table 3.2.4.A above. 

TABLE 3.2.4.8 
CLIMATE: HEATING DEGREE DAYS 

OLD CROW, YUKON 

========================================================================= 

HEATING DEGREE DAYS 
ref: 18 degrees C 

81-82 82-83 83-84 AVERAGE 
========================================================================= 

N'R 
MAY 
JUN 
JLY 
AUG 
SEP 
OCT 
NOV 
DEC 
JAN 
FEB 
MAR 

TOTAL 
I~INIMUM 

AVERAGE 
MAXIMUM 

849 
375 
207 
164 
273 
474 
784 

1146 
1231 

1271 
1215 

7990 
164 
726 

897 
521 
183 

78 
260 
369 
921 

1311 
1283 
1727 
1170 
1318 

10037 
78 

836 
1727 

882 
629 
162 
99 

220 
543 
921 

1191 
1566 
1547 
1393 
1206 

10358 
99 

863 
1566 

876 
508 
184 
114 
251 
462 
875 

1216 
1360 
1637 
1278 
1246 

10007 
114 
834 

1637 

The heating degree day data are also used to compute monthly 
heati ng load for buil di ngs when the annual fuel input can be 
estimated. The results are then used to assess distribution 
potential for a district heating system. 
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3.2.5 District Heating Potential 

In a coolant-fluid heat recovery and di stribution system, 
the heat rejected by the engine coolant takes three paths. 
The first path is the route taken by the heat which never 
makes it across the heat exchanger. As the heat is 
transferred from the engine cooling loop to the district 
heating loop, not all of the heat can be transferred across 
the heat exchanger. However, heat exchanger efficiencies as 
high as 95 % can be achieved. 

The other two paths taken by the heat follow the di strict 
heating loop; most of the heat will be distributed to the 
buildings, and some of the heat will escape through the pipe 
insulation. When a district heating loop is designed for 
permafrost regions, high levels of insulation are chosen for 
~he pipe to minimize this heat path to less than 10% of the 
total heat available in the district heating loop at the 
heat exchanger. The remaining energy is available to meet 
heating loads such as building space heating and domestic 
hot water (DHW), or returned to the heat exchanger. The 
operation of the terminal equipment at each end use point is 
automatic; in conjunction with the existing heating 
equipment. . 

Table 3.2.S.A shows District Heating Potential as a function 
of available heat from engine coolant and heating loads from 
a number of community buil dings. The heating loads are based 
on annual fuel use for existing buildings and design 
calculations for proposed buildings. These data are used to 
estimate the distributable heat for average days of average 
months of a typical year in Old Crow. The extent to which 
the available waste heat is used will determine the economic 
feasibility of system operation. 
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TABLE 3.2.5.A 

DISTRICT HEATING POTENTIAL & SYSTEM UTIL IZATION FOR ENGINE COOLANT HEAT RECOVERY 

OLD CROW, YUKON 

================================================================================================================== 

DEGREE 

DAYS 
81-84 

AVAILABLE FOOO 
COOLANT PROOUCTION 

HEAT FACILITY 

SCHOOL 

DHW 
PR<P 

WELL 
HOUSE 

NHW 

STATION 
RCMP 

STATION 

AVERAGE AVG MJIDAY AVG MJ/DAY AVG MJIDAY AVG MJIDAY AVG MJ/DAY AVG MJIDAY 
================================================================================================================== 

APR 
MAY 
JUN 
JLY 
AUG 

SEP 
OCT 
NOV 

DEC 

JAN 
FEB 

MAR 

876 
508 

184 
114 
251 

462 
875 

1216 
1360 
1637 

1278 
1246 

TOTAL 10007 
MINIMlI-I 
AVERAGE 

MAXIMlI-I 

114 

834 

1637 

6064 

5182 
5132 
4691 

5150 

5310 
7417 
8558 

9484 

8267 
8722 
7742 

4691 
6810 
9484 

146 
47 

3 
o 

11 

91 

304 

602 

728 
776 
575 
325 

o 
301 
776 

454 
454 
454 
454 

454 

454 
454 
454 

454 

454 
454 
454 

454 
454 
454 

76 
52 

32 
24 

30 

49 
75 

110 

140 

155 
127 
108 

24 
82 

155 

1698 
954 

357 

213 
471 

896 
1642 
2357 

2551 

3071 
2631 
2338 

213 

159~ 

3071 

3715 
2086 

780 
466 

1030 

1959 

3592 
5157 

5581 
6717 

5755 
5114 

466 
3496 
671 ) 

================================================================================================================== 

PERCENT 

OF SYSTEM UTILIZATION 

FOOD FPF + 
PRODOCT I ON SCHOOL DHW 

FACIL ITY 
(FPF) 

% % 

FPF + 
SCH DHW + 

WELL HSE 

FPF + FPF + 
SCH DHW + SCH DHW + 

WELL HSE + WELL HSE + 
NH W NHW + RCMP 

% % 

NON-UTIL IZED 

RES I DUAL HEAT 

AVG 

% MJIOAY GJIMONTH 
================================================================================================================= 

APR 
MAY 
JUN 

JLY 
AUG 
SEP 
OCT 

NOV 
DEC 

JAN 
FEB 

MAR 

MI NIMlI-I 
AVERAGE 

MAX IMlI-I 

2 

o 
o 
o 
2 

4 

7 
8 
9 
) 

4 

o 
4 

9 

10 
10 

9 

10 
9 

10 
10 

12 
12 
15 

12 
10 

9 
11 

15 

11 

11 

10 
10 . 

10 
11 

11 
14 

14 

17 
13 

11 

10 
12 

17 

39 
29 
16 
15 
19 

28 
33 
41 

41 

54 
43 

42 

15 
33 
54 

100 
69 
32 
25 
39 

65 
82 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

25 
76 

100 

o 
31 
68 

75 
61 

35 

18 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
24 
75 

o 
1589 

3506 

3533 
3154 

1851 

1350 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

3533 

o 
49 

105 
110 
98 

56 

42 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
38 

110 

TOTAL RESIDUAL:459GJ TOTALAVAILABLE:2484GJ ANNUAL AVG UTILIZATION: 82% 
POTENT I ALFlB.O IL DISPLACEMENT: 66,972 I I tres, current .. I ue: $50,229 
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The Food Production Facility can be expected to use only an 
average of 4% of the available heat. Therefore additional 
options for the use of recoverable heat have b'een analyzed 
as sho~ln in Table 3.2.S.A above. The second option meets 
the heating requirements of the Food Production Facility and 
the Domestic Hot Water at the School, and utilizes an 
average 10 % of the available heat. 

The third option meets the heating requirements of the Food 
Production Facility, the Domestic Hot Water at the School, 
and the heating requirements of a Well House for the 
community well. This option utilizes an average 11 % of the 
available heat. The connection to a well house will also 
provide for the economic distribution of freeze protected 
water in a pipe bundled wit~ the district heating loop. 

The fourth option meets the heating requirements of the Food 
Production Facility, the Domestic Hot Water at the School, a 
Well House, and the average space heat and DHI~ load of the 
Health Nurse Station. This option utilizes an average 33% of 
the available heat. 

To maximize district heating system economics, all available 
waste heat shoul d be used. Since the fourth option leaves 
two thirds of the heat not utilized, a fifth option was 
chosen to incorporate the ReMP Station with the other 
buil dings serviced in option four . Although the di strict 
heating system cannot be expected to provide all of the heat 
requi rements of the ReMP Station, all residual heat can be 
used to provide 100 % utilization of the system for six 
months of the year. 

This last option uses 81 % of the average available waste 
heat from the engine coolant during a typical year. The 
residual 19 % would be available during the months of May to 
October and could be used to provide soil Ilarming and frost 
protection for the Food Production Facility gardens. As 
well thi s resi dual heat coul d be used to heat a Summer 
Season Pool in the community. With district heating branch 
lines to the ReMP Station, an extension to the hockey rink 
area for the Summer Pool would be economically feasible, and 
could possibly provide for 100% annual heat recovery system 
utilization. 
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Under nor!11l1 operating conditions, the available heat and 
the h~ating demand will vary from day to day, and at 
different timps throughout the day. Electricity demand i5 
usually greater dl,ring the day than at night, while heating 
demand is usually greater during the night than during the 
day. Fo," this reason, the heat di stl"ibution to individual 
loads is sized to provide maximum heat utilization at an 
average base load, wi th extreme condi tions met by the 
existing heating systems of serviced ~uildings. 

This study concludes that engine coolant heat recovery from 
the diesel generators at 01 d Crow can provide sufficient 
recoverable waste heat to meet all of the heating needs of 
the foo d production faci 1 i ty. At all ti mes there wi 11 be a 
variable quantity of surplus heat not required by the food 
production facility. This heat can be used to meet a 
portion of the space heating or DHW demand of other 
buildings in the community. This greater system utilization 
~Ii 11 sign -j ficantly enhance the economic feasibi 1 i ty of the 
proposed waste heat recovery system. 

It is recommended that the generator output at Old Crow 
be monitored on at least an hourly basis during the months 
of November and December 1984, to determine the average day 
load cycling. These data will be required to determine 
design parameters if more detailed evaluations of recovery 
system feasibility are required. 
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4.0 Northern Horticulture 

Successful horticultural operations in the form of outdoor 
gardening and greenhousing have been achieved by many 
growers in northern Canada and Alaska. 

A community greenhouse and garden facility for vegetable 
production has been suggested by the 01 d Cro~1 Band as one 
means of util izing some of the recoverable waste heat from 
the diesel electric plant. 

This section of the report addresses the benefits and 
1 i mit a t ion s 0 fag r e e n h 0 use and gar de n i n Old C r 0 VI by 
examining the technical and economi c factors of operating 
sue h a fa c i 1 i ty. 

The costs associated with the economics section are based 
upon data collected during the initial community visit to 
01 d Crow in April, 1984, and greenhouse production data 
obtained from Yukon producers and other greenhouse/garden 
operations in Canada and Alaska. For the purpose of 
di scussion, it is assumed that quoted costs are subject to 
change at a rate comparable to the rate of change of other 
economic factors in Old Crow. 

If the fea ·sibility of a greenhouse/garden operation is based 
upon economic factors alone, then the cost of local 
prl;)duction cannot exceed the revenue from vegetable sales. 
However, if other considerations indicate that locally 
produced vegetables will have greater appeal in the 
community, then these factors must also be examined. For 
example, in \~hitehorse, consumers are willing to pay higher 
prices for farm fresh eggs than for imported eggs. 

S u c h fa c to r s a s ve get a b 1 e qua 1 i ty, a s we 11 a s the sen s e I) f 
local self-sufficiency, must also be considered. There may 
also be advantages in establishing greater levels of 
community control over the production of vegetables 
available in the community. 
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4.1 Yukon Horticultural Experience 

To obtain a sampling of the collective Yukon experience in 
horticulture, vegetable growers frOIn the Atlin Road, to r~ayo 
and Dawson were visited. This samoling ranged from family 
scale operations through to commercial-scale garden and 
greenhouse production. The in"ormation gathered in 
conversations with the growers IHS used to assess common 
methods for improving the success of crops and avoiding crop 
failure. Accurate records of vegetables harvested are not 
often kept, but the gardeners can usually estimate the 
amount ~/hich they produce each year. 

4.1.1 Gardening Experience in 01 d Crow 

During the April visit to Old Crow, discussions with 
individual community residents assessed historic and present 
levels of experience in gardening in the Old Cro~/ area. 
Types of crops grown, wh i ch crops I~ere successful and not 
successful, and techniques used for local horticulture were 
discussed. The information gained in these discussion was 
combined with other Yukon experience. 

Several peopl e in 01 d Cro~/ have previou s experi ence wi th 
vegetable gardening. Stories were told of trappers who 
1 ived up-river from the community. They sometimes iJlanted 
rutabagas, cabbages, and other cold season crops before they 
left to sell their furs. The gardens took care of 
themsel ves, and when the trappers returned, the produce was 
ready for harvest. 

The Catholic priests had a successful garden plot in front 
of the church. Other residents told of various people I~ho 
ilave had garden plots in and around the communi ty. 

Many of these one-time gardeners still 1 i ve in town, hOI'/ever 
this practice has not been passed down to the younger people 
as a traditional means of obtaining food. 

There are presently outdoor gardens at the Nursing Station, 
Steven Frost"s house and the Anglican Rectory. Steven Frost 
has two gardens. One garden consists of "raised" beds, for 
potatoes. The potatoes are hardy and vigorous, and thei r 
development equals those grown in the southern Yukon. 

Tile ground-level bed is doing reasonably well, considering 
the cold temperatures in 01 d Crow this summer. Crops in 
this garden include spinach, lettuce, radishes and beets. 
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The Anglican Minister has planted his "raised bed" garden in 
an unused river boat. The garden is flourishing and his 
carrots are, if one can judge by occasional carrot tops on 
the street, much re1 i shed by the chil dren. 

Inspection of these sites indicates that the plants are 
grolling v/e11. With a small amount of additional care, 
productivity can be increased. The most important 
improvements relate to "soil preparation", and include 
fertilization, using "raised bed" techniques to keep the 
plant roots warmer, and pest control. The need for soil 
improvement here is typical of many garden locations in the 
Yukon. 

4.1.2 Greenhousing Experience in 01 d Crow 

During the 1940·s, the 140unted Police detachment operated a 
g r e e n h 0 use i n Old C row for the ben e fit 0 fit·' s me m b e r san d 
undoubtedly the commu.nit.y. There are some pictures of the 
greenhouse in the 01 d Crow museum. Unfortunately, the 
pictures do not show it in the summer, nor is the whole 
building visible, however, it appears to be at least eight 
feet wide and longer than it is \dde. The gro'/iing beds were 
fertil ized wi th the contents of cari bou stomachs. The 
stomachs were removed from animals harvested for meat. The 
stomachs were allowed to freeze then transported to the 
greenhouse where the contents were spread on the growing 
be ds. 

Five greenhouses were in operation in the community this 
summer; one at the School one at the Nursing Station, one at 
the 01 d Catholic Church ., one behind the Co-op store, and the 
fi fth at Johnni e Abe1·s res! dence. 

Due to a late start in planting, and a very cold summer 
season, many plants did not survive, and production in all 
the greenhouses was quite low. Tomato, cucumber, and 
zucchini plants all successfully set fruit in the school 
greenhouse from seedlings started in Whitehorse and taken to 
01 d Crow. 

With an earlier start, better protection from frost, regular 
\iatering, and some training for the gardeners, the harvest 
would improve considerably. 
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4.2 j'!ortilern Gardening 

Vegetable production in the north offers many challenges to 
the gar de n e r. S h 0 r t g row in g sea son s, hi g h r i s k 0 f fr os t, 
and low soil temperatures are tilree major hurdles which the 
northern gardener must overcome. On the other hand, the 
long days of summer provide plants with much more sunshine 
per day than they can obtain in the south. 

The most successful outdoor gardens in northern regions 
employ the use of many cold climate horticuitura1 
techniques. Such techniques include planting in raised 
beds, providing frost and wind protection, selecting f!'"ost 
tolerant crops, and the use of "bedding plants" to gil'e the 
crop a head start on the short season. 

If a gardener can get an early start by raising ground 
temperatures, and protect the plants from frost, then 
fantastic yields can be obtained. Alaskan experience with 
two foot Idde cabbage heads is not uncommon. 

The follo\dng sections address the factors which ShOl.1 d be 
considered in planning an outdoor vegetable garden in the 
north. . 

4.2.1 Soil Bed Gardening 

The major problem faced by many Yukon gardeners is poor soil 
conditions. There are several common practices for 
improving these conditions. Addition of organic material, 
fertilization, warming of the soil bed area, providing good 
drainage, controlling pests (especially rodents), and 
irrigation will make the soil more productive. 

Heavy clay soils and coarse sandy soils generally require 
the addition of an organic material, such as peat moss or 
manure, to lighten the soil and improve it"s ability to 
retain moisture. Manures have an additional benefit of 
adding nutrients to the soil which are necessary for plant 
growth. Locally produced animal manures and peat moss, if 
available, are the favored choice of Yukon growers, with 
chicken manure being the most concentrated source of plant 
nutrients. 

\ 
4.2.2 Fertil izers 

Fertilizers are often used to . augment the nutrient content 
of manures. ~any experienced gardeners tend to apply 
fertilizers according to the directions on the bag or 'box, 
or by "feel". A few gardeners obtain J soils analysis and 
follo\~ the resultlng recommendations. 
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4.2.3 Irrigation 

Irrigation is a major problem for those \'lnO are gardening 
away from lakes and streams. Much of the Yukon suffers from 
a lack of rain, and access to ~Iell water can be very costly. 
Water for irrigation is often hauled to these sites at great 
expense to the gardener. r4ulching with plastic and other 
materials is often used to retard evaporation of soil 
moisture. 

4.2.4 Pests 

Animals and insects are sometimes responsible for serious 
losses in northern vegetable gardens. These invaders are 
usually referred to as "pests". 

There are several effective means of reducing the damage 
caused by these pests. Fences, poison, traps and shot-guns 
are the usual methods employed for pest control, with some 
gardeners employing only non-violent and organic remedies. 
In general, the most damaging pests seem to be rodents, 
which can be effectively controlled with a good fence. 

4.2.5 Crop Varieties 

The varieties best grown outside can be categorized as those 
which have a "final" i1arvest period, and can withstand the 
rigors of the outdoor climate. This is the case ~lith 
vegetables like carrots, which require a long time to grow. 
Once they are harvested, a new crop has to be planted in the 
space, then another period of growth is required before the 
second crop can be harvested. The short growi ng season may 
limit "double cropping" of some vegetables. 

Crops such as turnips, potatoes, beets, broccoli, chard, 
spinach, radishes, carrots and lettuce are successfully 
grown in outdoor gardens throughout the Yukon. Crops such 
as tomatoes, and cucumbers on the other hand, produce 
continuously over a long period, thus making better use of 
high cost greenhouse space. Lettuce can be gro~ln outdoors 
in the summer, and in the greenhouse during the rest of the 
yea r. 

It is advisable to produce a mixture of different 
vegetables. This method of "mixed production" is not the 
most "efficient" way to gro~l, hO~lever, it is good insurance 
against a total failure of the crop, since some varieties 
a t' e b 0 un d to S :J r vi', e c \) ,1 d i t ion s \'I hie il \10 U 1 d de ci ,n a i:;: 0 t ;1 e r s . 
The most efficient method of production is to grow only one 
or two of the highest yielding types of vegetables, however, 
depending upon the circumstances and the market, variety may 
be a more important consideration than yield. 
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The majority of vegetable crop~ are harvestab1e over a four 
w,=ek period. Some varieties, such as l~ttuce, mature in a 
silort 1engti1 of tir.le, and a"e harvestab1e over a long 
period. There are two options available to deal with an 
ex::ess of a partiCl.1ar crop that may result from that 
variety beir!g harvested all at one time. They can be stored 
for sale over an extended pt;riod, ' or shipped to other 
markets. 

4.2.6 Frost Protection 

In Northern areas like 01 d Crow, with short growing seasons 
and a r i s I.:: 0 f fr 0 s t i,l all sum mer m 0 nth s, i tis n e c e s s a r y to 
implement some method of frost protection for frost 
susceptible vegetables. 

Two meth01s of frost protection can be used, 10\~ cost 
plastic crop shelters and mist spray irrigation for periods 
of low temperature. Each have advantages and disadvantages 
over the other. A plastic shelter will raise the overall 
temperaturE; of the growing area and soil bed thus supporting 
higher yields. The spray irrigation method has a lower 
initial and maintenance cost and is not susceptible to wind 
damage. Spray irrigation is, however, susceptible to power 
and water supply fail ure. 

Cool soil temperatures have eliminated all, but the most 
inventive and persistent growers from much of the Yukon. 
Those I'Iho persist swear by a number of proven methods. The 
use of plastic mulch (a sheet of plastic spread over the 
growing area which traps the heat like a greenhouse) is 
wi despread, especi ally in the spring. Gardeners have been 
successful using both clear and black plastic mulches. 
Another common practice is to grow tile more de1icat~ 
vegetables in raised beds, cold frames, or "seasonal" 
greenhouses. 

Some crops which can be grown outside more economically than 
in a greenhouse are "frost tolerant" varieties, such as 
broccoli, which will not be damaged by minor frosts. These 
varieties do not require protection. 
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4.3 Northern Greenhousing 

l~any crops \~h·ich cannot be grown outside in the north can be 
successfully p~oduced in a greenhouse. Appropriate northern 
greenhouse designs are characterized by a south wall of 
windows to let in the sunshine, and an insulated north wall 
to keep out the cold. The plants are gro~ln on benches or on 
the floor. Greenhouses may be either free-standing 
structures, or they may be constructed as an addition to an 
existing structure. 

The advantage of greenhousing is that the windows provide 
protection from the weather, while allowing the penetration 
of sunlight essential to plant growth. The gardener has 
better control over the environment, and can easily provi de 
the plants with a regulated supply of water and nutrients. 

In conventional greenhouses, there are many materials which 
are use d a sa" m e d i a" to sup po r t the roo t s 0 f the p 1 ant s. 
Local soil can be used, however, many of the difficulties 
associated with outdoor gardening, such as soil quality, 
proper fertilization, and weed control, are similar in 
greenhouses when soil is used. 

4.3.1 Temperature Requi rements 

Most vegetables will produce well in temperatures between 10 
deg. C (50 deg. F) and 32 deg. C {gO deg. Fl. Temperatures 
above or below this range may cause stress in the plants, 
reducing their ability to perform efficiently. In the case 
of many varieties of fruiting vegetables, such as tomatoes, 
night time temperatures below 10 deg. C will ·prevent the 
flowers from "setting" fruit. Leafy vegetables, such as 
lettuce prefer lower temperatures. Temperatures above 23 
deg. C may cause them to bolt and "go to seed" prematurely. 

Frui ti ng p1 ants need a ni ght-time reduction in temperature 
to trigger the change from the day-time phase of vegetative 
production into the night-time phase of producing 
reproducti ve ti ssue. 

For greenhouse operation, an ideal day-time temperature ·is 
between 18 deg. C an d 25 deg. C. An idea 1 nigh t-ti me 
temperature is 5 deg. C below the day-time temperature, but 
shou1 d never be lower than 10 deg. C. 
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4.3.2 Ventilation Requirements 

Green hou se·s requi re venti 1 a ti on to provi de two pr i rna ry 
functions: cooling, and supplying fresh air. 

Cooling is required during times \~hen the hea t produced by 
the sun shining in through the windows causes the 
temperature to rise above the desirable limits. This 
temperature ri se may al so occur because of the heat gi ven 
off by any supplementary lighting or other electrical 
equipment. 

Plants require copious amounts of carbon dioxide for the 
process of photosynthesis. A ventilation rate of 1/2 air 
change per hour (30 1 i tres/sec or 60 cfm) in the greenhouse 
will be required during the day light hours to provide 
adequate levels of carbon dioxide. 

4.3.3 L i ghti ,ng Requi remen ts 

Light plays an essential role in providing the energy 
required for plant growth. During tile summer, all of the 
light requirements of the plants can be provided by the sun. 
During fall, winter, and spring, a supplemental light 
source >lill be required. For proper growth, <lrtificial 
lighting slJould closely resemble sunlight, both in intensity 
and colour. 

It is estimated that the electrical load from the artificial 
1 ight will be 500 ~Iatts per square meter. Table 4.3.3./\ 
summarizes the lighting requirements during the year in 
hours per month (hrs/month). 

Table 4.3.3.A 

SUPPLEMENTARY LIGHTING REQUIREMENTS 

t~O N TH 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

Total/year 

h rs / rna n th 

244 
118 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

1 18 
244 
372 

1095 
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4.3.4 Hydroponics 

Some Yukon greenhouse growers are turning to an ancient 
method of gardening used by the Aztec Indians of r~exico to 
reduce the amount of work and minimize ·many of the problems 
o f so i I bed g r e e n h 0 u sin g. " H y d r 0 p 0 n i c $" i sam e tho d 0 f 
growing plants in a sterile medium (gravel, sand, 
vermiculite, plastic, etc.) and using water to carry the 
nutrients (fertilizer) to the plants. This method 
eliminates problems associated with improving poor soils. 

The simplest hydroponic system involves a growing bed filled 
with fine (about half inch) gravel, in which the vegetable 
seedlings are planted. The bed has a vlaterproof seal so it 
will not leak. The bed should be about six inches deep, and 
have a drain at one end. The drain empties into a barrel 
vlhich contains a solution of water and f.~rtil izer. A pump 
sits in the bottom of the barrel. The pump is turned on and 
off three times a day (usually by an automatic timer) for 
about half an hour each time. This pushes the solution to 
the gravel bed, and feeds the plants. The solution then 
drains back dOliO into a barrel. 

The " F e a sib iIi t Y Stu dy 0 fan Arc tic F 0 0 d Pro d u c i n g 
Facility": by The Defense and Civil Institute of 
Environmental Medicine (DCIEM) lists the following 
advantages to hydroponic gardening: 

- transplanting without "seedling shock" 
- no waterlogging 

less weeds using sterile media 
- faster plant growth 
- potential for higher yields of uniform crop 
- reduced growth area for the same yield 
- out-of-season crop production 
- conservation of water and nutrients 
- utilization of normally unproductive areas 
- less manual labour 

From the experience of Yukon hydroponic growers, the 
following advantages can be added to the list above: 

- I e s s "p est s" (i n sec t s, ro de n t s ,e tc) 
- good quality soil is not a requirement 
- less techni cal trai ning requi red to operate 
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It is technically feasible for a hydroponic greenhouse to 
supp l y th£! community of Old Croli ~lith many of the vegetabies 
now avaiiable in the Co-op, such as tomatoes, peppers, 
cucul'lbers . and lettuce. The economics of this operation are 
disct:ssed in Section 7.2.3. 

4.3.5 Greenhouse Modules 

The DCIEt4 Arctic Food Producing Facility has been used as a 
production model for this analysis. The Arctic Facility is a 
modul a r hydroponic growing unit sized to provide sufficient 
tomatoes, cucumbers and lettuce for 100 military personnel 
in isolated Arctic locations, such as Alert, NWT. 
Production fi gurcS from the Arcti c facil i ty have been used 
in the economic analysis for the Old Crow Greenhouse. These 
figures are summarized in Table 4.3.5.A. 

The figures in the table represent quantities I~hich can be 
simul t aniously produced in a growing bed area of 15.6 square 
meters (168 square feet). Table 4.3.S.A shows production 
rates for a twelve month and a nine month production season. 

TABLE 4.3.S.A 

PRODUCTION ESTIMATES 

DCIEM, ARCTIC FOOD PRODUCING MODULE 

The 

CROP 

Tomatoes 

Cucumbers 

Lettuce 

12 MONTH 
PRODUCTION 

1092 lbs 

316 I b s 

180 I bs 

evaluation of a greenhouse fa c iIi ty 
includes a nine mon th production season 
production season. 

9 ~'ONTH 
PRODUCTION 

819 lbs 

237 I bs 

135 I b s 

for 01 d Crow 
and a twel ve 

a I so 
mon th 

In the nine month season the greenhouse I'/ould be operated 
from February through October, for fruiting vegetables such 
as tomato and pepper. For the months of November, December 
and January, the greenhouse ~/ould produce lettuce and otiler 
greens which can be produced at lo~/er light levels. The 
limited amount of nat ural light available to tile plants 
during these dark montils would ,1ecessitate the us e of 
expensive supplementary I ighting for healthy plant grolith. 
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The twelv~ month operation assumes that the facility would 
be operated year round. There would be sufficient heat 
available from the waste heat delivery system to operate the 
facil ity during this time. However, given the high cost of 
e 1 e c t ric i ty i n t i1 i s com m un i ty i t may not bee con 0 10 i cal to 
operate the greenhouse on a twelve months basis, since the 
fruiting vegetables require high light levels to produce 
fruit. 

To determine the size requi red for the facil ity to meet the 
demand in 01 d Crow, Table 4.3.5.B compares the consumer 
demand for fresh salad vegetables in Old Cro\~ to the 
production estimates for the Arctic Module. 

The table shows that a t\~elve month operation in Old Crow 
woul d require three modules to supply the requirements of 
the communi ty for the crops shown. 

To produce these quantities, some adjustments \~ould be 
required in the growing patterns used in the Arctic Facility 
as this would provide too much of some crops and not enough 
of others at different times of the year. 

1ft h e Old C row fa c il i ty i sop era ted a nan i n e In 0 nth 
schedule, it would requil"e four of the modules to meet the 
needs of the community. Similar adjustments to the growing 
patterns would have to be made with the nine month schedule 
to meet the de man din 01 d Crow. 

CROP 

Tomatoes 
Cucumbers 
Lettuce 

CONSUt~ER 
D Et~ AIW 

1 bs/yr 

2402 
858 

2400 

4.3.6 Bedding Plants 

TABLE 4.3.5.B 

12 MONTHS 
PRODUCTION 

1 bs/yr 
1 

rna du 1 e 

1092 
316 
180 

lbs/yr 
3 

modules 

3276 
948 
540 

9 MOIHH 
PRODUCT lOtI 

lbs/yr 
1 

mo du 1 e 

819 
237 
135 

lbs/yr 
4 

mo du 1 e s 

3275 
948 
540 

One means commonly employed by commerci al growers to make 
their greenhouses more profitable is the raising of bedding 
pl .HtS. Bedding plants are al"e started in the greenhouse, 
and transplanted o.utside l'lhen they are large enough to 
withstand the rigours of the outdoor climate. Most varieties 
cannot iJe transplanted until all danger of frost is past, 
however some, such as broccoli and cauliflower, will 
wi thstand frost. 
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Both frost-hardy and frost-susceptible vegetables benefi t 
from this practice because it reduces the growing period 
necessary in the outdoor garden by several I/eeks. This 
makes it po'.sible to grO~1 many crops in areas which would 
othervdse be; unsuitable. 

Most commercial operators raise bedding plants primarily to 
sell to garc!eners. In the case of 01 d Crow th ,"re may only 
be a very small market for bedding plants. The value of this 
crop is in t;le savings to the outdoor garden section rather 
than as a cish revenue crop. The outdoor garden section of 
the food production facility will depend on the use of 
bedding pla~ts. 
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5.0 Poultry 

A community poultry facility for egg production has been 
suggested by the Old Crow Band as one means of utilizing 
some of the recoverable waste heat from the diesel electric 
plan t. 

This section of the report addresses the benefits and 
limitations of a poultry house in Old Crow by examining 
technical and economic considerations of operating such a 
fa c il i ty. 

The costs associated with the economics section are based 
upon data collected during the initial community visit to 
Old Crow in April 19B4, and poultry/egg production data 
obtained from Yukon producers. For the purposes of 
di scussion, it is assumed that quoted costs are subject to 
change at a rate comparabl e to the rate of change of other 
economic factors in Old Crow. 

If the feasibi 1 i ty of an egg production facil i ty in 01 d Cro~1 
is based upon economic parameters alone, then the cost of 
local production cannot exceed the revenue from egg sales. 
Ho\~ever, if . other considerations indicate that locally 
produced eggs will have greater appeal in the community, 
then these factors must also be examined. For example, in 
H hit e h 0 r s e, con sum e r s are wi 1 1 i n g top ay m 0 ref 0 r ado zen 
farm fresh eggs than a dozen imported eggs. Such factors as 
egg quality, as well as the sense of local self-sufficiency, 
m u s tal sob e con side red. The rem ay a 1 sob e a d van tag e sin 
est a b 1 ish in g g rea t e r 1 eve 1 s 0 f com m u n i ty con t r 01 0 ve r the 
production of eggs and poultry available in the community.· 
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5.1 Yukon Poul try and Egg Production Experience 

There are numerous poultry/egg operations throughout the 
Yukon. Flucks as ldrge as 100 hens are fairly common in 
rural areas. If th~ eggs are sold, these operations are 
generally within reasonable transportation distance of 
marketing centres. 

Several of these operations were visited during this study 
to obtain information on egg production, feeding practices, 
and other requirements of the laying flock. 

Most operators have very simple, well-designed facilities. 
They generally feed the hens a combination of commercial and 
local feed, and follow sensible sanitation and culling 
procedures. These practices result in healthy flocks, with 
good egg qJality and production, and a low incidence of 
disease. 

Prices for a dozen farm fresh eggs vary from operator to 
operator, however, a dozen farm fresh eggs generally retail 
for more than imported eggs. 

Based upon conversations with Yukon operators, a flock of 
one hundred egg-laying hens in a well-organized and well 
equipped facility can easily be operated by one experienced 
person on a part-time basis. Daily tasks include providing 
feed, water, additional litter, egg-gathering, and checking 
the bi rds for heal thy appearance and behavior. 

5.1.1 Previous and Current Experience in Old Crow 

A management resource capable of handling a small "family 
size" flock of egg-laying hens already exists in Old Crow. 
Steven Frost has been managing a small poultry operation for 
the last three years. 

The shelter presently in use as a poultry house is a 
temporary structure, and is not equipped with electricity. 
Consequently, water and feed are distributed by hand, and 
the facility uses only natural lighting and ventilation. 
This operation is managed by one person on a part-time 
basi s, and has successfully produced enough eggs for the 
family. 

Ani n s p e c t ion 0 f t his fa c il ity i n d i cat est hat the chi c ken s 
are healthy and comfortable. l~ith improved facilities and 
equipment, it is expected that local production could be 
further expanded to meet the needs of a greater portion of 
the commun i ty. 
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5.2 Egg Production 

Poultry varieties which have been bred for egg-produ ~ tion 
are available in the Yukon, or through hatcheries in the 
south. Some Yukon poultry flock operators bring each flock 
i n tot h e i r fa c iIi ty as day - old chi c k s. 0 the r flo c k 
operators do not purchase the pullets until they are ready 
to produce eggs at approximately 20 weeks. The decision 
varies from operator to operator, and depends upon several 
factors: 

1. Hatcheries often have an age limit for raising the 
chicks, as they want to optimize space utilization, and 
the pullets require more space and feed as they grow 
larger. 

2. Travel conditions may not favor the transport of very 
young chicks. If the method of transport is long and 
rough, it may injure the chicks. 

3. The cost of raising chicks to productive age depends upon 
the facilities available. The optimum age to bring in a 
flock will depend upon the difference in cost per bird 
plus shipping charges for heavier bi rds, compared to the 
cost of bringing in enough feed to raise the flock to 
production. As ~/ell, heating equi pment and addi tional 
observation of the chicks are required to insure their 
health, and to watch for any signs of weakness or 
disease. . 

For a poultry operation in Old Crow, this decision llill 
depend largely on the third consideration, as the shipping 
costs for feed from Whitehorse nearly double the value per 
kilogram. The following sections outline the factors which 
must be considered when deciding on the most economical age 
to bring the chickens into a poultry facility in Old Crow. 

5.2.1 Space Requirements 

A poultry facil ity shoul d provide .1 to .2 square metres (2-
3 square feet) of floor space for each laying hen. A flock 
of one hundred hens needs about twenty square metres (200 
square feet) of floor space to move freely in. The space 
mu st be ~/ell arranged to provi de adequate access to feed, 
I ight, and heat, without being subject to drafts. 

In addition to the floor space, the hens need nesting and 
roosting space. The nests should be constructed so that the 
interior of the nesting bo x is dark. This \~ill aid in egg 
production, aild reduce egg pecking. Roos t s made of I~ooden 
slats are provided for the birds to perch on. They are used 
for resting and sleeping, as chickens do not like to sleep 
on the floor. 
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5.2.2 Temperature Requirements 

Fa c il i tie s for egg - 1 .1y i n g hen s s h 0 u 1 d be k e p t bet ',0/ e en 1 5.5 
and 18.1 degrees C. (50 and 65 degreEs F.). The published 
limits of tempetatur'! range for hens are from 7 to 27 
degrees C. (45 to GO degrees F.). Yukon operators find that 
the chickens wil; generally spend time outside, regardless 
of temperature, unless there is snow lin the ground. 

Observing the be~avior of the chickens is a good indication 
of assessing whethe;" temperatures are within a comfortable 
range for them. If it is too warm, the chickens will 
attempt to get as far a';lay from the heat source as possible, 
usually g:lthering .:lose to a draft. If it is too col d, they 
will huddle together' trying to stay warm. 

5.2.3 Feed Requirements 

Feed rations for commercial egg production facilities are 
sol d as a pelletized preparation containing 15-17% protein 
and essential vitamins and nutrients. Alberta Agriculture 
estimates a requirement of 12 kg. (25 lbs.) of feed per 100 
hen s per day d uri n g til e 1 ay i n g per i 0 d. T his rep res en t s 0.84 
kg of feed per heil per week. 

With a well balanced diet, and a clean, healthy environment, 
chickens can gain one pound for every two pounds of feed up 
to the age of about 16 weeks. Commerci ally produced chicken 
feed or "poultry ration" adequately meets the dietary 
requirements for chickens. 

Feed must always be avail able to chickens. A "feeder" is 
set up in such a way that it is easily accessible, and 
raised up off the floor so the chicks can not get into it or 
spill the feed. Hanging feeders are recommended over 
trough-type feeders. Feeders are generally hung so that the 
feed is at approximately the same level as the backs of the 
chickens. This reduces spillage, and helps to keep the feed 
c 1 ea n • 

A constant supply of clean water is essential for proper 
growth of the hens and production of eggs. The \/armer the 
air temperature, the more water the birds will need to 
maintain their body systems. Clean water must be available 
to the bi rds at all ti meso 
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It is possibl~ to locally produce the components for poultry 
ration which meets all of the protein and nutrient 
requirements. However, for simplifying start-up of a new 
operation, commercial feeds have several advantages. For 
example, it is simpler to monitor the actual cost of 
producing eggs using commercial feed. Commercial feeds are 
readily available at a cost of $.77/ kg. including shipping 
from Whitehorse to 01 d Crow. . 

Although they contain all the necessary nutrients for 
chickens, the commercial feeds may be supplemented with 
vegetable, meat, and fish scraps as desired. In the 
experience of Yukon producers, green vegetable material 
improves the quality and flavour of the eggs. However, 
suppl emental feeds shoul d be tested on a few bi rds pri or to 
giving a new feed to an entire flock. For example, feeding 
fish to laying hens may result in the eggs having a fishy 
fl avour. 

Commercial rations can be blended with locally available 
feed, such as fish or meat meal and green plant material, to 
reduce the amoun t of comme rci al ration requi red. The 
so urce an d qua 1 i ty of the protei n wi 11 affect the 0 verall 
strength and vitality of the chickens. f4any Yukon operators 
believe that variety in feed sources aids in the development 
of stronger, healthier birds and eggs than those ~Ihich are 
fed exclusively on commercial feed. 

To ins u ret h e pro d u c t ion 0 f he a 1 thy egg s wit h she 1 1 s h a r d 
enough to withstand handling, the chickens are supplied with 
a source of calcium, such as oyster shell, bone meal, or 
ground eggshells. Full calcium requirements are included 
with many commercial feed rations, hO~lever, additional 
calcium is available through feed distributors in 
Whi teho rse. 

~.2.4 Lighting Requirements 

A facility for egg-laying hens s ·hould provide plenty of 
fresh warm air, as the birds are particularly sensitive to 
cold air and drafts. 

B0th light and darkness are critical factors in an egg 
production facility. Egg-laying chickens require between 
fourteen and sixteen hours of light per day for maximum 
production, and complete darkness for a period of 
approxi mately si x hours per day. In the l'/i nter, when 
sunlight is not available for this length of time each day, 
Michigan State University Extension Services recommends 
supplemental lighting at a density of one 40 watt bulb per 
10 0 square feet of floor area. Yukon ~xperience indicates 
that one 40 watt bulb may be enough for up to two hundred 
square feet (one hundred birds). These lights can easily be 
turned off and on by an automatic timer. 
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A common co~,laint from egg prc~ucers 1 5 that chickens 
sometimes de.elop a habit of elting egg~, or pecking and 
injurin~ other chickens. This undesiral:le condition is 
called 'cannibalism". It is prE'\-alent among some breeds, 
and difficult to control once started. 

Although cannibalism can also b~ caused jy other stress 
conditions, reducing the light intensity will reduce the 
incidence of cannibalism. Mille :'s Hatchey-ies in Edmonton 
recommends the use of red lamps as a method of reducing 
1 i gh tin ten s i ty if cann i ba 1 i sm becomes a !)Y-obl em. 

5.2.5 Ventilation Requirements 

Adequate ventilation in the poultry house is very impol"tant, 
as it helps to reduce the build-up of moisture, heat, and 
odors. Ventilation is used to maintain an environment with 
a temperatur~ range between 7 and 27 degrees C, and a 
relative humidity range between 50% and 75%. Ventilation 
also helps to k.eep the birds healthy and resistant to 
disease. 

Reliable ventilation can be provided by fans controlled by 
relative humidity and temperature. The University of Alaska 
recommends a minimum of half a cubic foot per minute (efm) 
(0.23 litres/sec) per bird. This is increased to 3 cfm (1.4 
litres/sec) per bird during ~/inter operation and 5 cfm (2.3 
litres/sec) per bird during summer operation to control 
humidity and temperature. 

In general, a col der cl imate reduces the chance of 
overheating, so the ventilation rate may be decreased, 
however, cold incoming air must be mixed with warm air 
before it reaches the chickens, so they will not be exposed 
to cold drafts. 
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6.0 Food Production Facility 

There are many factors which determine the success of 
producing food in the north. In considering these factors, 
there are several potential advantages to combining the 
operation of a greenhouse, a poultry house, and an outdoor 
garden into a single integrated facility. By centralizing 
the food producing operations, the facility can make use of 
the same building, as well as shared heating and utilities. 

The requirements for greenhousing and gardening are more 
stringent than those for a poultry operation. Aside from 
heat and power, the only additional requirement for a 
poultry facility . is access to a "free range" area for the 
hens. 

The following section discusses the specific requirements 
for siting a food production facility in Old Crow. 

6.1 Facility Siting Requirements 

The selection of a suitable site is an important factor in 
ensuring the success of the food production facility and the 
garden. Several locations inthe community, mainly vacant 
lots, and the areas surrounding some of the houses, were 
examined during the community visits to determine their 
suitability for a food production facility. 

Siting factors considered in this study include visibility, 
accessibility, security, solar exposure and weather 
protection, and suitability of soil conditions. 

6 . 1.1 Vis i b i 1 i ty 

The food production facility should be located in a 
convenient and accessible place for the people, preferably 
along the main road. If the facility is located in a well
travelled location, it will promote general interest and a 
sense of association with the project. This would facilitate 
the promotion of visits to the facility for meetings, 
training sessions, research, and a general interest in 
agricultural activities. 
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6.1.2 Access and Availability 

Sit e i n v est i gat ion sex ami ned the sui tab i 1 i ty 0 f va rio u s 
potenti al sites for services such as road, power, water, and 
waste heat from the diesel generator. 

Road access is necessary for the delivery of construction 
and operating supplies. During winter harvest in the 
facility, produce will have to be moved to the retail outlet 
in a heated vehicle to prevent spoilage by freezing. For 
this reason, it is important to insure that the road access 
will not become blocked with snow. 

Electrical service should be readily available, as there 
woul d be a considerable cost for constructing power supply 
lines to service the site. 

Water delivery wi thin the community is effected by tanker 
truck. If the water which is critical for irrigation of 
summer gardens depended upon this delivery method, it would 
add a considerable operating expense to the project. The 
site therefore, should either be close to an alternate 
source of summer irrigation water, or located to facilitate 
the incorporation of a water line from the community well to 
the greenhouse. Our investigation indicates that there is 
ample water available from the well to meet the requirements 
of the facility without limiting the supply available to the 
commun i ty. 

Selecting a suitable site for the facility is influenced by 
its closeness to the diesel plant, to ensure effective 
t ran s fer 0 f he at fro m the p 1 ant tot h e fa c i 1 i ty. The 
farther the heat is moved from the diesel plant, the more 
heat will be lost before it reaches the building, and the 
greater will be the delivery cost. Based upon other 
successful waste heat recovery systems, the facility should 
be located within one kilometre of the diesel plant. Several 
potential sites, within practical servicing distance, were 
investigated during community visits in April and August. 

To determine the availability of potential sites, a search 
of land titles and leases in Old Crow was conducted. 
Further investigation also considered the disposition of the 
community toward available potential sites in the community, 
and an assessment of recent land use planning studies. 
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6.1.3 Securi ty 

During the August visit it was noted that two, four, six and 
eight legged pests were a problem in most of the local 
gardens and poultry operations. All of the incidents were a 
result of curiosity and feeding urges. None were of a 
mal i cious nature. Si te eval uations and faci 1 i ty design must 
consider po·ssible means of eliminating or reducing the 
impact of thi s problem. Capital costs for the faci 1 i ty will 
have to include adequate fencing, and operational costs will 
include some means of insect and rodent control. 

6.1.4 Solar Exposure 

Adequate light is very important for plant growth. 
Therefore, the site should have good uninhibited exposure to 
the sun ina general southerly di rection. It is best if the 
garden area slopes slightly to the south, so that the sun ' s 
ray s stri ke the so i1 mo re di rectly, and mo re of the energy 
is absorbed by the earth. Thi s wi 11 rai se soil temperatures 
and increase production. 

It is important to consider future construction plans, which 
may reduce the amount of sunlight available to the site. 
Locating the facility in a site which is not planned for 
other facilities will ensure that no future construction 
will shade the growing areas from the sun. 

6.1.5 Weather Protection 

The primary retardent to vegetable growth in northern 
locations is the low temperature of the growing bed and 
sur r 0 u n din g air. Sit in g 0 f any h 0 r tic u 1 t u r a 1 ve n t u rem u s t 
consider ways of increasing the temperature of the area with 
a minimum of cost and effort. The site should slope to the 
south, be unshaded to the south and be protected by natural 
barriers on all sides, especially the sides open to 
prevailing winds. · 
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6.1.6 Soil Conditions 

Suitability of soil conditions must be considered for both 
faci 1 i ty siti ng and garden si ting. 

In OldCrow, where permafrost in some areas is very close to 
the surface, site investigations should consider areas 
where the permafrost has been degraded to a substantial 
depth. This will allow increased summer soil temperatures in 
the garden area, and facilitate improved drainage. It will 
also reduce the cost of foundation construction for the 
facil i ty, and reduce the possibil i ty of future problems Id th 
permafrost degradation. 

An important function of soil is to provide a media which 
gives plant roots access to nutrients, air and water in 
order to sustain healthy vigorous growth. The soil must be 
well-drained and friable (loose) to allow uptake of 
nutrients, and to provide room for growth. If any of these 
conditions are lacking, the result will show in reduced 
production. 

Vegetables grow best if water is available to the roots, but 
they do not like to have their roots constantly wet. 
Because of this, adequate drainage is another very important 
factor in selecting a garden site. r~uch of -the community 
suffers from poor drainage of surface water, especi ally in 
the spring and fall. This is a result in part from soil 
types and in part from the presence of permafrost which 
blocks drainage to the deep earth. 

To determine the feasibility of outside soil gardening, 
several soil samples from Old Crol1 were tested by a 
laboratory in Alberta. The results of the analysis are 
di scussed in the Section 6.2.1. 

6.2 Facility Site Investigations 

The ideal location for the food production facility ~Iould 
maximize all the desirable features of a site as described 
a bo ve . 

Vacant land within the community was inspected and assessed 
for it"s ability to meet the requirements for a food 
production facility. The criteria used was that the site 
should; be visible to a large percentage of the community, 
be easily to access, afford a good potential for security of 
the crops, have good exposure to the sun through a long 
season, be protected from wi nd, and have sui table soil 
conditions or at least ones which could be improved to a 
satisfactory level with a minimum of expense and labour. 
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The site which best meets these ideal criteria is located 
between the residence of the Donald Frost Family and the 
National Health and Welfare Nursing Station on the south 
side of the road to the airport. This is a high-profile 
area, on the main thoroughfare between the residential 
sections of the community and the airport, school, and Co-op 
Store. 

An exi sting road and electrical power 1 ines provide access 
to the site. The proximity of the river provides an 
alternate source of irrigation water and precludes any 
future building to the south. Water could also be 
conveniently piped to the site from the well with the waste 
heat del i very system. 

The site is located on a high bank overlooking the Porcupine 
River in an area with good drainage. The site is higher than 
areas which have been subject to flooding in the past. The 
bank is not subject to river erosion or slumping. The soil 
is a sandy silt with some clay to at least 4.fl meters. 
Permafrost in the area has been degraded to a depth of one 
me tre. 

This area has a cleared plot, surrounded by trees, with tall 
spruce to the west, north and east, and low will ows to the 
south. The trees on the east side are located east of the 
Frost Residence, however, they would still afford some 
protection from easterly winds. 

A garden plot of approximately 0.2 hectares (1/2 acre) woul d 
be sufficient to produce the crop that is required in Old 
Crow. Adjacent to the proposed food production facility site 
is a tract of 1 and 1 arge enough for a garden that coul d grow 
all the outdoor varieties of vegetable required to meet the 
needs of the community. Gardening has been successfully done 
in the immediate area by Catholic priests and local 
residents. The site is well sheltered to the north and west 
by trees and bushes. The soil is well drained silt and 
clay. 

There will be ample area on this site for the proposed 
facility building, the garden plot and an outside range area 
for the chickens. The two small buil dings I'lhich occupy the 
site \~oul d not interfere with the use of the site for a food 
production facility, as they are located near the perimeter 
of the lot. 

This site encompasses portions of two lots. The Old Crow Co
op leases one lot from Canada. The other is titled to the 
Catholic Church. These groups will have to be approached to 
determine their interest in the lands. 
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S eve r a lot her are as i nth e com m u n i ty we r e e val u ate d fo r 
their potential as suitable locations for the food 
production facility. Comments on these sites are discussed 
below. 

The a rea to the northeast of the di esel pl ant wa s assessed 
to determine its suitability for the facility site. This 
area is low, wet and covered by a thick stand of spruce 
t r e e s. It has no ro ado r power a c c e s sat the pre sen t tim e. 
Any construction in this location will require clearing of 
the site and installation of additional power poles to 
access the site. This location appeared to be unsuitable 
for a food-production facility, as the area is mainly 
"industrial", and there is constant noise from the generator 
close by. 

The si te across from the school, on the south side of the 
road to the airport, is easily accessible and would require 
no additional delivery of services. There are two cold 
storage buil dings located on the site. This area is used 
for storing the winter wood supply for the school. 

The site is exposed to the \~ind and subject to periodic 
flooding of the Porcupine River. Much of it has been back 
filled with gravel which woul d reduce gardening potential, 
and because of the long narrow shape of the lot it would be 
difficult to utilize the area to provide a garden plot and 
area for chicken range. 

Since the school property is the only land in the area which 
has been recently surveyed, it is di fficult to determine the 
actual size of the si teo There is no record of the YECL si te 
survey. This information will be required for the completion 
of Phase Two of this study if this site is given further 
consideration for the food production facility. At the same 
time, the school storage buildings should be examined for 
possi bl e relocation. 
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6.2.1 Soil Analysis 

During the April visit to the community, soil samples were 
taken from six locations for laboratory testing. Samples 
were taken from the following locations; the east end of the 
ai rport runway, the northeast school yard, the soil beds in 
the Co-op greenhouse, the north side of House #77, the 
nursing station greenhouse, and the garden at Steven Frost's 
ho u se • 

Samples were taken to a depth of four to six inches in early 
spring, when the ground was still frozen below this level. 
Soil test results from the Alberta Agriculture laboratory in 
Edmonton are summarized in Table 6.2.1.A. 

LOCATION 

OF SAMPLE 

East end 
airstrip 

School 
yard 

Co-op 
green 
h ou se 

Hou sa 

#77 

NursIng 

Stat Ion 
ga rde n 

Steven 
Frost's 

garden 

LEGEND: 

Table 5.2.I.A 

SOIL TEST RESULTS FOR OLD CROW, YUKON 

AVAILABLE NUTRIENTS 
(In Ibs/acre) 

N P K 

8 
L 

7 

L 

138 
I~ 

pH SAL TS 
(In mmhos) 

TDS NA S04 

L-

100+ 
VH 

5 
L 

216 
I~ 

6.5 2.3 L M 

<Note:results 
18(NH3) 3 

6 (N03) L 

100+ 200+ 
VH VH 

7 34 

L M 

7 120 
L H 

Lis low 

M is medium 
H Is high 

In 
44 
L 

1220 
VH 

212 

M 

234 
M 

VH is very hIgh 

ppm) 
5.7 

7.1 

7.6 

7.1 

ppm Is parts per million 
O.M. Is OrganIc Matter 

66 37.6 

2.3 H+ L 

0.5 L-

o .7 M+ 

O.M. FREE 
LIME 

M 

M L 

TEXTURE 

MED I Uft 

loam-clay loam 

FINE 
silt-silt loam 
silty clay loam 

sand & peat 

MEDIU)1 

Loam-clay loam 

~~ ~..,- FI NE 

~·1 

slit-slit loam 
silty clay loam 
M ED I UM 
I oam-c I ay loam 

sandy clay loam 
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The results of the soils analyses show favorable levels of 
required nutrients for vegetable gardening in most 
locations. Three of the samples have good texture and 
contain adequate nutrients. Two samples are composed of a 
he a v y san dy clay loa m , and r e qui ret he add it ion 0 fan 
organic material such as peat moss to lighten the soil. The 
remaining locations require very little improvement, and 
could support some crops without fertilization. 

For all of the sampling locations, the addition of t~e 
recommended amounts of fertilizer would further improve the 
soil. Copies of the soils analyses results and recommended 
fertilizer supplements are included as Appendix A. 
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7.0 Economic Assessment 

If the application of a technology has been evaluated as 
"appropriate" in a technical and social context, then the 
deci sions for project implementation wi 11 primarily depend 
on economic factors. The introduction of any relatively new 
commerci al venture in a small communi ty must be proportioned 
to the available experience and resources in that community. 
These factors have been considered in examining the optimum 
size and capacity for the Food Production Facility in Old 
Crow, and are reflected in the limits of the economic 
analysis. 

The prel i mi nary assessment of the economi c feasi bi 1 i ty of 
waste heat recovery and distribution in the community of 01 d 
Crow has been developed from data obtained from other 
similar projects. The preliminary assessment of the Food 
Production Faci 1 i ty economi cs is based on i nforma tion 
obtained from similar operations, and the availability of 
\laste heat in Old Crow. 

Where possible, cost estimates are based on the current 
value of similar projects in Old Crow. For example, the 
Food Production Facility building design I~ould be 
architecturally compatible with existing buildings and 
Vlould utilize local labour for construction. Therefore the 
cost of the basic building is estimated from current Old 
Crow costs per unit area. 

In other cases, such as operating costs for greenilousing, 
gardening and poultry, the study team has used Yukon 
experience Itherever possible to develop initial estimates 
Vlhich are then modified for conditions specific to Old Crow. 

7.! Waste Heat Recovery and Distribution 

In the case of waste heat recovery and distribution, each 
application is unlque. The study team has visited 
installations, and initiated discussions with system 
operators and designers in the Yukon, Northwest Territories , 
and Alaska. As well, the current literature on northern 
systems design and operation have been reviewed and 
correlated. T\lO basic conclusions have emerged from this 
research : costs for waste heat recovery and distribution 
systems vary widely as a function of design, materials, 
location, and other factors, and that simple systems, with a 
minimum number of moving components are usually more cost 
effective and reliable. The economic analysis detailed 
below is based 011 a preliminary recovery system design 
supplied by YECl, with the addition of one heat exchanger 
for e a c hen gin e. Iff u r the r stu dy, as r e com men de d , 
determines that the daily variation of available heat is out 
of ph a sew i t h da i 1 y flu c t u a t ion 0 f he a tin g loa d, the n 
thermal storage buffering wi 11 have to be incl uded. 
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In Table 7.1.A below, cost estimates have been developed for 
the waste heat recovery and distribution options discussed 
and analyzed in section 3.2.5. 

TABLE 7.1.A 
PRELIMINARY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ENGINE COOLANT HEAT RECOVERY & DISTRICT HEATING SYSTEM 
OLD CROW, YUKON 

============================================================================================================== 

GENERATOR 
BLDG & 

MAINS 

FOOD 
PRooUCTN 
FACILITY 

SCHOOL 
DHW 

PRCI' 
WELL 

HOUSE 

NHW 
STATION 

RCMP 
STATION 

OTHER 
MAY-DCT 

============================================================================================================== 

HEAT RECOVERY EQUIPMENT 
RECOVERY CAPACITY (kW) 150 
I NSTALLED COST 584,667 

I~A I NS LENGTH (metres) 225 
PIPE SIZE (mm) 75 
INSTALLED COST $62,550 

8RANCH LINES (metres) 90 5 50 51 280 60 
PIPE SIZE (mm) 25 18 25 40 51 32 
INSTALLED COST $16,200 5825 $9,000 $10,710 $64,400 $11,820 

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT 
HEAT EXCH (SPHT)(kW) 15 5 45 55 25 
HEAT EXCH (DHW)(kW) 3 12 5 5 
I NSTALLED COST $4,200 52,800 51 ,167 511,667 514,000 55,833 

MONITORING & CONTROLS 
INSTALLED COST $4,500 5900 550 5500 $510 $2,800 $600 

ENGINEERING 515,172 52,130 5368 $1,067 $2,289 58,120 51,825 
============================================================================================================== 

TO"FAL COSTS 5166,888 523,430 $4,043 $11,733 525,175 $89,320 $20,079 
======================================================================================================~~====== 

DISTRICT HEATING SYSTEM OPTIONS: ( 1 ) ( 2) (3) (4 ) (5) (6) 
FOOD FPF + FPF + FPF + FPF + ADD 

PRODUCTION SCHOOL DHW SCH DHW + SCH DHW + SCH DHW + MAY-OCT 
FACIL ITY WELL HSE \\£LL HSE + \\£LL HSE + USE 

(FPF) NHW NHW + RCMP 
============================================================================================================== 

CAP I TAL COST 
HEAT RECOVERY & DISTRIBUTION $190,318 $194,361 5206,094 $231,270 

OPERATING COSTS (annual O&M) 55,710 55,831 $6,183 56,938 
AVERAGE % UTIL IZATION 4 11 12 33 
FUEL OIL DISPLACEI~ENT SPHT (iltees) 2435 7100 7836 22022 
FUEL OIL DISPLACEMENT OHW ( Iitres) 1169 19829 19829 22166 
VALUE § $0.75/1 itre $2,703 $20,197 $20,749 $33,141 

SIMPLE PAYBACK (years) -63 14 14 9 

For this preliminary economic analysis, economic Fpr' n" S 
based on $/kW of installed heat recovery cap ,E ' icy, £/n!etr~ 
of installed heat transmi ssion pipe, and $/kW of installed 
terminal heat distribution, have been developed from a 
reviel'/ of exi sting, northern, ~/aste heat recovery projects. 

$320,590 $340,668 
$9,618 $10,220 

76 100 
50079 65976 
24504 24504 

$55,937 $67,860 

7 6 
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These economic factors have been used in the analysis to 
compute cost estimates of installed capacity. The analysis 
includes the generator building heat recovery equipment, the 
main distribution pipe and fittings, and heat transfer 
terminal equipment for each end use point. In the upper 
section of the table, these costs are assessed and totaled 
for each potential end use point as discussed in section 
3.2.5. 

The bottom section of the table provi des an economi c 
summary and simple payback analysis for each district 
heating system option. The fuel oil displacement value used 
for the payback analysis is computed from average percent 
utilization and recoverable engine coolant heat, as 
calculated for each district heating option, in Table 
3.2.5.A above. The space heat (SPHT) fuel oil di sp1acement 
is calculated as the 1itres equivalent of distributed heat 
at 37.65 Megajou1es/litre. The calculations are not 
adjusted for furnace efficiency, and are therefore 
conservative estimates of actual fuel oil replacement. In 
the case of domestic hot water (DHW) fuel oil replacement, 
to be consistant wi th the sfJace heating fuel rep1 acement, 
the amount of fuel which wou1 d be burned in the generator to 
pro d u c e the e 1 e c t ric i ty use d for D H W i s cal c u 1 ate d. The 
current value of $0.75 per litre is used to estimate a 
dollar value of the total oil replacement. In the case of 
the s c h 00 1 D H W, the val u e 0 f the e 1 e c t ric i ty dis P 1 ace dis 
$22,448 at current electricity rates. The value of the 
generator fuel displaced is $13,995. The economics based on 
fuel displacement are therefore conservative. 

The base option supplies the Food Production Facility with 
all requirements for space heating and domestic hot water. 
The negative figure in the simple payback indicates that 
this option is not economically feasible. With the 
integration of the schoo 1 DH\~ load and a well house, the 
e con 0 m i c p ay b a c k be com e s 1 4 yea r s. 0 P t ion f 0 u r , w h i c h 
integrates the Health Station, reduces the payback to 9 
years. By extending the system to the RCMP Station, and 
achieving total heat utilization for the six months of 
winter, the system payback can be further reduced to 7 years 
with option five. The sixth option would utilize available 
heat from May to October. Economics for this option are 
based on a short extension of the heati ng system from the 
RCMP to a location suitable for a Summer pool. If total 
utilization of recoverable waste heat can be achieved, then 
the waste heat recovery and di stribution system can reach 
payback in 6 years. 

These calculations represent preliminary approximations 
based on standard systems. Circumstances specific to final 
system design may significantly affect the cost of equipment 
and installation in Old Crow. These data are provided only 
as the basis for decisions for further study. 
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7.2 Economic Assesment of Greenhouse & Garden Sections 

Economically it is impractical to consider growing all of 
the vegetables required by the people of Old Crow in the 
greenhouse facility. Many varieties, such as broccoli and 
carrots can be more economically grown outside during the 
summer. The varieties best grown outside can be categorized 
as those which have a final harvest period. This is the 
case with vegetables like carrots. They require a long time 
to grow. When harvested, a new crop has to be p1 anted in 
the space, then another period of growth is required before 
the second crop can be harvested. Crops like tomatoes on the 
other hand produce continuously over a long period thus 
making better use of high cost greenhouse space. 

In Northern areas 1 ike 01 d Crow, wi th short growing seasons 
an dar i s k 0 f fro s tin all sum me r m 0 nth s, i tis n e c e s sa r y to 
implement some method of frost protection for frost 
susceptible vegetables. One economical method of doing this 
is to cover the vegetables with a low cost polyethylene 
shelter supported on polyethylene pipe. 

A second category of crops which can be grown outside more 
economically than in a greenhouse are "frost tolerant" 
vegetables which will not be damaged by minor frosts, such 
as brocco1 i. These vari eti es do not requi re protection. 

Therefore, two types of vegetable production are being 
considered in the economic analysis; section 7.2.3 examines 
greenhouse vegetable production, and,section 7.2.4 examine 
outside gardening with low cost frost protection for frost 
susceptible varieties. 
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7.2.1 Market Survey 

Information on present and future market potential of fresh 
vegetables in 01 d Crow was provi ded by the Co-op Manager, 
Ray Lahti, and past Co-op manager, Dave Webster. The 
information they provided was used to tabulate retail sales 
information shown in Table 7.2.1.A. 

They both indicated that locally produced vegetables would 
have good sale potential in the store and would be an 
improvement over the quality of the vegetables that are now 
provided to the consumer. Their positive reaction was echoed 
by every individual in Old Crow with whom the project was 
discussed. 

TABLE 7.2.1.A 

RETAIL VALUE 

OF 

PRODUCE 

Vegetable lbs/wk $/lb 

Broccol i 23 1.59 
Cabbage 35 1.54 
Carrots 50 1.09 
Caul i flower 23 3.50 
Cel ery 25 1.88 
Cucumber 25 1.78 
Green Peppers 30 1.54 
Lettuce 30 2.43 
Onions 25 1.20 
Potatoes 150 1.79 
Tomatoes 70 1.89 
Turni ps 25 1.62 

Co-op wholesale purchases are shovln in lbs/wk (pounds per 
week). These fi gures are based on the average quanti ti es of 
fresh vegetables that were purchased by the co-op from their 
distributor in Whitehorse for shipment to Old Crow. 

The shelf price shown in $/lb (Dollars per pound) is the 
Co-op price at the time of survey. 

In addition to the items listed in table 5.6.A, the Co-op 
manager advised that there was also a potential market for 
other crops, such as strawberries, spinach, radishes, and 
flowers. 
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During the August visit to the community, an Indian Affairs 
advi sor worki ng at the 01 d Crow Co-op reported that up to 
50 % of many varieties of fresh vegetables presently brought 
into the store are thrown out because the quality has 
deteriorated so much in transit that people will not buy 
them. Higher throw allay, or "cull", rates are encountered 
with more perishable vegetables such as lettuce and 
tomatoes. LO~ler cull rates are experienced wi th vegetables 
such as potatoes and turnips which store well. Discussions 
with retail produce managers in the Yukon indicates that a 
cull rate of 10 to 15 % for all vegetables is normal. 

Vegetables produced in the community could be delivered to 
the Co-op in a "fresh from the garden condition". This will 
eliminate much of the waste. The increase in the quality of 
produce can also be expected to encourage an increase in 
sales. 

Table 7.2.1.B sholls the quantities of locally produced 
vegetables required to meet the present demand in Old Crow. 
This table assumes that vegetables produced locally would 
not be subject to the high cull rate presently being 
experienced . A cull rate of 10 % has been assumed for all 
local produce. This is consistent with information supplied 
by produce managers. 

To determine the volume required to displace the import of 
each variety of vegetabl e sol d a graduated cull rate has 
been applied. 

Those vegetables having a high cull rate will need to be 
replaced with fewer locally produced vegetables than those 
with lower cull rates. For example, tomatoes, with . a cull 
rate of about 50 %, could be replaced with nearly half as 
many locally produced tomatoes. 

The total annual volume of vegetables presently sold through 
the Co-op is shown in the column headed "IMPORTED" and 
divided into pounds per year (lbs/yrl, and dollars per 
year ($/yrl. 

The "LOCAL SUPPLY" column lists the quantity of locally 
produced vegetables required in lbs/yr and $/yr. This 
includes an assumed 10 % increase in demand for vegetables 
resul ting from the improved qual i ty an d a 10% cull rate. 
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Table 7.2.1.B 

PRODUCE REQUIRED 

TO 

~~EET CONSUMER DEMAND 

IMPORTED 

VEGETABLE 

Broccoli 
Cabbage 
Carrots 
Cauliflower 
Celery 
Cucumber 
Green Peppers 
Lettuce 
On ion s 
Po ta to e s 
Tomatoes 
Turnips 

Tota 1 

7.2.1.1 Pricing Strategy 

lbs/YR 

1196 
1820 
2600 
1196 
1300 
1300 
1560 
1560 
1300 
7800 
3640 
1300 

26572 

LOC AL 
SUPPLY 

1 b s /y r 

1075 
1638 
2808 
1076 

780 
780 
936 
936 

1404 
8424 
2184 
1404 

23447 

There are three methods of establishing the market value of 
a product. One method is to establish the value by 
calculating all the costs involved in producing, marketing, 
and delivering the product to the consumer, then add on a 
percentage for profit. Another method is to assess the 
maximum price which the market will bear. Above this price 
sales will drop off sharply. The third method is to find out 
at what price a product is presently being sold in the 
community and evaluate whether you can sell your product at 
that price and still meet production expenses and make a 
profit. 

For the purposes of this economic evaluation, the third 
method will be used to establish the value of produce from 
the food production facility. This method has been chosen 
because the Co-op"s pricing structure is acceptable to the 
community and provides sufficient information for the 
analysis. 
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The Co-op's prlclng policy at the time of survey is to 
price vegetables based on the wholesale price, plus 35 % 
mark-up plus the cost of freight. In setting this policy, 
the Co-op had recognized the need of the community for this 
commodity and used a pricing structure that would keep the 
price as low as possible . In doing so, the Co-op put 
themselves in a position of having to subsidize the sale of 
some vegetables with profits from other sales. With the 
heavy spoilage rate of fresh produce (up to 50 % on some 
varieties), the 35 % mark-up on the vegetables which were 
sol d may not be sufficient to cover the losses on those that 
are thrown out. 

7.2.2 Val ue Of Vegetable Production 

It is assumed that the products of the facility will be sold 
to the Co-op. Therefore, Co-op' s costs are considered to be 
the maximum value for locally produced vegetables. However, 
a sl ightly higher price woul d not present an economic 
hardship for the community, because the consumer would still 
be getting better value for their money. A lower price could 
be used if it can be proven to be profi tabl e. 

Table 7.2.2.A shows the real costs to the Co-op of the 
produce they sell. 

V EGE TABLE 

Broccoli 
Cabbage 
Carrots 
Cauliflower 
C e 1 e ry 
Cucumber 
Green Peppers 
Lettuce 
Onions 
Potatoes 
Tomatoes 
Turnips 

Total 

TABLE 7.2.2.A 

SHELF VALUE 

OF PRODUCE 

SALES 
P RIC E 

$/1 b 

1.59 
1.54 
1.09 
3.50 
1.88 
1. 78 

1.54 
2.43 
1.20 
1.79 
1.89 
1.62 

co-op 
COST 

$/1 b 

1.58 
1.54 
1.03 
3.13 
2.1 7 
2.08 
1.84 
2.71 
1.11 
1.53 
2.18 
1.92 

VOLUME 
ORDERED 

1 bs/yr 

1196 
1820 
2600 
1196 
1300 
1300 
1560 
1560 
1300 
7800 
3640 
1300 

26572 

Co -OP 
COS T 

$ / y r 

1885 
2795 
2677 
3741 
2827 
2700 
2875 
4228 
1441 

11935 
7950 
2497 

47550 
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The $/lb values shown have been calculated for each pound of 
each variety of vegetable shown considering all the costs 
i nvo1 ved in puttin g that commodi ty on the she1 f. The val ue 
is derived from the Wholesale price plus all the costs 
incurred by the Co-op, i.e., an average of $O.65/lb freight 
to 01 d Crow airport, plus $0.07/lb local freight, plus the 
cull rate. 

These figures should be considered as the lowest value of 
local produce. It is hard to place an upper limit on the 
value. To quote the Indian Affairs advisor to the Co
op,"good produce can be sold at almost any price, poor 
produce cannot be sold at any price". 

The volume ordered is total quantity of each variety 
imported by the Co-op. 

The last - column shows the total cost per year of each 
vegetab1 e to the co-op. 

7.2.3 Greenhouse Operation 

Table 7.2.3.A shows costs associated with the construction 
and operation of the facility. The table is divided into 
CASE ONE and CASE TWO. 

CASE ONE examines the economics of operating the greenhouse 
with mature plants producing through a 12 month season using 
supplementary lighting as required, to sustain maximum 
pro duction. 

CASE TWO examines the economics of operating the greenhouse 
with mature plants producing through a 9 month season with 
the balance of the year being devoted to producing crops 
requiring low light levels, which could be sold to the Co
op or fed to the chickens depending on demand, preparing the 
greenhouse for the next season, training, record keeping, 
and starting bedding plants for use in the greenhouse in the 
next season. 

For the purposes of comparison, estimates are shown for one, 
two, and three OCIEM sized production modules for CASE ONE 
and one, two, and four production modules for CASE TWO. 
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TABLE 7.2.3.A 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR FOOO PRODUCTION FACILITY 

GREENHOUSE SECTION 

I 2 
M:JOULE 

CASE I 

3 

MODULE MODULE MODULE 

CASE 2 

2 
MODULE 

4 
MODULE 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ConstructIon Costs 18000 36000 54000 18000 36000 72000 

Venti lotion 1000 2000 3000 1000 2000 4000 

Supplemental lighting equip. 7700 15400 23100 7700 15400 30800 

HydroponIc equipment 2000 4000 6000 2000 4000 8000 
141sc. controls 800 1600 2400 800 1600 3200 

Total: 29500 59000 88500 29500 59000 118000 

OPERATING COSTS 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Seeds & Fertll izer 210 

:~Isc. Supp lies 50 

Power 4894 

Repairs & Maintenance 200 
Loc.1 freight III 

Labour 4000 

Tot. I : 9465 

REVENUE 

Vegetable sales 4910 

Revenue less operating costs -4555 

420 
100 

9788 

400 

222 

6000 

16930 

9819 

-7111 

630 

150 
14682 

600 

333 

8000 

24395 

14878 

-9517 

158 

38 

2108 

150 

83 

3000 

5536 

3720 
-1 817 

315 

75 

4216 

300 
167 

4500 

9573 

7439 

-2134 

630 

ISO 
8432 

600 
333 

7500 

17645 

14878 

-2767 
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A buil ding cost of $840.00 per square meter ($90.00 per 
square foot) has been used for buil ding costs in 01 d Crow. 
This figure was provided by the Bands Housing Construction 
Project Manager for buil ding costs in 01 d Crow. Construction 
costs for each greenhouse module are based on a floor area 
of 18.2 square meters (200 square feet). This is sufficient 
to provide a net growing bed area of 15.6 square metres (168 
square feet), which is equal to the model OCIEt~ unit. 

All other capital expenses include labour, material and 
shipping required to provide a finished product ready for 
use in the greenhouse. The cost of the heating system is 
incorporated in the terminal costs of the Di strict Heating 
System. 

Operating expenses listed include material and shipping. 
Labour is listed as a single item and includes the cost of 
labour to do all the work required for the day-to-day 
operation of the greenhouse incl uding setting up, starting 
seedlings, planting, weeding, transplanting, fertilizing, 
harvesting, weighing of produce, keeping of production 
records, and transporting of produce to the Co-op. 

Revenue from sales assume that all the produce is sold til 
the Co-op at the present Co-op cost. Volume of sales are 
based on the quantity of produce required to displace the 
i mpo rted pro duce. 

If the crop values from Table 7.2.2.A are compared to the 
cost of operation from Table 7.2.3.A, it can be seen that 
such an operation would not be profitable. 

To make the economics of operating the facility more 
attractive, other means of increasing the value Qf goods 
produced in the greenhouse must be considered. 

CASE 2 considers the use of part of the greenhouse section 
for the production of bedding plants. This is a common 
strategy employed by commercial operators to increase 
revenue during the "off-season". 
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Table 7.2.3.B summarizes the economics of bedding plant 
production in Old Crow. Although a definite interest has 
been indicated by many people, it is not possible to assess 
a demand for bedding pl ants from the commun i ty. Therefore, 
adequate quantities of bedding plants only to meet the 
requirements of the facility garden have been considered . 

TABLE 7.2.3.B 

ECONOMIC EVALUATION BEDDING PLANT OPERATION 

Costs 

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 
Bedding flats 
Misc. supplies 
Utensils 

TOTAL 

10 cal 
production 

250 
25 
50 

$325 

ANNUAL OPERATING EXPEND ITURES 

Potting so il 10 c al n Ic 
Pea t mo s s 10 cal n Ic 
Ferti 1 i zer 50 
Seeds 75 
Seed potatoes 75. 
Jiffy pots sty ro cup 
Bedding plants 
Freight 50 
Labour 1000 

TOTAL 1250 

nlc 

COST TO PURCHASE BEDDING PLANTS 1831 

ANNUAL PRODUCTION COSTS 1250 

NET SAVINGS 561 

buy from 
Whiteho rse 

25 
50 

$75 

75 

656 
800 
300 

$1831 
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Capital expenses include the tools and "flats" needed for 
producing bedding plants. Costs shown include purchase, 
frei ght, an d labour requi red to prepare each item for use in 
the operation. 

Operating expenses listed include material and shipping. 
Labour is listed as a single item and includes the cost of 
labour to do all the work required to produce bedding plants 
including acquiring local soil and peat moss and 
sterilizing, setting up, starting seedlings, planting, 
thinning, weeding, fertilizing, and keeping of production 
records. 

If bedding plants are not grown in the greenhouse then they 
must be purchased. The average Whitehorse costs for bedding 
plants is 65 cents each for vegetables and 25 cents for 
flowers. About 1200 plants would be required to supply the 
garden. By growing bedding plants locally in the food 
pro d u c t ion fa c i 1 i ty, a net s a v i n g s 0 f $ 561 .00 can be 
achieved in the overall economics of the greenhouse 
operation. 

Bedding plants produced in Whitehorse could be shipped to 
Old CrO~1 by charter under specifically controlled 
environmental conditions. Special arrangements would have to 
be made, as the only scheduled airline presently servicing 
thi s commun ity from Whi tehorse does not guarantee del i very 
of peri shabl e items. 

In both cases examined for the greenhouse, there is a net 
loss over a one year period. If the $561.00 savings is 
deducted from the losses in CASE 2, there is still a net 
los s • 

CASE 2 also allows for the production of chicken feed during 
the "off-season". Cull, trimmings and scraps from the 
greenhouse could also be fed to the chickens. It is 
estimated that the value of chicken feed and scraps to the 
chicken section of the facility I,ould approximate the 
deficit provided the two facilities were matched in size. 

In conclusion, CASE TWO, with the inclusion of facilities 
for the production of bedding plants and chicken feed, 
should be pursued in future analysis. 
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7.2.4 Garden Operation 

The present shelf value of the vegetables that could be 
raised in an outside garden for sale to the Old Crow Co-op 
are in excess of $32,000. Therefore, it makes good economic 
sense to investigate the feasibility of gardening in Old 
Crow. Gardening has proven that it can be successful 
accomplished, both in 01 d Crow and in similar Northern 
communities. 

The outside garden operation is the least capital intensive 
and most labour intensive of all the sectors in the food 
pro d u c t ion fa c i 1 i ty • I tal so 0 f fer s the g rea t est 
possibilities for making the entire facility economically 
self-sustaining. 

Plastic crop shelters can be built for $5.00 per square 
meter {50 cents/sq. ftl. Much of the cost of spray 
irrigation is carried in the cost of normal irrigating 
equi pment for the garden. In addition to thi s equi pment, 
the spray system woul d requi re temperature sensors to 
activate the spray system when the temperature drops below a 
predetermined level. Thermostats and val ves for a system of 
this size would cost approximately $300. 

Many of the root crops could be frozen or stored by other 
methods. Those varieties which cannot be stored caul d be 
shipped to another community for sale, such as Inuvik. 

Table 7.2.4.A shows an economic analysis for the outside 
garden. 
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TABL E 7.2 .4.A 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS - OUTSIDE GARDEN 

CAPITAL EXPENSES 

Building poly crop shelter 3225 
Building raised beds 1600 
Roto tiller 1200 
Mulch shredder 600 
Misc. tools & equip. 200 

Total 

ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES 

Replace poly on crop shelter 
Fertilizer 
Tools 
Labour 

Tota 1 

REVENUE FROM SALES 

Net Profi t 

6B25 

216 
800 

50 
16000 

17065 

32672 

t5606 

Capital expenses include labour, material and shipping 
requi red to provide a finished product ready for use in the 
garden. The cost of the mulch shredder has been shared on a 
50-50 basis with the chicken section of the facility. 

Operating expenses listed include material and shipping. 
Labour is listed as a single item and includes the cost of 
labour to do all the \~ork required for the setting up, 
planting, weeding, transplanting, fertil izing, harvesting, 
weighing of produce, and keeping of production records. 

Revenue from sal es assume that all the produce is sol d to 
the Co-op at the present Co-op cost. Volume of sales are 
based on the quanti ty of produce requi red to di spl ace the 
imported produce. 
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7.2.5 Export Potential 

Production levels from the outside garden have been studied 
at the rate required to produce all the vegetables required 
by the commun ity. The garden area requi red to support these 
production levels is available. However, because of the 
short growing season, it will be impossible to stagger 
harvest dates to provide a continuous supply of vegetables 
from the outsi de garden. 

Export to Inuvik has been examined as a possible market. 
Since Inuvik presently imports most of their vegetables from 
the south it can be assumed that they would look favourably 
on surplus produce from Old Crow. 

The Co - 0 P has i n v est i gat edt h e f e a sib i 1 i ty 0 f m a kin g the i r 
wholesale purchases through an Inuvik wholesaler. Their 
research indicated that the wholesale prices for produce in 
Inuvik are 10 % higher than their present costs to purchase 
vegetables in Whitehorse and ship them to Inuvik. This would 
allow a 10% mark up on produce shipped to Inuvik for sale. 

A further point to consider is that the cost of culled 
produce is normally born by the consumer and not by the 
vendor. The tables previously produced for this economic 
analysis placed the burden of culled vegetables on the Food 
Production Facility in an effort to equate the CO-op's 
present costs for produce. However, thi s woul d not be the 
case when considering export to Inuvik, where retailers are 
a 1 rea dy a b so r bin gal 0 % cull rat e. T his w 0 u 1 d, i n e f f e c t , 
resul t in another 10% increase in the value of the produce 
exported. 

The only additional cost that would apply to export of 
surplus produce is freight. Since the Co-op regularly 
charters aircraft from Inuvik to bring in supplies surplus 
produce could be sent out on the back-haul at no additional 
co s t. 

In conclusion, produce for export has a 20% higher value in 
Inuvik than it does in Old Crow, and there are no additional 
costs associated with export. 
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7 .2 .6 Summary of Greenhouse and Garden Economics 

Table 7.2.6.A summarizes the economi cs for the greenhouse 
and garden sections. Costs and revenues are based on the 
Case 2 scenario wi th the greenhouse being 37 square meters 
(400 square feet) in area. 

TABLE 7.2.6.A 

SUMMARY 

OF 

ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS 

GREENHOUSE & GARDEN SECTIONS 

Greenhouse Produce 
Garden Produce 

To ta 1 

Greenhouse 
Bedding Plants 
Ga r den 

Tota 1 

Excess of sales over costs 

REVENUES 

7439 
32672 

40111 

OPERATING 
COSTS 

9573 
1250 

17066 

27889 

12222 

CAPITAL 
COSTS 

59000 
325 

6225 

65550 

Simple payback on Capital Investment in years 5.35 

LABOUR SUMMARY 

Greenhouse 
Bedding plants 
Garden 

To tal 

4500 
1000 

16000 

21500 
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Revenues are shown to include the sale of gree~house and 
garden produce. Revenue from the bedding plant operation 
has not been indicated because that revenue is a savings to 
the operation which reduces the operating cost of the 
outdoor garden but it does not generate revenue to the 
facil i ty. 

Operating costs include all cost for the day to day 
operation of each part of this section of the facility, 
including: labour for operation, maintenance, 
administration, and record keeping, and the cost of supplies 
and services. 

The cal c u 1 at ion 0 f p ay b a c k 0 nth e cap ita 1 i n v est men t has 
used the simple pay-back method of dividing the total 
capital costs of the operation by the excess of sales over 
operating cost. 

A LABOUR SUMMARY has been incorporated into the table to 
itemize the labour component of each part of this operation. 
The labour rate has been assumed to be paid at the rate of 
$10.00 per hour. 
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7.3 Economic Assessment of Egg and Poultry Production in Old Crow 

There are many choices open to the operator of a poultry 
facility which determine the economic success of the 
operation. The discussion on Egg Production in Section 5.2 
presents many factors to evaluate in an economic analysis. 
This section evaluates a number of potential egg production 
options for the communi ty of 01 d Crow. 

7.3.1 Market Survey 

According to information provided by the Co-op manager, the 
Old Crow Co-op supplies eggs to the community at the rate of 
150 to 130 dozen per week. Assuming a population of 250 
people in Old Crow, this is equivalent to an average of 8 
eggs per person per week. This demand indicates a market 
large enough to consider egg production in the community. 

At the time of the April community visit, eggs were sold at 
a price of $2.75 per dozen. Tili s represen t an annual egg 
revenue of $21,450 to $25,740. 

Chicken is sold as packaged frozen drumsticks, legs, 
breasts, and whole chicken at a whole chicken price of $6.15 
per kilogram. According to the previous Co-op manager, 
approximately 140 kilograms of chicken per week are sold by 
the Co-op. This represents an annual chicken revenue of 
nearly $45,000. 

7.3.2 Egg and Broiler Production 

The follo\~i ng section examines the economi c feasi bi 1 i ty of a 
poultry operation in Old Crow. Two operating scenarios for 
egg production and one scenario for broiler production are 
di scussed. 
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Table 7.3.2.A shows the parameters and assumptions ~/hich 
were used to calculate operating costs for the poultry 
facility. Two cases are shown, with Case 1 showing costs 
for 100 % imported feed, and Case 2 sho~ling costs associated 
with providing 50% of the feed requirements locally. 

TABLE 7.3.2.A 

POULTRY OPERATION ECONOMI C ASSESSMENT 

CASE I 

S/ ehlek @ 4 wks (O ld Crow) 3. 51 
$/ hen @ 20 wks CO ld Crow): 11.03 
S/ kg feed: .77 
kg feed/b I rd/ wk: .84 
eggs/ hen/year : 240 
S/ dozen eggs : 2.75 
kg/ avg.broll e r (12 wks ): 1.50 
S/kg e h leken: 6. 15 

CASE 2 

3.51 
11 .03 

.77 

.42 + .42 LOCAL FEED 
240 

3.25 INCREASE COST PER OOZEN 
1.50 
6.15 

Costs for chicks and hens include price per bird plus 
freight from Edmonton to Old Crow. Feed costs for imported 
pelletized ration are based on cost per kilogram in 
Whitehorse plus shipping via fourth class mail to 01 d Crow. 
Feeding requirements (kg/bird/wk) and number of eggs 
produced annually by each hen (eggs/hen/year) are based on 
data from Alberta Agriculture. 

In addi tion to the di fferent assumptions for feed, CASE 1 
uses the current shelf price for a dozen eggs in Old Crow. 
CASE 2 uses a price of $3.25 per dozen, which corresponds 
~lith the incremental cost of farm-fresh eggs in Whitehorse. 
Increasing the cost per dozen eggs from $2.75 to $3.25 
amounts to an additional $19 per week revenue for 100 hens. 
The cost of broiler chicken is based upon estimated price 
per kilogram and average broiler size for whole frozen 
chicken in Old Crow. 
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Table 7.3.2.B sho~/s CASE 1 and CASE 2 weekly egg production 
figures for increasing flock sizes from 25 to 400 laying 
hens. Revenues and costs for the table on a "per bird" basis 
can easily be determined using the column for 100 bi rds, and 
dividing all figures by 100. 

TABLE 7.3.2.B 

WEEKLY EGG PRODUCTION 

CASE 1 CASE 2 

I hens: 25 50 100 200 400 25 50 100 . 200 400 

kg/wk feed: 21 42 84 168 336 11 21 42 84 168 
$/wk feed: 16 33 65 130 260 12 25 49 99 197 
# eggs/wk: 115 231 462 923 1846 115 231 462 923 1846 
doz eggs/wk: 10 19 38 77 154 10 19 38 77 154 
$/wk egg revenue : 26 53 106 212 423 31 63 125 250 500 

The next three tables show estimated annual operating costs 
for the facility. Three scenarios are presented with the 
di fference between operating costs and revenues along the 
bottom row of each section. The three scenarios are: egg 
production with birds brought in at laying age of 20 weeks, 
egg production with birds brought in at 4 weeks and raised 
to laying age in the facility, and broiler production, with 
pullets harvested at 12 weeks. 

For CASE 1, the hens are fed entirely on imported pelletized 
laying ration. For CASE 2, half the feed requirements are 
supplied by local sources. Local feed is assigned a "dry 
Ileight" value equal to the cost per kilogram of laying 
ration in Whitehorse. 
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Table 7.3.2.C examines the costs associated with bringing 
"ready to lay" hens into Old Crovi at 20 weeks. The CASE 1 
operation (100% imported feed) shows a net revenue of $1516 
for every hundred birds, or $15.16 per bird. CASE 2 (50% 
local feed) shows a net revenue of $33.33 per bird. 

TABLE 7.3.2.C 

Scenario I: YEARLY EGG PRODUCTION AND CHICKEN HARVEST - start wi hens @ 20 wks 

CASE I CASE 2 

# hens: 25 50 100 200 400 25 50 100 200 400 

$ hens @ 20 wks! 276 552 1103 2207 4414 276 552 11 03 2207 4414 
feed (kg) : 1092 2184 4368 8736 17472 546 1092 2184 4368 8736 
S/yr feed: 845 1690 3381 6762 13523 641 1282 2564 5128 10256 
chIcken harvest S: 125 250 500 1000 2000 125 250 500 1000 2000 
S/yr eggs rvnu: 1375 2750 5500 11000 22000 1625 3250 6500 13000 26000 
=================================================================================== 

revenue - cost/yr = 379 758 1516 3032 6063 833 1666 3333 6665 13330 

net revenue per hen= $15.16 $33.33 

Table 7.3.2.D assumes that chicks are brought in at the age 
of 4 weeks, and brought up to laying age of 20 I"leeks at the 
fa c i 1 i ty i n Old C row. The CAS E lop era t ion s how san e t 
revenue of $12.27 on each bird, and CASE 2 has a net revenue 
of $32.96 per bi rd. 

TA8LE 7.3.2.0 

Scenario 2: YEARLY EGG PRODUCTION AND CHICKEN HARVEST - start w/ch1cks a 4 wks 

CASE 1 CASE 2 

# hens: 25 50 100 200 400 25 50 100 200 400 

S chIcks @ 4 wks: 88 176 351 703 1406 88 176 351 703 1406 
feed (kg) : 1428 2856 5712 11424 22848 714 1428 2856 5712 11424 
S/ yr feed&sh1p: 1105 2211 4421 8842 17684 838 1676 3353 6706 13412 
chicken harvest S: 125 250 500 1000 2000 125 250 500 1000 2000 
S/ yr eggs rvnu: 1375 2750 5500 11000 22000 1625 3250 6500 13000 26000 
=================================================================================== 

revenue - cost/yr = 307 614 1227 2455 4910 824 1648 3296 6591 13182 

net revenue per hen= S12.27 S32.96E 
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From these three tables, it appears that the most optimistic 
scenario from an economic standpoint is to bring in hens at 
20 weeks and provide 50% of the feed from local sources. 
Reduced feed costs combined with a price of $3.25 per dozen 
eggs shows the most favorable results. 

The worst economic case is bringing in the chicks at 4 
weeks, feeding them 100% imported feed, and selling the eggs 
at the current price per dozen. 

Table 7.3.2.E presents costs for growing chicken for meat in 
Old Crow, where chicks are brought in at 4 weeks, and 
harvested at 12 weeks. The table assumes four production 
cycles per year. Chicken harvest values are based upon the 
current price per kilogram for chicken in Old Crow. CASE 1 
is a losing proposition, showing an annual deficit of $2.09 
per bi rd. CASE 2 shows a net revenue of $1.81 per bi rd. 

TABLE 7.3.2.E 

Scenario 3: ANNUAL BROILER PROOUCTION 

CASE 1 CASE 2 

# birds per cycle: 25 50 100 200 400 25 50 100 200 400 

$ chicks: 351 703 1406 2812 5624 351 703 1406 2812 5624 
grower feed (kg): 1008 2016 4032 8064 16128 504 1008 2016 4032 8064 
cOs·~ of feed: 780 1560 3121 6242 12483 390 780 1560 3121 6242 
chicken harvest $: 923 1845 3690 7380 14760 923 1845 3690 7380 14760 
=================================================================================== 

revenue - cost/yr = -209 -418 -837 -1673 -3347 181 362 724 1447 2895 

net revenue/bird= $-2.09 $1.81 

For all scenarios, management of the facility was assumed to 
be similar to most "family scale" operations, in which 
labour is not considered as part of the operating expenses. 
The net profit represents the value of the labour required 
for operation of the facility. This value will fluctuate, 
depending upon several factors, particularly the efficiency 
of operation. Labour has therefore been excluded from the 
calculations, and \~ages are based on annual net revenue. 

7.3.3 Export Potential · 

The average production of dual-purpose laying hens is 240 
eggs per bird per year. Using this figure, and the 
consumption rates from the market survey above, the 
community of Old Crow \~ould require close to five hundred 
birds to supply their maximum weekly demand. 

Old Crow may wish to consider an expanded facility 
proportioned to an export market when they have established 
an operation whi ch adequately meets the needs of thei r o\~n 
commun i ty. 
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7.3.4 Capital and Operating Costs of Poultry Facility 

Table 7.3.4.A shows capital costs and one year operating 
costs for increasing flock sizes from 25 to 400 hens. 
Capital costs for the building are based upon the current 
construction costs ($/sq ftl in Old Crow. Costs for 
ventilation equipment, poultry equipment and controls are 
estimated from data collected during the study. One year 
operating costs are based on the most profitable scenario as 
developed in the sections above. Annual labour costs are 
assumed to equal the difference between revenue and 
operati ng costs. 

TABLE 7.3.4.A 
CAPITAL COSTS - POUlTRY FACILITY 

Number of chtckens: 25 50 100 200 400 

8ul Idlng Cost g $90/sq tt 4,500 9,000 16,000 36,000 72,000 
Venti latlon Equip 125 250 500 1,000 2,000 
Poultry Equipment 1,250 1,500 2,000 3,000· 5,000 
Controls 800 800 800 800 800 
Feed grInder 600 600 600 600 600 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 7,275 12,150 21,900 41,400 60,400 

Area (sq tt) 50 100 200 400 800 

Cost / square foot 146 122 110 104 101 

ONE YEAR OPERA T I NG EXPENSES 

Hens at 20 weeks 276 552 1,104 2,208 4,416 
Local feed 218 437 874 1,747 3,494 

Imported teed + shpg 420 841 1,682 3,363 6,727 
I~ I sc Supp /I es 1 ? 30 60 120 240 
Light 15 29 58 116 233 
Ventilation 35 71 141 292 564 

Tot. I 980 1,959 3,919 7,637 15,674 

REVENUE 
Eggs 1,625 3,250 6,500 13,000 26,000 

Chickens 125 250 500 1,000 2,000 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tota l 1,750 3,500 7,000 14,000 28,000 

LAOOUR COST 
Revenue - Operating Cost 770 1,541 3,081 6 ,163 12,326 

To optimize labour requirements for the facility, the annual 
net revenue of $6163 for a flock size of 200 hens has the 
best potential for realistic one-person facility management. 
Based on egg-production estimates, this flock size should 
meet hal f the present community egg requi rements. A poul try 
module size of approximately 40 square metres (400 sq ftl 
would provide ample space for a 200 hen flock. 
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8.0 Training Requirements 

An initial evaluation of training requirements for the 
operation of the waste heat recovery and distribution 
system, and for the food production facility have been 
assessed during Stage 1. 

The people of 01 d Crow have not yet had the opportunity to 
learn all of the skills and techniques associated with 
district heating and food production. However, several 
people in Old Crow have a wealth of experience relating to 
these areas. Their experience would contribute a valuable 
component to a training program. 

T his stu dy has de t e r min edt hat the a v ail a b i 1 i ty 0 f 0 n - sit e 
training and skills upgrading is the critical component in 
the success of this project. 

To ens u r e con tin u i ty 0 f fa c i 1 i tie sop era t ion, two per son s 
(as a minimum) should be trained for each functional 
position to be further defined in Stage 2. 

Curriculum development shoul d integrate guest lectures and 
educational material from recognized institutions in the 
south, to provide a frame~lork for eventual certification of 
trainees. 

8.1 Waste Heat Recovery & District Heating System 

The waste heat recovery and distribution system has similar 
operating characteristics to the school heating system. 
Training liould expand the skills presently used to operate 
the heating system at the school. A training program would 
be designed to further develop these existing skill s for an 
additional area of application. 

Components of the training program for management and 
operation of the WHR and distribution system should include: 

Equipmentoperation 
Heat Recovery and Distribution System Maintenance 
Ordering procedures for expendable supplies 
Daily records and system monitoring 
Observational records and monthly reports 
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8.2 Food Production Facility 

The Loucheux people are keenly observant of seasonal 
climate changes and the IHYS of the land. With a well 
equipped food production facility and a training program 
developed speci fically to meet thei r requi rements, the 
people in Old Cro~1 could specialize and adapt these 
traditional observational skills to successful horticulture 
and poultry raising. 

Components of the training program for vegetable production 
management and operation should include: 

Management Decision Making 
Equipmentoperation& maintenance 
Fa c il i ty san it a t ion 
Ordering procedures for seeds 
Planting & Cultivation 
Soil bed & Hydroponics techniques 
Ordering procedures for expendable supplies 
Transplanting seedlings 
Plant nutrition 
Fertilization and watering requirements 
Fertilizer records 
Crop harvest and transport to market 
Crop production records 
Crop rotation 
Observational records and monthly reports 

Components of the training program for management and 
operation of the poultry and egg production facil ity should 
include: 

Management Decision Making 
Equipmentoperation& maintenance 
Facility sanitation 
Ordering procedures for birds and feed 
Ordering procedures for expendable supplies 
Feeding and watering requirements 
Feed records 
Egg gathering and transport to market 
Daily production records 
Flock rotation 
Observational records and monthly reports 
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9.0 Economic Summary 

Table 9.0.A summarizes estimated capital costs and one year 
operating costs for the waste heat recovery and distribution 
system, and the food production faci1 i ty. 

TABLE 9.0.A 
ECONOMIC SUMMARY 

WASTE HEAT RECOVERY AND DISTRICT HEATING SYSTEM & 
FOOD PRODUCTION FACILITY 

OLD CROW, YUKON 

========================================================================= 

CAP !TAL COSTS 
Building cost @ $90/sq ft 

Area (sq ft) 
Equipment cost 

To tal 

Waste Heat 
Recovery and 
Oi stribution 

$340,668 

$340,668 

Cost/square foot (avg $120) 

REVENUE 

ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES 

ANNUAL LABOUR EXPENSES 

$67,860 

$4,620 

$5,600 

Greenhouse 
and Garden 

Operation 

$36,000 
400 

$30,150 

$66,150 

$165 

$40,111 

$6,389 

$21,500 

Poultry 
and Egg 

Operation 

$36,000 
400 

$5,400 

$41,400 

$104 

$14,000 

$7,837 

$6,163 

An ci 11 a ry 
Space 

$63,000 
700 

$1 ,000 

$64,000 

$91 

========================================================================= 

REVENUE - OPERATING COSTS $57,640 $12,222 $0 $0 

SIMPLE PAYBACK on 
TOTAL PROJECT (years) 7 

PROJECT SUMMARY 

REV ENUE $121,971 

CAP I TAL $512,218 

OPERATION $18,846 

LABOUR $33,263 

TRAINING $100,000 
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These calculations represent preliminary approximations 
based on standard systems and northern designs. 
Circumstances specific to final system design may 
significantly affect the cost of buildings, equipment, and 
installation in 01 d Crow. These data are provided only as 
the basi s for deci sions for further study. 

Capital costs for the waste heat recovery and distribution 
(district heating) system are based upon the design 
configuration with the highest annual system utilization. 

Cap ita 1 cos t s 0 f the f 00 d pro d u c t ion fa c i 1 i ty ass u mea 
buil ding area of 144 square metres. The dimensions are 
based upo n the requi red a rea fo r a greenhou se and po ul try 
operation to meet half the present demand for vegetables and 
eggs in 01 d Cro~/, plus ancillary space. 

The design includes 37 square metres (400 sq ft) of 
greenhouse, 37 square metres (400 sq ft) of poultry house, 
and an ancillary space of 70 square metres, including 
training and office space, mechanical equipment, tools, 
supplies and materials storage. 

Total capital cost of the project is estimated at $512,218. 

The revenue for the district heating system of $67,860 is 
based on estimated fuel oil displacement and is expressed as 
"oil equivalent" dollars. This is calculated on the present 
cost per 1 i tre of fuel oil in 01 d Crow. 

The $54,111 revenue for the food production facility is 
based on the' total sales of vegetables and eggs, and is 
calculated on the best case scenarios for both operations, 
as detailed in Sections 7.2.6 and 7.3.4 respectively. 

One year of operating costs and potent i al revenues for the 
district heating system and the food production facility are 
also summarized on the table. 

Operating costs for the district heating system include 
materials required for maintenance of the system and the 
cost of pumping power. 

Operating costs for the greenhouse and garden include power 
for lighting, operation of heating and food production 
equipment, and materials for maintenance of the facility. 

Operating costs for the poultry house include power for 
lighting, operation of heating and ventilating equipment, 
feed, and supplies. 

Total annual operati ng costs for the project are esti mated 
at $19,336. 
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Labour costs for the district heating system are $5600, 
based on the time required for preventative and regular 
scheduled maintenance, servicing, monitoring, and report 
preparation. 

Labour costs for the greenhouse/garden operation are 
$21,500. Thi s incl udes all labour requi rements for day-to
day operation of the facility, as well as regular 
maintenance, record keeping and report preparation. 

Labour costs are based on 
required at $10 per hour. 
represents profit. 

estimated number of person hours 
The remaining balance of $9113 

Labour costs of $6163 for the poultry operation are based 
on estimated number of person hours required for day-to-day 
operation of the facility, as well as regular maintenance, 
record keeping and report preparation. 

For the poultry facility, the difference between revenue and 
operating costs is the value assigned to labour. This is a 
"floating" value, which may fluctuate directly proportional 
to an increase or decrease in revenues or operating costs. 

Total value of the labour component is $32,773. This 
corresponds to 410 person days at a rate of $10 per hour for 
an eight hour day. It is recognized that the nature of the 
1I0rk invol ved may not conform to an eight hour day schedule, 
or provide full-time employment to the individuals involved. 

Training costs of $100,000 are estimated to cover the cost 
of instructional fees, travel expenses, and training 
materials for the first year of operation. 

A simple payback of 7 years is calculated for the total 
project. The balance on the project indicates a sUbstantial 
annual net revenue. 
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10.0 Conclusions 

The results of the Stage 1 study conclude that it is 
feasible and appropriate to utilize waste heat from the 
diesel-electric generating plant in Old Crow for an 
integrated food production facility. Based upon a 
preliminary evaluation of the technical, economlC, and 
social factors involved, such a project appears to offer 
several significant advantages to the community. 

Ani nit i ale x ami nat ion 0 f the pro po sed fa c i 1 i ty in d i cat e s 
that an integrated food-production facil ity consisting of a 
greenhouse, a garden, and a poultry house is feasible, 
provided that all three components are implemented. 

A number of factors become economical for commercial scale 
production when the three components are combined into a 
single facility. For example, a combined facility shares 
the capital costs of buil ding construction and util i ties. 

The implementation of an integrated food production facility 
offers training and employment opportunities for the 
community. Local employment and the purchase of local 
materials for facility construction, fertilizer and feed, 
could also provide a mechanism for increasing the cash flow 
i nth e com m u n i ty • I n add i t ion, the fa c i 1 i ty co u 1 d 0 f fer a 
unique opportunity to conduct community based information 
transfer programs, and valuable research into successful 
food-production techniques in the far North. 
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11.0 Recommendations 

Based on the conclusions of Stage 1 investigations, it is 
recommended that the Study proceed with the tasks outlined 
in the proposal for Stage 2, relating to waste heat recovery 
and food production in Old Crow. The following 
recommendations identi fy the areas of further work requi red 
to complete the feasibility study. It should be recognized 
that some of these recommendations are outside the scope of 
the Terms of Reference for the Stage 2 component of the 
study. 

11.1 Waste Heat Recovery Recommendations 

Fro m the res u 1 t s 0 f t his stu dy, i tis con c 1 u de d t hat the r e 
is ample waste heat available to maintain a food production 
facility. It is recommended that further investigation 
examine the potential for distribution of surplus heat to 
other users in the community. Other potential uses may 
include; domestic hot water for the school, space heating 
for a ~Iater delivery point, and supplemental space heating 
for other buildings in the community which are presently 
heated with oil. 

Ene r gy con s e r vat ion ret r 0 fit 0 f b u i 1 din g s r e c e i v i n g 
supplementary heat should be evaluated. Conservation plays 
an important role by increasing the waste heat contribution 
to the space heating and hot water requirements. 

An integrated application of waste heat utilization and 
energy conservation retrofit of buildings will maximize the 
n u m b e r 0 f com m un i ty b u i 1 din g s w h i c h can ben e fit fro m the 
~Iaste heat. 

It is recommended that design development focus on waste 
heat recovery from the engine coolant on all generators in 
the YECl facil ity. It is further recommended that the waste 
heat distribution system be designed to carryall waste heat 
presently available, and to accommodate future expansion of 
the system. 

It is recommended that the variations in electricity 
generation during typical winter days be monitored with a 
chart recorder, by Yukon Electrical Company ltd., during the 
November 1984 to January 1985 period, to provide necessary 
data for engineering design of the heat recovery system. 
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In addition, the study should examine the feasibility of 
coaxial delivery of water with the waste heat distribution 
system. 

11.2 Food Production Facility Recommendations 

It is recommended that further study examine the specific 
requi rements for a food production facil ity designed to meet 
at least half of the present community requirements for 
produce and eggs. 

It is recommended that availability of the prime site be 
investigated to determine if it may be used by the community 
for this purpose. 

It is recommended that cost estimates for the facility 
maximize the use of local labour and material s. 

It is also recommended that facility design development 
include a minimum of 200 square feet within the food 
production building for training sessions, meetings, and 
other communi ty activities related to food production. 

11.2.1 Greenhouse Recommendations 

Resul ts of Hli s Stage 1 report strongly favor further 
investigation into the development of hydroponic 
greenhousing techniques for Old CrolL Hydroponic 
methodology, planting schedules, suitable crop varieties and 
market demand should receive more detailed evaluation. 

It is recommended that further study proceed ~/ith a design 
concept for a 400 square foot greenhouse section in the 
food-production facility. This floor area would accommodate 
enough vegetables to replace half the community"s present 
requi rements. 

11.2.2 Outside Garden Recommendations 

The resul ts of thi s study in di cate the success of rai sed bed 
gardening in cold climates. It is recommended that proven 
techniques for increasing soil fertility and plant 
productivity in raised outside beds be addressed in further 
study. 

The study has concluded that there will be a surplus of 
waste heat available from the generators from r4ay to 
October. It is recommended that attention be given to using 
some of this heat to protect frost susceptible varieties, 
which could be grown in Dutside beds enclosed by a low-cost, 
low-maintenance shelter. 

· I 
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11.3 Poul try Recommen dations 

It is recommended that the study proceed with a design 
concept for a 400 square foot poultry house section in the 
food-production facil ity. This area woul d accommodate 
enough hens to produce hal f the communi ty's present demand 
for eggs. 

Although egg production is feasible for Old Crow, it is 
evident from the Stage 1 study that the economics of poultry 
raising are significantly affected by the percentage of feed 
requirements which can be met with local resources. 

Further study should provide information on acquisition and 
value of local materials for feed and litter, breed 
selection, production scheduling, egg marketing in the 
community, and utilization of manure for garden 
fertilization. 

With the potential e·conomic advantage of providing local 
material for feed, the economics of broiler production may 
be favorable. Further study should examine the economics of 
broiler production as a component of the food production 
facil i ty. 

11.4 Training Recommendations 

Training will be an essential part of project development to 
prepare selected trainees with operational and managerial 
ski 11 s requi red fo r the wa ste heat and food production 
facility. 

It is recommended that the level of community interest in 
training be further investigated. Continued support of the 
study from the Old Crow Band indicates their interest in 
effective training approaches to develop the energy 
com po n en t 0 f COin m un i ty P 1 ann i n g. T r a i n i n g co u 1 din c 1 u de 
energy management ~Iorkshops on current appropriate energy 
t e c h nolo g i e san den e r gy p 1 ann i n g for i n t ere s ted COin m u n i ty 
members. 

It is recommended that further study delineate training 
requirements and delivery approaches which would be 
compatible wi th the community. 

It is also recommended that training investigations include 
the feasibility of linking training programs in Old CroVi 
with certifiable programs from other institutions . 
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May 29, 1984 

Ingrid Taggart 
Decora Landscaping Ltd. 
105 Granite Road 
IvHITEHJRSE, Yukon Territory 
YlA 2C6 

Dear Ms. Taggart: 

Re: Soil Test Results 

Below are the recommendations for each soil tested: 

#84027 Lawn - topsoil, uncultivated 
A\~ncAP 0-0-60 

11-48-0 
34-0-0 

16-20-0 

x 4 lb./lOOO ft.~} 
x 5 lb ./1000 ft. 
x 4 lb./lOOO ft. 2 

x 6 lb./lOaO ft.2 

#84028 Lawn - topsoil 
~~~A~ 11-48-0 x 5 lb./lOOO ft. 2 

11-48-0 x 2 lb./lOOO ft.2 

16-20-0 x 6 lb./lOOO ft.2 

Vegetables - potatoes 

spring 
",,-.l 7J"lr 
every spring and summer starting 
next year. 

late May 
mid July 
every spring and summer starting 
next year. 

#84030 
:tJ;Tl - all nutrients excessive, no fertilizers ,ef.lI;r~ 

- sodium levels too high, do not use soft water to irrigate 
- increase organic matter by incorporating 2 inch peat moss to 

6 inches d .. e!" ' 
- do not use lime. 



#84031 
t.r~i~ 
STMeJ 

#84032 

~~'" fRD5\ 
?12PBN . 
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Vegetables - potatoes 

11-48-0 x 5 lb./1000 ft.2 
21-0-0 x 4 lb./1000 ft.2 
Peat MJss 2 inches 

-broadcast and incorporate to 6 inches before planting. 

-do not use lime. 

Vegetables - mixed 

21-0-0 x 5 lb./1000 ft.2 

-sodium levels getting high, check irrigation water quality. 
-increase organic matter. 

These recommendations are based on central Alberta soils and climatic 
conditions and may not apply to those conditions found in the Yukon. 
First hand experience is required. 

LE/pf 
. ' Att'd . 

. cc: J. Carson 
Report No.: Dll686 

Yours ~ truly 

!F£KBffif%. 
Horticulture Technician 
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SOIL TEST Ill:POnT Fon GAHDEN AND LAWN 
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/ uoB Ji I~ 200+ 1220 - 7.1 2.3 H+ L H L 3 

m ,~~ ~;~ 
. n ~:~ ~: - ~ 

H- .--
- - - 3 

!;.~" 1 ~CISO sit.lo of ICIlUI' lor 9'!IIcr nl iUII'l1 Plelaliull ollcsulls. .'1' ~ J+.~. ~UAd.; 
lO\.a.L(~I"l" web -truo,\J.f 

rEIITlLlZEn IIECOMMENUArIONS 1 
1--

'"II. Sr.lllif!"S rEn"lIZEn 
fIn, Nu. , , , A,u""u, \I,,:~" IUUIJ -"':..'1.1. Method alltl " hnl! 01 " 1 ·pllc ~II')rI 

'/Q£ I kJ.",n 

--

SI'ECIIIL IIEMIII\KS 

1\. Sllttlllc tUIIIIII(!tllS nlld hn ther 11110111\;111011 rCII;Jllling your 5011 Inll~ull1 ere given 011 el10ched payc. 

11; II,~ sr.cllons Imlow 1IIIIII:cd wllh 011 0 ,IIovidn IUIUlel hllOllllllllOll COltCCII,h'A VOUI soli sample!s! 01 leslru\,I" . 

[I' hI! solllr.Slhl do nollcvcol 0\11 8xplm1nl\OIl lor your plulllclII. Seo " l\ddltlon,,1 COllllllents" 011 the bock 01 Ihls lepOIt. 

lJroll our IlESUl1S filUM FEItIILlZEns: . 
Inl Illmlilill!l h IlIo;)(lr.;lsl ullll,e SllIlar." 01 A Wlldcn, It dmuld Itll WOl~p.11 hlln rl,q,olll1.l(lr 10 11!t!rl/nlt 01 plill1tln!l . 
IhJ SI1''':wj II'I tIIiler UIIIIOIIIIIV 10 synld f!It CI!·.~iV8 :1111011111, III (;'" 1~111 51)('015 n tl,1 tlllllclcllclr.s In n\hlll' . 

lei I\f l"lv ICllllbcr, wlll"1 IJrM~ or IIInll11 nle drv . 1\'10111 rlnd"Q Oil Ihl) lm,ycs (1IhIO;),1 I .. ", ,,1;11'" 01 11I,II'1!t:1 CfIIl'ne t wllh Ule 
S'!'I lll III Y'II'In! "'~lllhult . Wntn,h'g lullowlug 101l1ll,.lIon IInlll. ,cthlc, .hn ,I.k ul Inllll'uu. UU NUr 1II'I'Iy lerUlhel 
""",,!dl:II("Iy "IIr:' w"" ',h '!I or Inll1 , 

lu) Who!! tltla thossln!! p;!lllm. CIOr11, Ill,'ct! r'I' till"" 2 Inche. to ,h. sldo 0111.1 o,,~ Illch lx!low the soeu . 

OlliE onOI\N'C M/\ n En '!!Vcl 01 ytJ\l1 soli ~;!"'Illc 110, . . ....... , .is low . I hI! olr;J;)lIlc IIInllel culllr.r.lmay Ltc IIICIf'n~l1t1 hy 
ruhd"q COll'1I1HI. pr.nt UI IImIlU'~ wllh Iho:> suit. I\lhntlo n 01 such 01g311lc lI1all.lllol, I, 'lilly hllpoltanllol galucl1 loll, III 
oldor to "'!Jill\;!ill I~o'~hlo physical cOIII'hlot~ nIllIIJlotlucli'llty ... . _. . . . .. . ' o Yuu III~~ n SI\L r rllUI1LEM lu'len cnlll!d nlltlllliin ~arlll"(! lin . . . , ., • • • •• '11,b I. s1'own bV tl,. cOII\1ocllvlly vah"l ... d/ol 
lila StI'll'Ihllllvcl. Srn II", CUI"",cnl' all II." '-'ack 01 tl." ,,,port. o Iha FnEE LIME Icaldulli carhollald cQ"lclI~ 01 youl toil Is: 

. • . . Inw . , .. .• lI1r,tlhllll . . . ..... hlqh , , ... . .• . . • . .. .. 'ICly hl\,lll . 
lIr8,IICICIICO 01 nllto!~, 'va I'IIIIUUllt' ollrcc lime In tho ~oll b nol d tlsltable. See COIIUl'cills on Iltll boc k 01 1"','cpol 1. 

01 ho 11t::I\CIION lplll 01 your suit ~i1ml,J~ . . ... .... . .... Is: 

...•.• ' . . , . . IIIOI 'l'llItr.ly .,d tl . slrf)"III y lid>!. . ... . . . . . . 1!~""'II .. ly nr hl. 
"10 ~~l1ll1lli1lio ll 01 this soil ClJllllilloll tu.d ponil,le COllflr: Uvn ncllOll I, givcll Oil 'I!vcno sltlc 01 Ihls r('pOII ond III lItillclrr.d 

I~n"olt. 

EIIU.USl:, U LEI\/'L J:: IS : 

III".UMI.IENU J:; U IJY: DAlE: . . .....• • • ••.... ... 

.. _--_._- -.-.. ---



Albzrta 
AGRICULTl'RAL SOIL AND FEED TESTING LABORATORY 
O.S. Longman Blci&. 6'J09 - I J 6 St .. Edmonlon. Alberu T6H ~P1 

Telephone:: 436-9150 
Rite: No.: 417·6362 

Information Sheet for Farm Soils 
"IE, .1-.. Ca"",,{ 

J &.r "703 ~ .......... ,., 
COUnlr No. or M.D. No. or 1.0. No. ____ _ 

JDRESS: DisinCI Ajyic:uhunsl Office ill -::-:;; __ -::~-; ____________ _ 

Dm S.m,],d ~ 19 ~ i ' TY OR TOWN, tU/' c.4= J'. 7. POSTAL CODE /;4 zet 

00"£ NO. t 6 7 - S 2.7'- Hnc you soillcslc:d any or your fields beiarc: \o1:ilh lhis labotaIOT)"? Yes 0 No 0 
PLEASE READ S ..... ~IPLlI'o:G I~STRliCTIONS OS THE R.EHP.5E SIDE 
A. DL'PUCATE COPY or TIUS SHE£.T SHOt.:LD BE K.EPT FOR YOUR RECORDS 
Pli.'S[ PRJ~I CllARLY A!"\O PRonDE AU l:"irOr~'IATIO:'\ POSSIBLE 

SOIL" CROP I;..TORM.UIOS 

!.am:lI. (rop T" If t",,,,np,_ <..~WI. 

I~ Tn,. 1'100 or .0: L.a • • 
i!.lmp~1 ~molt I Pro ",n' Imp.ed ".un 

F,~ld 

~ .r Onl, ,~ 

! ~o! lJro,t. (.'" I""·' ..... ~mo,,~ 

,,' I ! '''m~ ! IIIICIIM! F(tfaf.l" 

'~A~tPLEI I ::,;~ Ba,'" 1 

, .. 
" 

~ STf' 

g.1 20 60 
acres 

fi ! 5(1 ! !3 I -I 

... 
F~n,il= 
~;onhfd 

bc'()ff 
um(>lIn, 

, .. Ii2' 
~o 0 
~nllo'''1 

34-(j·(J 

Cropp,., H"'~ Ill' F .. W .1, 
SOIL" CROP HlSTORY 

F.nlll1r. 
A"olt.d .... ·un 

Lui Crop Olll~ 
Dam~,~ Ie> L..o.iI (fOp 

UI'C.Ol'V ..... '11 IPt·n'1I'l· ~::~ ' l 01 f~he>.. !lA, um. . 

h' • • ,ou"u, If 111 , .... :,= ~"i"loI~ 
('01' 0 : h h,," "'"r . II .... ~<T!' 

.. " .n». ~e.' 
A........ (._ 

... 'u ...... ' rrlo' 

loS2 
Gr12ss-Lr('lImr 

I 

FOR O~ICE lIsr O~L" 

B ..... . 
Rc~ulu Y. S 1U.0i1 ... 
LIme Rc:qulI"Cmenl ani,· Y. S ~ .ot' ... 

SpecIal 
LIme" RCQulrement 
CIIlanit Maller 
DTPA E:uractaHc 
DIner 

Y. S :!.OO .. 
>: S 2.00" 
y. S 2.00 .. 
x l 

TOTAl. 

PAID 

BALANCE DUE 

RECEIPT NO ... 

f,U ,n Oll'~' "'n~n Fill .... "lIh 
mo~ !lute .:!~""l..q.um. Of 

MlnU •• ' i Ple>....,d Do ..... 

',mtOIPIt»< Down 
'"laW: ... rlfl 

.. ""1",, .. 
kU'IY.SI<d 
I!>:-: NI'~ 
of ~n",11 

, I I 1 ..... SEC' T ..... r kG' 1 ,,,S/ 

-oS
foi<.3c! (-:~ V . {,., 1:-t7i , .. ;Z I .- .,'!!<0'/> ·0, 1 Oa" 

1 I 

<--'·0 _ ., 0 ,,, 0 I" 1l . . "-'0'" '''" •. ,. _ . '.iiI . '.-"0 "GAL LOCATIO'. r , , .. ,,," f"1<1 .. ~ ., .. , . 

OR SEC. T ..... r RuE ,\ 01 'II 

:\TRI" I 
1"iLY 

1 1:-:'; wi lEGAllCX· ... TIO,.. . 

~Dq~Y<?i :(;~ V.~,(~,. I~: g 1 
I I:-J~ 0 lEGAll I 

OR SEC. T ....... ny. .... of 

h, :J 
~o LZ 
,,",Irtol~ 

I~ t' J 
J'#~JH" 

" 

I ~ ,,, Gi I~P "0 ;?r~ 
, An,h·,n 

.. 'II . 

flD' '" ,.;, iI/j'-f,)). ,'Pf "" 0 I 
S""h"2 (0-1:0 . "'0 0 
I I:-~~O UGAllOCATION ~! -;;;-,-' ;;;:...!..] =...!.._-L 

..... o. .... 01' OR SEC. TV " n~~ 

"· :n: v.-:sh a copy of ~'our soill~SI repon 10 ~ fONo'arded 10 a f:nihztr Compan). pi:ase s~ci~' tne company name and dealer number 

· IIEP. II'\FOrw\IATIO:-; or. SPECIAl. COScrRSS SHOt.:LD BE "'OTtD 0:'\ A SEt'..\RAT£ SIIEET or ""PER: t-l:. FI"O'~ .fiulln!! crop. §prcial p,oblenu.. m .. 

CD 
a. 
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AIb3rta 

AGRICULTURAL SOIL AND FEED TESTING LABORATOR 
~RECEIVED --. FOR OFfiCE USr,0:,,\LY 

0.5. Longman Bldg. 6909 - 116 51 .. Edmonton. Albcna T6H 4 

.j)Jlb 'b(Q. jNWD Tfl4~4i?" 
Telephone: 436·9150 
Rite No.: 4:!7-6362 

\ MAY 17 1984 
... . R~lular X SIO.CX'''' 

.a-~ D G"CDEII /..1/ ~1 /)5[1/ pi N ~ l..7"b. Information Sheet for Farm Soils lIme RequIrement Only X S 5.(1( .... 

G ~~ Special 
~ '\ME: 

I 
r."£···"" - County No. or M.D. No. ... . LIme RCQull1:mcnl XS:!.OO-

f'J<1I ... r;.;o.' 

t?.DfI D J.l§.tl( I!J,S~.(" Offi~ " 
"O'~.~.I-.f.L. 0""nl~ M~l1cr xS2.00- . . 

11.,,, ""'"" I b::, t;t;BN/i i DTPA E:ul"lIcl.1blc x S 2.0() ... ', !JDRESS: ~,) ~ ~ , XS -r,cr 
"In" OR TO\\'"N: 'd~:M~IS3 .>0:' POSTAL CODE ~~< ~ ... (,.- /~ ~7'. t/f;l.i TOTAL Dale Sampled , 

I /0- (lef 1.(7->277- ' v' \(0 HQNENO. Hal'c you soil tested any or your fields beforc with this laborator)"? Yes 0 No 0 PAID 

PLE.o\SE R£AD SAMPLING INSTRUCflOS5 O~ THE REVERSE SIDE 
A DllPLICATI COPY or nus SHEET SHOULD BE KEPT rOR \ ·OUR RECORDS 

RECEIPT NO . . 
PLEASE PRJ'" CLEARLY A!'<.:O PRo\lDE Alll:\FOR..MATIOS POSSIBl.[ 

I SOIL I.: CROP INFOR.\tATIOS SOIL I.: CROP HISTORY -

I !.:Impl~ I C ... p 1D s.. 
. .. I nn,lnn I I F,n In onl~ wn~n Fon)T wllh (.oppinr. H ... ~.,· or ... w Apphed Wnh r..,ml,c 10 lAll Crop 

r...,,,,np,,on c_. - . -., WI (.opo..l) mo", ,nln ~~'!oo.l.q:umc d. 
hThll t-u. of hnolue. MlnulT ., PJo"'Cd [)(O .. -n 

'al I...o~ , 

l;.mo"l ;'mO, I ImFol,ed PII~' 
FIeld .pplled UII (,opG,o"-n 

p" ='1 f~,: 1 
1. n (Jal! 1''' "" S'U 

1 
In ~ eo.: h C~, l.q:ume .... "" So:Jmpltd l)(iolT o.hllp" 

~~rme bu" Cft T,me or Pin'" Down k::.e. 1I11C~~11 ,if umpllnl 
}'no\lOUI , .... "'" "",aunl CIOM' lpica ... tlTtI.) 

FOr.l,el ('01'0' Fill" .. 
Fo...... or "'rul!·.11 

1111'1.' '''' ,Pleue ore)el I '''n~ Inc 

\.UIPLE :l~~ I I ,. ~I ! a~~~s I 
,. ~ 

,082 I I B'l>.Io.aI ~ II-"'one 0t00~ j._e..,h ,1)«(0 •• June )01 
Barler 20 No 0 . 30 2 34-0-0 150 fbs ~L'J1u 1-10(' .... e' , ~-~hDlelloOn (June Xl-AuJ, 30) 

[~TI.r No Grass·LrS!UnJr l~I...o,e I~('" XD" I. ) '>"n,h .. " -I :.""',"m :O-V.~I , Pc". , 
! SJr! 6 1 5(1 ! 13 i 4 I 19 8/ 

I 
Drilled: ':"'hy,,, (:_2J ~ LEGAL LOC.>,.TION: 34·0-0 4-HIII. FIO\' I luLe o( Manu", Applied 

J'iLY OR SEC TWP RCiE \\ o~ i!~(j fh. 'a~ Oal.t 
50 

/1-4,..(1 (,(1 fils, !--~hl i/f)"l L{)n~ ' aCft 

. G r"· ~ o~ lown . ~st{p:· 0 I I 
,,, 0 

";;'..ihj/:J I 
bl~oelll, 1 1-,,"on. I-Too ~ I i-larl)' 'OCIDIT Jun. 30J '-0 '/&,L1 t>-I: 0 (f~:..;i) i' No r£ " "" / 

2-LIJhL :-TOfI ..... , 1-Mlo!.UloOn (June l(~Aut:- )0) 
Arul,'511 I ;'M"',"m 

)...V.~PI. PciU :LL.:m lar,~ • .xp" II 
r I>~~D LEGA.L LOCATION, I I I " I Dnll.d' 4-H..,v, 4-H.il. M05L I 1<11. of ""'nu •• Appil.d 

OR SEC TWP 'OE 
_ ., 

~~In ! II Lon ... = 

I '" '~I ,.~, ~~,t ,. 0 I I 
,,, 0 

1« 8Juol.l I I 
bro.oaclI" 1_I'oDn. J-Too On ll -larl, lociou Jun. 301 !()7 'I¥W ""0 (/.,. ,.:1) ~L N, i3 

1'0 fiI ,.JHt.' I;J~' / 2-LIJ'" ~_'0fI v.c, :_"haLe.llWln (Jun. JO-A~ 301 
I >-L.a, •• af, •• ScDI I, "n,I)'II$ :LMed,um )...V. cct:l .. Pelll I ".,. 0 LEGAL LOCATION I 1 I to . I 

[)nll.t:I' 4-H.u) 4-Hlll. NOli I ka.e of "'bnu", Ap"lIcd 
OR SEC TWP RGE Wof ~~111 II Lon .. ICft 

L'?:£Jk:fi '1-1.-- t I ,. ~I I 
,,, 0 Iq 50' J I' B,~oa" I'·'"":!.L l(jU I '."'" ,~io" J,", 30, 

", No W "'.rMiJ ~ ') 7 .9. 2-L'~r 1 " , 2_M.poaWln fl .. "" JO-Au;. 30J 
""al ~111 ' :LM.d m - .... , .. al. )",1..> ••• aft •• SeDL 11 

I U. - ~':'C" 0
1 
~H"~ ~S"~ f~~ 1 ,,,,., ".~::"::::'" off'o)1 I 1 1l-2~ 0 LEC,A.L LOCATION .: I , I ,, -

OR SEC TWP RGE " 0' u _ _ u_ _ uu __ m _ _ --'.1. 1_ _ 

',ou .... i~h a copy of your soil ttSI rcpon to be fOlv".3rd~d 10 a f~nihzer compan~, plcas~ sp:cify the company name and dealer numb:r g~: , .. " Clf,N fJ. D/J. 'f31J)r £../ () 3 
nlER I!'<.:FORMATJOS OR SPECIAL CO~CrR.",5 SHOt:LD DE I'\OTED O~ A SEPA.~UE SilEIT or ('APER: q:. FIC'llItS aftminJ: crap. 5~(~l.Jr~b~ 13a.. '2..1 (J ~H17 F L Lft-IJ sf 

;#J.un t1/\.~ -":'--~ ITt'!-

BALANCE DUE 

-:J.362 / 

... nlivil' 
keouclLed 
rX~l>.Id 
of5n"",. 

Hq;ubl ~ 
\.1m. R.a.memen, --
OLne, (S,pccify. --

k.JuLu .JL.. 
L;me R.au"emc", --
O'''c, fS,fI('cif,') --

H·fula , L.. 
Ltme R.a"'~",.nL --
O.II.r fS,fI('e. rr) --

R., .. llr ~ 
LIme Hnju,,,,mcn, --
OLller (Spttify) --

--- --

y7, YlIl 2 ct 

CXJ ...., 



Alb:lta 
AGAICULTUR~ AGRICULTURAL SOIL AND FEED TESTING LABORATORY 

Submi tter; Ingrid/Ta gga rt!Oecora land scaping Ltd • • 6909 
Lab . 

105 G ramte Road 

\.Jill teho r se. AI berta 

• 

Phone : 

9th Floor 0 . 5 . Longman Building 
- 116 Street. Edmo nton, Alberta, T6H ~P2 
Anal ysis (~03) ~Z7-6361 

~36-9150 

GREENHOUSE SOIL TEST REPORT 

REPORT · NO . (-2205 

Date Sampl e Received Hay 17. 1984 

Date Analysis Cemple.ted · May 22, 198~ 

Receipt No. SF 23021 {60.00)10.for __ samples 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS (All results In Parts rer Million extractable, for pH, texture and E.C . s ee reve rse) 

LA,80RA TORY GROWER' 5 -':' .. 1- IlItre,e ''-',_r .. .... c ... , .. S04I_ e.le'''' 1Ia' ..... i_ C.hl ori ... 
NUtliER SAKPLE ! . , ! , 

~ C. .. CI 
HUMlIER 

104 84029 18 6 3 4~ 66 606 192 -
RecolTlllendations: 

Re comme ndat ions: 

Recorrmenda t ions : 

*Ace tic o-zo 25 -75 25-50 150- 0-30 500- 150- 0-)0 IIUTIIIE IfT 300 1000 300 SUFFltlEIICY Aci d 
lU NGE I" 
GIIOICIJI& .... " ... ,t,1(l ' ; 0 -11). )5-110 5-511 )5-)00 .o-~O/" 0-,0 0-)0 )II -JOO 

U1AAt'J . 
-----_ . . 

*Agricultural SolI & Peed Testing Laboratory using Acetic Acid Ex~ract 
lIu.r btrw.t 1' __ - tar lator.&U ... Dal,. . -

Sulfu •• 

• 
37 .6 

30-60 

)0-60 

[1.Ur iu ' . ;'1- Special Commen [ 5 Mild,. " Cand .. cC;"'~., 1 •• ,,,,.. 

." E::\ .. 
- 5. 7 0.7 7 '~J9.;w 

c!.E!Jp~--6'0~. 

Ni I 5.5 0.8-
6.9 3.0 
5.5 0.1-

'" .. , ,.' 

Recommendation by Date. _________ _ 

, •• • nN>UU C'OjI ~1><1"' .l isl 
"Iun. IOOn'cuUunl ........ ch t.nt., 

. roo ... . "Iun. 1'0)) nl-lJ9I 

00 
00 



- '89 - ; 

'I , 
~ '. 

•. IIUW TO INTEnrnET SUIL TEST DATA Fon GAnDENS AND LAWNS . ,,' , ,~ 

111.10110"'"11'1110'"1.11011 1110 htlp you to Ulld,Ulllnd the ".ult. 01 your ,oll 'nlt .• nd ,,!Commend,llon'. 

, 
• 

NI i nUGEN, P'IUS""OIIUS. potAssiUM AND SUlPIIUn wlu!II nflf!dod carl be Ull'lllied In Ihe 101111 oJ m""ulecluled 01 
11;'111:101 ferlilller •. og . 1I10llU'8 or composl. Seo how your 1011 lest, (01111''''0 wllh lI.e lollowlno gel1eral guldellnos. 

"II\1n~II . •• . 

"ht)!.phoIUS • . ' ,' • ••.• • ••• • • • •• 

rlll:1~,;i'lIll .• . ..•••. • . • ••• • .• • 

VrllV low 

h!" Ihan 151b/ftC18 

less than 10lb/ocltl 

less Ihnn !10 IlJ/M:IO 

: Mutllum 

30 - 60lbloc!!1 

20 - 50lb/atllll 

160 - 300 Ib/ocllI 

Ve,v,·huh 

uvr.r 100 Ih/:!c.e 

over 160lh/ncI8 

ovel BOO '''(;'Itlll 

Who!!! III" VlII lC'St!l 011] V~IV Inw to nlr.d lutn , Ihell lenllhe r H!C':OlllIll8I1claliolllltiO "\;Kla 10 IniSl! nlld hol::nlt;r pl;'l"! ""ltir.1I1 

1 ...... ,)ls. If hi!th le!ts _lie nhtllilll!rl 101 aU nulr!rlllis. then no III! 1I111llr Is IlIqulred. VOIY high tllsls Inulcatllllo,sible aver Ie! tllln· 
tin" 01 adverse soli eondlllollS ollccllng pial II glOWlh . 

SOIl. I1EACllUN it " 11'\1 INh!!:" h,dlc.lrs wholh", Ih" 1,,111, nddle (1/ IIlkllh,,,. Must gUlIlen "Inll" lilli' IIIINII IJfn~\I" WOW 

h"~1 nl n rol l 01 G.B In 1.3 . Illhn tllslls within Ihl, 10fl!1!, Ihef(ll, 110 noed lor C1)fI(]cllon. An ncld soli eOlulilloll ("II len Ihan 

!j !il c:nn srniously h""" ~rllwlh oI11l0111J11l1I1~ . Soils wllh F, .. lIm'llnNlly hllll(] "" alknlllllllear.tlon 11)11 01 1.5 - B 511111d 
t",·~~ ~uih lIIay IIIlIII! low IIl11ntlllls or lWol11luility 01 SOl III! IIulrl!!"I,. Whlln "soli shows IIlIt p'r.$flflC(] 01 Irt'1!. lilllll, Ihl, II1i1Y 

hulk;!le II Qlr.nlm 111'fld 1m .. rhosphorU! 1r.ltllIl~r . "0 fll\r oQf!llltlllllller Is \lInd on Ihese solis. alllmonlUIll ~ullilta (21 001 " 

~ 1 " I'I"slcd In fJl:-n: r. of ;lt1mfOl\iUII1 IIltiato 134·0·01 because 01 Its giealci ecldllylng e!feel. '111e sPllllcailon 01I1lall'.118 01 acidic 

111';(1011 sU:olhlc soils III;)V also IJo ()cnclldal. 

FflEE SALlS: 'rlll! .lOlill ImouIII and kInd. 01 salts In ,oil can IIlleel planl glowth . See Ilow your solls.td tnl fewll~ eOIl'~o.a 

wilI~ tlte lollowiflg gllidelincs: 

1111;11 S1I115/'III,I\II'sj 

S'II\,hll\l" :,rill S'lIliuIII 

Low 

0-0.5 

L 

MetJiulII 

0.5 - 3.0 
M 

Iligh 

3-8 
II 

, 

Vr.IY I Ugh 

ave. B 
,II 

(I Ih,· I~t' IlII! hi\,lh. t"'I' 11I()IIIIr:tiOIl ,"l'Iy he laliluJr.d . SUlrllA lES and SODIUM 01" "'E!1ltUlcd tn Uelft,,"illl! s(lcdflc kinds 

1,1 ~1I 11~ 1J,,~clll In s;"Ilille soil s'1I111'lcs. Lr.1l.:hh'Q. wllh heuvy Olll,Htations 01 w;ller . addillon 01 olgailic malle. IIr,d selection 01 

sail 101r.11lI11 tlOPS 8' a lr.eOllllllcnclcd II solublo salls ara plescnl In vel Y Illgl.I aI110"" I, . 

OI1UI\NIC MAllEn: Iha 0,!Ji'n1c mottOI or humus conleili ollh. soli Is Of.'e 01 Ihe l1Ios1 llI1porlant facto" 8!1ectill" Ihe 
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COtlllENIS RE: 

, . 

(a) SOIL TEST RESULTS 

Electrical Conductivity - Soluble salta are ate.R8ured on 8 2:1 vsten 80u extract 
by the floW' of electrical current. The elecH.r1cal ' conductivity is reported on a 
saturated paste basis in 1IIi11imhos per centimeter. I · 1 ' 

. . ' ! 

Texture Codes 1. Very Coorse (Sand & Loamy Sand); 2 . Coarse (Sandy l.oora); 3. 
Medlu. (Loam, Clay Loara, Sandy ClAY Loora, Sandy Clay); 4. Fine (Silt. Silt LD.~. 
SUtY ' Clay J~o8m); 5. Very Finl! (Clay, lIenvy Clay, SUty Cloy); 6 . Organic. 
Artificial tlixes 7. Sand & Peat; 8. Perlite & Peat; 9. rerUte & Sand; 10. Triple 
nlJt~·.·S8nd, Peat. Sailor Perlite, Sand Soil. . . 

',,= i ' 
(b) • RECOIIMEHOhTlQH" • 5" 
1. 4.. !-Lime raay be recommended for tvo reBaonst . I 

\~(d) to COHect an acid reaction • 
. . ( (b) 

r· to aesiet in removing excess potas8ium or aodium. 

;. 

2. ; Sulfur 10 recommended to correct an alkaline r:e8ction. It is slow acting 

3. 

_ ~~~ ~_f. ~ _~t:ive. _lot also serves. 8S a 8ourc8 ;of eulfstea, - -t~ ---- 1 -:-. - - - - -- '-' 

. ,' 

, , . 
Leaching ia ' rec;olllmended to re;raove excess amounts of nutrient elements and 
snlts. LeAching . is_ generally used to remove all the nitrates and . therelor:e 
An npplication of ammonium nitrate is i recommended following leeching. 
Lenching is accomplished in the -(Jome manner n8 watering except that larger 
amounts of wnter ore npplied. Th_ ares to be lenched fthould be watered in 
the usual monner fint. and then continually rewntered until the de9ired 
amount of wnte r hsa been- applied. It is most effective if the leaching 
process is dOlle in two stngea spaced about two houra opRrt, Le.: apply one 
half the recomnlended rate of ; WAter, woit two hours. then - apply the 
remaining omount of wAter. Leaching of Ittound beds : ia often not practical 
unless excellent drainage haa b-een provided.. . . 

4. ;. Where lenchillB is imprncticnl the incorporation 
::. ~"tter with the soil will help al1eve~ete a high 
! ~ 

of peet or similar 
anlts problem. . , 

organic 

~ 

SOLUOllllY IF FERlIlIZEnS IN tOLD MIU 1I0r IlMER 
; 

SOLUBILlIY 

9 PER 100~c WATER 
fERTILIZER GRADE COLD IIor 

AtttlOtflUH NITPATE 

AtflOHl~" SIJlPlIA!J . _ 
CALCIUH HI 'MATE 
un .. 
"""Oll"'",N I un rllo!;rllll IE 
DINH)HIUH rllosrl1A1E 
POTASSIUH CARBONATE 

POTASSIUH CIILORIOE 
POTIISSIUH HI1RllTE 

POTIISSIlt1 SULPIIATE 
PO TASSIUtt OlllOrltOsrltA1E 

HOHorOTA551UH Pl10SPIIAIE 

."'GNESIUH SULPIlAlE 
500llM BORAl[ tBORNd 

SOLUBOR 

corPER SULfllATE 

MANGANESE SUL~II"1E 

nRROUS SULPI1ATE 

SOOIUH MOLYBDATE 

311-0-0 118.3 (0) 

21-0-0 (2'15) _1 7U.6 III) 

15,5-0-0 (2q% tAO) IU2,5 ,., 
'16-0-0 
l1-IIS-O 
18-Q6-0 

0-0-62 
Jl-O-qq 
0-0-51) . 

· 18.~ 
· 22 .7 Inl 

57.5 101 
112.0 CuI 
: 3Q.7 1101 

· 13.3 tol 
' 12.0 In) 
· 90.0 
161.0 
_26.0 10) 
; 1.6 flo) 
j Q. S 1101 
31.6 I,,) 

JU5.llO' 
J5.6 
56.2 tol 

'. 

871.0 (100) 

-103.8 -11110' 
376.0 CI~) 

171. 2 (1001 

J06 .0 1101 

156.0 1100' 
56.1 '100) 

2'17.0 (100) 

2Q,Q 1100' 
CuI 
Uo) 

73.B IIcc) 
lQ,2 us, 
32,0 (So, 

2U3.3 liDO, 

111.2 "" 
. Qa.6 ISo) 

U5.5 1100' 
HI. TI, .. "" III ' ••• lIlh ....... It. I ........ ' ..... ,"U lit ""11I'h tlt'" 101 .... 11111 ............. 111"' • 

. , 
. _ _ Y~EI.U~ .HEhSUB.ElIFJI:[S .. . ~_ ... - _ .. _ - - • .• . _ .• 

. ; 
1 Imperial Callon-4 quarta-8 pinta-160 fluld 1 pound in 100.000 gallons of 

ouncn -10 pounds of water-approximately -vater-l Film (parte per million) 
1.2 U.S. gaUone 1 yard-) feet-36 inches 

1 U.S . &a11on ... 834S ot: approximately S/6 fifoot-12 inches 
Imperial gallon ~ 

I Imperiol pint-20 £1uid ounces 1 acre-approximAtely 209 by 209 
1 U. S. pint-16 fluid ounces feet-43,560 aqunr:e feet 
1 pound-16 ounces 1 square Yllrd-9 squnre feet 
1 t"bleapoon-3 tenflpoona 1 square foot-144 square inches 
2 tablespoona-) flu1d oUllce 
1 gallon in 1.000,UOO gallous of water . 1 ppm (p'art per million) 
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SUMMARY 

This study was carried out to examine the feasibility and cost 
effectiveness of an anaerobic sewage digester to serve the community 
of Old Crow. The major components of the work included investigation 
and applicability of current anaerobic sewage treatment. design 
criteria, technical and design construction considerations, as well 
as the economic, technical,. cultural and operational feasibility 
of operating such a facility in Old. Crow in conjunction with a green

house facility. Also examined were the benefits which could be 
derived from the by-products of the treatment process such as biogas 
as an energy source and stabilized sludge for fertilizer and the 
possibility of using waste heat from the diesel generating plant to 
maintain temperatures in the treatment facility. 

The study results indicate that although a high-rate anaerobic plant 
is feasible for Old Crow it is not considered to be cost effective 
or desirable for a number of reasons as follows: 

(1) The digester will not be capable of producing sufficient biogas 
as an energy form to meet the yearly heat requirements of the 
digester facility. This is essentially due to climatic factors. 

(2) It is not cost effective to use waste heat from the diesel 
plant facility. This is because the digester would have to be 

positioned where it will be safe (for public health and environ
mental reasons) to discharge relatively high strength effluent 

to the Porcupine River. Ideally this location would be at the 
present lagoon site which is too far distant from the diesel 
plant to consider transfer of waste heat through underground 
lines. 

(3) The digester facilities will operate best with feed materials 
of relatively high strength sewage such as sewage bags slightly 
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diluted with pumpout wastes. Since bagged sewage will likely 
be gradually phased out as more pumpout tanks are installed, 
the sewage will probably not be of sufficient strength, and 
will be in too great a volume to allow a biogenerator to 
operate efficiently. 

(4) Social acceptance of a sewage digester in Old Crow may be 
difficult to achieve. 

(5) Proper operation and maintenance of such a facility in Old Crow 
will be a problem due to the remoteness of Old Crow and diffi
culties in maintaining specially skilled operators. 

(6) As a system for treating sewage, an anaerobic digester will be 
very costly · to construct and maintain and is not considered cost 
effective when compared to a simple sewage lagoon treatment 
system. 

In general, the concept of providing an anaerobic sewage digester in 
Old Crow is not considered cost effective or desirable and it would 
provide no significant benefits to the community either in terms of 
by-products of the treatment facility or for public health and 
environmental reasons. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This study examines the feasibility and cost effectiveness of providing 
an anaerobic sewage digester for the community of Old Crow . A major 
component in the study is to investigate the feasibility of designing 

and operating the facility to produce methane gas as a supplemental 
energy source for heating a greenhouse operation, the sewage digester 
facility and the possibility of using any excess gas to generate 
electricity for input into the electrical grid. 

More specifically, the study includes examination of the following: 

- availability and applicability of current sewage digester 

technology; 
- technical, economic and cultural feaslbility of applying this 

technology to Old Crow; 
- design requirements to utilize waste heat from the diesel

electric generating facility for maintaining environmental 
requirements of the digester; 

- technical, social and health aspects relating to the input and 
pretreatment of raw materials for the digester; 

- risks and benefits of the potential utilization of sewage 
digester by-products in the community; 

- training requirements for digester facility operation. 

The study also discusses the overall sewage collection and disposal 
system, associated problems and suggestions for improvements to the 

present system. 
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2.0 BACKGROUND 

The present sewage collection system in Old Crow consists of sewage 
pumpout from a number of establishments as follows: 

- School and Teacherage 

- R.C.M.P. Detachment 
- Nursing Station 
- Co-op 
- Airport Building 
- Band Office 
- Five residences 

The Band has a service contract with the Y.T.G. to collect the sewage 
and discharge it to the sewage lagoon located west of the airstrip. The 
sewage collected per week from the 6,000 gal holding tank at the school 
is estimated at 10 - 12,000 gal per week (45,460 - 54,552 L per week). 

The sewage volume collected from the other buildings having holding 
tanks is estimated at 20,000 - 30,000 L per week, giving a total of about 
65,000 - 85,000 L per week. 

There are four new band houses that have been recently constructed and 
are also equipped with holding tanks which are soon expected to be used 

on a continuous basis. 

The remainder of the community uses earth privies and bucket toilets. 
Bagged sewage is collected and disposed of at a pit in the garbage dump 
area west of the airstrip. In general, the dump area appears to be 
maintained fairly well with proper segregation of bagged sewage, household 
garbage and non-burnables into separate areas . The liquid sewage from 
holding tanks is discharged into the nearby sewage lagoon. 

A well located adjacent to the river and opposite the school supplies 
potable water for the community. It is pumped to the school and the 
remainder of the community is served by truck delivery . 
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Since the EPEC Community Development Study in 1980, the new well supply 

has been developed and the waste disposal area has been improved. Essen
tially, the level of water and sanitation facilities in the community 
has improved very little over the years. The main concerns are public 

health related and include the following: 

- poor water delivery facilities; 
bagged sewage system (public health and nuisance problems); 

- sewage collection facilities are inadequate; 
- drai nage is poor throughout the community; 
- poor housing and inadequate or non-existant plumbing in most 

homes. 

The purpose of thi s study is to exami ne the feasi bil ity of a sewage 
digester for the community. If feasible, it could provide benefits to 
the community in terms of: 

- providing a safe disposal and treatment method for climatic 
sewage including bagged and pumpout sewage; 

- providing methane gas as a fuel for supplementing the heating 
requirements for the community greenhouse and digester; 

- providing fertilizer for growing vegetable crops. 
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3.0 ANAEROBIC SEWAGE TREATMENT 

Anaerobic sewage treatment, or anaerobic digesti on, is the controlled 

breakdown of organic matter in the absence of oxygen . It is a biolo
gical process involving 2 stages of activity. The first stage involves 
bacteria which convert fats, carbohydrates and proteins in the sewage 
or manure into simple organic acids such as acetic and propionic acid. 
The "acid-forming" bacteria produce rapidly and are rel atively insen
sitive to changes in the environment. The second stage of the process 
involves the transformation of acids to methane and carbon dioxide 
commonly called "biogas". In this step, the bacteria (called methane
formers or methanogens) are very sensitive to temperature, toxic 
substances, pH, etc., and require a special environment to function 
properly. They also grow slowly and are few in number. FIGURE 3.1 
shows the anaerobic disgestion process in a simplified manner . 

ORGANIC 
MATTER 

SIMPLE 
ORGANIC 

ACIDS t·· .. >¢~ '- ., Lv 
. ->t 0 0 BIOGAS 

Methane ~ 
Formi ng --00 
Bacteri a 

FIGURE 3.1 - ANAEROBIC DIGESTION PROCE SS - (SIMPLIFIED) 

The acid-forming bacteria and the methane-forming bacteria live and 
function together in the anaerobic digestion process to breakdown 
organic matter and form biogas. The conditions necessary for biogas 
production occur naturally in nature and is observed in places like 
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swamps. Over the years, man has used this natural process to meet his 
own needs, both for the treatment of wastes and for the production of 
gas as a fuel. 

Biogas contains 60 - 75% methane with the remaining portion of the gas 
comprising mostly carbon dioxide, with water vapour and traces of other 
gases such as hydrogen, ammonia and hydrogen sulphide. The energy 
content of biogas as compared to other fuels is shown in TABLE 3.1. The 

presence of C02 in biogas reduces its energy content somewhat and makes 
biogas storage more expensive than .if only pure CH4 (methane) were being 
stored. This reduced content also lessens the power output of engines 
which use biogas and requires increased flow in gas burner applications. 
Hydrogen sulphide is a undesirable impurity in biogas because it gives 
an unpleasant odour and is corrosive ·to mechanical equipment . 

TABLE 3.1 - ENERGY CONTENT OF VARIOUS FUELS 

FUEL MJ/m3 

Coal Gas 16 .7 - 18.5 
Biogas 20 - 26 
~lethane 33.2 - 39.6 
Gasol i ne 34.8 
Diesel Fuel 38.7 
Natural Gas 38.9 - 81.4 
Propane 81.4 - 96 .2 
Butane 107.3 125.8 

Anaerobic digesters have been used for many decades throughout the 
world, particularly in warmer climates, to treat organic wastes. The 
size of the treatment units vary from small, single farm or family units 
to large systems that form an integral part of sewage treatment plants 

serving cities. There are many thousands of such units in India, 
Pakistan, Philippines, Japan and Korea, which are used for small, 

individual farming units and communities. The plants are often called 
"Go bar Pl ants" and produce gas whi ch is used for heat i ng and cook i ng. 
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In the larger plants, the system is generally used to heat the treatment 
plant facility . 

Biogas production is considered optimal at about 350e although the 
di gestion process will occur between the range of 100 to 700e. The 
efficiency of ·the ·system and subsequent gas production drops markedly 

with lower operating temperatures . Recent studies by Pyke, Heinke and 
Prasad (~,11) indicate that the practical lower temperature limit for 

treating black water waste using the anaerob ic filter process is about 
250e. The amount of methane that can be produced from human sewage 
waste is 0.02 - 0.03 m3/day/person . 

The conventional method of anaerobic digestion involves the addition of 
an organic waste slurry into an airtight containment vessel called the 
digester. Heat is often added and a mixing device is provided, both 

which improve the efficiency of the process . Detention times are gener 
ally 20 - 40 days. 80 - 90% of a waste's biodegradable organic portion 
can be effectively stabilized by anaerobic digestion . The resultant 

residue is rich in nutrients and an excellent fertilizer . Since the 
process is very effective in inactivating pathogenic organ i sms, the 
residue is considered safe for disposal onto the land. 

In the past few years, with the emphasis on economic, environment and 
energy considerations, there has been a surge in research involving 
anaerobic treatment technologies . Worldwide interest over the past 
decade has led to the development of high-rate anaerobic digestion pro
cesses . These processes are based on much higher micro-organism - to -
waste contact efficiency and biomass retention . This means that good 
waste stabilization and treatment can be obtained with detention times 
as low as 12 to 24 hours as compared with 30 days with the conventional 
methods. Some of these advanced anaerobic reactors include the anaerobic 
filter, upflow sludge bed reactor, fluidized and expanded bed reactor, 
downflow stationary fixed film reactor and the anaerobic contact process. 

High rate processes have yet to obtain wide spread use. However, several 
full-scale high-rate anaerobic systems are now being marketed and a 
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number of installations are now operating satisfactorily to treat a 
variety of organic wastes. Recent studies have shown that such a 
process may be suitable for northern applications involving treatment 
of moderately concentrated wastes such as pumpout sewage, bagged 
sewage or combi nat ions thereof. At present however, the author is 
not aware of any installations at this time that are treating domestic 
sewage directly. The high rate systems now being used are treating 
high strength, soluble process wastes from various types of industrial 
and commercial operations. 

Of the anaerobic processes, the anaerobic filter has received con
siderable attention and studies have shown it to be applicable for 
treating a variety of wastewater types. Based on present technology, 
Pyke( 11), suggests that the anaerobic fi 1 ter process is the preferred 
system to consider for northern applications using medium strength 
sewage . In this process, the biomass - to - waste contact is dependent 
on the passage of waste over stationary films of biomass attached to 
a fixed support media and through suspended biomass developed within 
the media and void spaces in the reactor . Various types of support 
media may be used such as plastic or ceramic rings and crushed rock. 
The main advantage with this process, as with other high-rate systems, 
is that the biomass or microorganisms that are responsible for stabil
izing the organics are retained on the media. In conventional systems, 
long retention times (30 - 40 days) were required for stabilization 

due to the slow growth rate of the biomass. However, with the high 
rate process, after an initial start-up time and acclimatization 
period of about 30 days, the HOT can be set at a few days and still 
provide a level of treatment and unit gas production that is similar 

to the conventional long retention system. 

A schematic diagram showing an anaerobic filter is show in FIGURE 3.2. 

Some of the advantages of anaerobic sewage treatment are as follows: 

- very low production of biological solids; 

- high degree of waste stabilization, high treatment efficiency; 
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- production of methane gas and fertilizer; 
- capital costs are relatively low for high rate process; 
- relatively low operating costs compared to other forms of 

mechanical treatment; 
- low nutrient requirements. 

Some disadvantages are as follows: 

- high optimum operating temperatures limit attractive treatment 
install ations to warm waste ·waters of 250 C or more; 

- methane forming bacteria are sensitive to pH, organic loading 

rates, temperature and toxic substances; 
- slow growth rate of methane bacteria requires long biomass 

retention times. 

BIOGAS 

DIGESTED LIQUID 
(Effluent) 

PACKING (Rocks or Plastic Rings 
or Shepts) 

FEED --t>=====:~===== ----11> SLUDGE DRAW-OFF 

FIGURE 3.2 - ANAEROBIC FILTER - (SCHEMATIC) 

Anaerobic sewage digesters have not yet been used in the north. The 
main factors prohibiting their use include cold climate which can 
result in high costs and other associated problems in maintaining 
the optimum operating temperatures; and the remoteness of communities 
which have poor services and lack of skilled labour for operating 
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such facilities . Also, when considering anaerobic digestion as an 
alternative specifically for treating sewage prior to discharge, they 
have not been considered cost effective when compared to sewage lagoons, 
for example. 
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4.0 DESIGN CRITERIA 

4.1 Population 

The January 1984 population of Old Crow was 217 according to Yukon 
Government Economic Research and Planning. In EPEC's 1981 Community 
Development Study, a projected population of 240 people was used for 
planning purposes over the next decade . For the purposes of this 
study, a design figure of 270 persons will be used as per Stanley 
Associates Water and Sewer Utility Improvements Study (1984). 

4.2 Sewage Strengths and Volumes 

Sewage strengths characteristics will vary depending on the method 
of sewage collection employed. As discussed earlier, the community 
is essentially on the honey bag system with a few buildings on the 

pumpout system . The following table summarizes the characteristics 
of human wastes from honey bags and from black water wastes . These 
figures will be used when considering options for sewage treatment methods. 

TABLE 4.1 - CHARACTERIST ICS OF HUMAN WASiES (91 

Parameter 

Volume (L/ person/ day l 
pH 
Al kalinity (mg/ LI 
Total solids (mg / L) 
Volatile solids 

(':~ of total sol ids) 
Di sso lved solids (mg/ Li 
COD (mg/ L) 
S"perna tan t CCD (mg / L1 
TKrI I mg/ L) ** 
rI in IIH3 Img / L1 
Organic N (mg / L) 
Phosphorus (P04 1 (mgi Li 
Volatile acids (mg/L) 

Honey-Bag Waste 

Average 

1.3 

14 900 
7B 140 

77 .53 
39 290 

110 360 
48 510 

B070 
3920 
4150 
3730 
2490 

Range 

8 .6-8.9 
11 900- 17 000 
65 990- 85 030 

71. 53-80 .18 
32 500- 53 620 
80 750-134 820 
39 980- 61 280 

7280- 9520 
3470- 4060 
3696- 5520 
3400- 4250 
2300- 2670 

'Toi let Waste diluted by about lL per flush . 
•• TKN = total Kjel dahl ni trogen 

Black Water Wa ste ' 

Average 

8 .5 

1947 
8957 

72 .6 

10 210 
5060 
830 
555 
285 

1504 

Range 

7. 85-8 .40 
1800 - 2280 
7800 -12 200 

70.8- 76. 0 

8400 -18 180 
3780 - i OOO 
790 - 1040 
520 590 
270 - 450 

1080 - 1870 
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Sewage strengths from pumpout wastes are estimated as follows for a 
trucked water supply and sewage disposal system. 

TABLE 4.2 - CHARACTERISTICS OF PU~lPOUT WASTES 

PARAMETER RANGE 

Vo 1 ume (1 pcd) 25 
pH 8.6-8 .9 
Total Solids (mg/Ll 1211 
BOD5 (mg/Ll 1011 
COD (mg/Ll 1300 
Nitrogen (N) (mg/Ll 177 
Phosphorous (P04) (mg/L) 33 

The overall sewage strengths and volumes that will be generated from 
the community cannot be accurately determined at this time due to the 

combi ned sewage ba:; and pumpout waste syster,ls. 

At present, the community and supporting agencies such as Indian and 
Inuit Affairs, Department of National Health and Welfare and Y.T.G. 
are favouring the increased use of trucked water delivery and trucked 
sewage pickup. A recent report entitl ed "01 d Crow Water and Sewer 
Uti 1 ity Improvements Study" by Stanl ey Associates Engineeri ng Ltd., 
recommends the use of a trucked system for both water delivery and 
liquid sewage pickup. In the author's opinion, this is the most logical, 
practical and cost effective step towards improving the level of sanita
tion in the community. There is some level of uncertainty as to when the 
bagged sewage system will be eliminated completely, since the program 
will likely be phased over a number of years. Nonetheless, the direction 
of the community appears to be established . Accordingly, as more sewage 
holding tanks are installed and come on stream, the sewage volumes will 
increase and sewage strengths will become more dilute. 
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5.0 TECHNICAL AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

5.1 System Components 

In the author's opinion and based on current technology. it appears 

that the anaerobic filter process or some other high rate process 
should be considered in this study . A conventional long retention 
system would require a large digester volume (100 - 300 m3 - depending 
on sewage volumes) and associated costs as well as excessive heating 
requirements when compared to a high-rate process. The following 
design parameters will be used for this analysis. 

HDT (hydraulic detention time) 
Operating temperature 
Loading rate 
COD removal efficiency 

5 days 

350C 
1 kg COD/m3/day 

80% 

A separate building will be required to house the digester and related 
facilities. This facility would generally include: 

- holding tank for collected sewage (required to heat sewage and 
hold prior to charging vessel); 

- waste charging system (trash or hydraulic ram pump); 
- digester vessel (concrete or fibreg1ass-insu1ated); 
- heating system (a system of heating coils within vessel to 

maintain optimum operating temperatures); 
- gas removal and storage system; 

- gas utilization system (gas furnace); ' 
- sludge removal system; 
- effluent removal system. 

5.2 Vessel Sizing 

The anaerobic treatment process is best suited for relatively high and 
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medium strength wastes which have a COD of 3,000 - 10,000 mg/L. The 
present sewage bag wastes, combined with the present pumpout wastes, 

would likely produce a feed solution which will be amenable to an 
efficient anaerobic treatment system. However, if the community is 
serviced entirely with pumpout systems, it is unlikely that the system 
will be efficient. Another option would be to install 2 holding tanks 
in each ho'me; one for toil et wastes from low fl ush toil ets and the 
other to collect greywater. The toilet wastes could be fed into the 
digester while the greywater would be discharged to the sewage lagoon. 

Without discussing sewage collection alternatives in any detail at 
this time, it is assumed that in order for the anaerobic process to 
be considered for Old Crow, the entire collection system and methods 
must be geared to accommodate the facility. 

Assuming that all of the sewage wastes from the community will be fed 
into the digester, the daily input of COD would be about 23 kg/day based 
on a population of 270 persons. 

In Arctech's Waste Heat Utilization study, the possibility of raising 
chickens is discussed and it is assumed that the manure plus litter 
from this facility would also be fed into the digester. The study 
examines the operation for 25, 50, 100 and 200 chickens. Si nce 
chicken wastes will be a relatively small contribution to the facility, 
200 chickens will be used to determine design loading rates. This would 
provide a daily input of about 85 litres of manure and bedding with 
about 3 kg COD contribution per day. The total COD contribution per 
day could be a maximum of 26 kg per day. Using a loading rate of 1 kg 
COO/m3 per day, a digester volume of about 26 m3 would be required. 
The volumetric loading of black water would be about 6,300 L/day or 
23 Lpcd. 

With a daily input of 26 kg COD/day and an 80% efficiency removal rate 
for COD, a daily production rate of 7,280 L/day of methane could be 
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realized. This assumes that 0.35 L of methane is produced for every 

gram of COD that is removed. This equates to about 270 MJ of energy 
produced per day. 

5.3 Biogas Utilization 

It must be assumed that at some periods of time, the digester facility 
will require a separate heat source. to maintain optimum operating 
temperatures during start-up and when the system is not functioning 
properly. When the digester is operating satisfactorily, it is ex
pected that the biogas produced will be utilized to produce heat for 
the facility . The most efficient way to provide this would be by 
feeding the biogas directly to a gas furnace located in the facil ity . 

The furnace would be used to maintain the heat requirements of the 

digester and the building. 

5.4 Energy Reguirements 

In order to house the digester and related facilities, a building with 
dimensions of about 8m x 8m x 4m will be required . Within the building 

will be the digester vessel having dimension of about 3. 5 m radius 
and 3 m high (cyl indricall . The vessel will have a relatively constant 

heat input requirements of 350 C relative to the inside of the building. 
The heat requirements for the building will vary, depending on the time 

of year. The following as sumptions and heat loss calculation are 
presented: 
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Digester Vessel: 

Surface Area (30m3 cylindrical vessel) 
RSI (0.1 m conc & 0.075 m insulation) 

UA 
~T (350C - 20oC) 

Annual heat loss (U~T) 

Digester Building: 

Surface Area (8m x 8m x 4m high bldg) 
RSI (Assume all surfaces @ RSI 10.6) 
UA 
Infiltration and miscellaneous heat 

losses 
Annual degree days 
Annual heat loss (UA6J) 

54 m2 

2. 26 
24 W/co 

150 C 

3,154 kWh 

256 m2 

10.6 
24 W/Co 

10 W/Co 

10,200 
8,323 kWh 

This assumes that during the winter months, the sewage will be delivered 

to the building at approximately 20oC. If frozen sewage bags are taken 
to the facility, there will be an additional heat requirement to bring 
the sewage to room temperature in the holding tank prior to feeding the 
digester. 

The total yearly heat loss would be in the order of 11,500 kWh. The 
energy generated from biogas, assuming continuous operation at the 
design loadings, is 270 MJ/day or 98,550 MJ/year or 27,375 kWh/year. 

However, it is unlikely that the digester will ever operate at optimum 
output of biogas continuously. Assuming that the digester operates at 
80% overall efficiency, the yearly available energy would be reduced 
to about 21,900 kWh /year. Also, the sewage load for the first few years 
will be less than the ultimate design load of 26 m3 COD/day . Given the 
present population and uncertainty regarding the chicken operation, for 
design calculations it is assumed that only 70% of the ultimate design 
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load of sewage will be available, at least for the first 10 years. 

This reduces the initial available yearly energy from biogas from 
21,900 to 15,300 kWh/year or 42 kWh/day average. However, for the 
purposes of design we will assume the maximum load at this time. 
With an energy transfer efficiency of 60% after converting the biogas 
into heat energy, the actual available heat input available is 
reduced to 9,198 kWh/year or about 25 kWh/day average. 

The daily heat loss from the digester vessel should remain constant at 
about 9 kWh/day. The heat loss from the building will be greatest 
during the coldest winter days and is estimated as follows: 

UA (total) 
~T (200 C - (-450 C) ) 
Maximum daily heat loss (UA6T) 

34 W/Co 

650 

53 kWh 

With the heat loss from the vessel, the maximum daily heat requirement 
will be about 62 kWh. With only 25 kWh/day provided from the biogas 
generating facility there will be just barely enough energy available 
to heat the digester vessel and certainly not the building during the 
coldest days. 

During the warmest summer months the daily heat requirements for the facility 
will probably range from 10 to 18 kWh. Accordingly, there may be some 
periods during the summer when the facility will be capable of sustaining 
itself, insofar as heat requirements are concerned. 

Accordingly, in order to maintain the facility, an additional heat source 
will be required, probably for 70 - 80% of the year. There will be so little 
energy available from excess biogas production in the summer to consider it 
for use elsewhere. 

5.5 Location 

Ideally, the digester facility should be located near the diesel power 
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generating facilities in the community such that waste heat could be 
readily utilized when required. However, this will not likely be 
possible for environmental and public health reasons. The effluent 
from the digester, although treated, will be relatively high in 
organics, likely in excess of 500 mg/L COO, depending on the strength 
of influent and other factors. This is about 5 times higher than 
the level of organics that is in the raw sewage in the City of Whitehorse 
system. Accordingly, such a quality of sewage effluent should not be 
discharged directly into the Porcupine River adjacent to the community 
since it could cause contamination of the shoreline and public health 
concerns . 

The ideal location for the facility would be near the sewage lagoon 
where the effluent would under go further oxidation after digestion. 
The lagoon would also accept the sewage effluent during periods of 
shutdown or when the digester is not functioning properly. 

One of the considerations in this study was to use waste heat from the 
diesel generating facilities to maintain digester facility temperatures. 
In order to do this, a buried, insulated, hot water line would have to 
run about 1000 m from the plant to the lagoon. This is not considered 
cost effective given the capital costs for such a utility and the heat 
losses which would be encountered in such a long run. 

Although one could consider other digester locations somewhat closer to 
the diesel plant and downstream from the community, it is doubtful that 
environmental legislation would allow direct discharge of digester 
effluent directly into the river without further stabilization or treatment. 

Based on the foregoing, utilization of waste heat from the diesel plant 

to serve the digester facility is not considered cost effective. 
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6.0 CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS 

6.1 Training Reguirements 

The operation and maintenance of an anaerobic digester requires 
personnel specifically trained for such a job. The biological 
treatment process is very sensitive to changes in temperature, 
shock loadings and toxic substances. Although the mechanics of 
the system are relatively straightforward, the system requires 

constant maintenance and control. At least 2 persons would require 
specialized training in this regard. This would require technical 
training and on-site supervision for the selected Old Crow residents 
for a substantial period of time. 

6.2 Operation and Maintenance 

Due to the location of Old Crow, when breakdowns in the facility 

occur, repair or replacements parts will be difficult to obtain 
readily. This is a common problem with the use of mechanical 
systems in the north. Problems associated with operation and main
tenance are probably the most significant reasons why sewage treat
ment systems involving any degree of mechanism or sophistication 
do not work well in the north. 

6.3 Benefits and Risks to Community 

The benefits to the community of Old Crow from the operation of a 

biogenerator can be summed up as follows: 

- provision of local employment for operation and maintenance of 
digester; 
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- stabilized sludge from the digester operation is an excellent 
fertilizer and could be used for vegetable crops. 

From earlier dicussions in Section 5, it does not appear that the 

community will benefit from biogas generation since it is likely 
that there will not be any excess gas available after the heating 
requirements of the digester are met, except perhaps for short periods 
i n th e summer. 

The only risks that are foreseeable. with the sewage digester are 
connected directly with the facility itself and biogas operation. 
Because the ignition energy for methane is very low, any spark or 

open flame will ignite biogas within the explosive concentration 
limits. While the. levels of risk from explosion, toxity or asphyxia
tion are probably low with a well designed system, the hazards do 
exist, and must be taken into account. 

6.4 Social Acceptability 

The concept of sewage digestion and the principles of anaerobic digestion 
are not understood well by the people of Old Crow or by most people for 
that matter. 
as something 
f ert i 1 i zer ) . 
or vegetable 

Traditionally, sewage has not been considered by natives 
that could be used to benefit them directly (ie. biogas or 
Most residents of Old Crow have never experienced farming 

gardening techniques and therefore cannot be expected to 
have an appreciation for the use of organic fertilizers to enhance pro
duction. That is not to say that such concepts cannot be learned, but 
it may take time. A greenhouse facility would help to develop an aware

ness of the used fertilizers and therefore the value of the digester 

and its by-products. 

If the biogas facility concept for Old Crow was to develop further, it 
would be worthwhile to spend some time explaining the concepts of 
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anaerobic treatment to them to develop an awareness. The acceptance 
of the facility by the residents would be essential prior to proceeding 

further with the program. 
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7.0 COSTS 

Very few high-rate sewage digester systems are in operation at the 
present time in Canada and the U.S. Most of them are used to treat 
high strength industrial and agricultural wastes. At the time of 
this writing, the author has not yet received accurate information 
on costing for constructing a high rate digester and related facilities 
in Old Crow. Attempts have been made to contact suppliers of off
the-shelf type systems which may be appropriate for Old Crow. This 
costing information is forthcoming. Non~thless, based on available 
data and information, a rough estimate of costs to construct the sewage 

treatment facilities including the building and related works is 
expected to be in the order of $400,000 to $500,000. It should be 
pointed out here, that the digester will not replace the need for a 
.sewage lagoon or other forms of treatment. It is felt that the sewage 
lagoon would still be the most practical way to provide final treatment 
for the digester effluent prior to discharge· to the Porcupine River. 
In addition to the capital costs, the operation and maintenance costs will 

be ~xtremely high particularly considering that boilers or some other 
form of heat source will be required to maintain digester temperatures on 
a year round basis. Given the requirement for skilled plant operators, 
continuous maintenance and fuel requirements, the yearly 0 & M costs 

could be in the order of $150,000 - $200,000 per year for operation of 
the digester facility only. 

If the digester were located near the diesel plant in order to utilize 
waste heat, the plant effluent would have to be treated prior to discharge 
into the Porcupine River. The most cost effective method for treatment 
would be with the use of the sewage lagoon west of the community. The 
yearly 0 & M costs for trucking the digester effluent to the sewage lagoon 
are estimated at $30,000 - $50,000. 

Based on other considerations as discussed in Section 8.0, it does not 
appear that the system will be cost effective nor desirable for Old Crow 
at this time . Accordingly, it may not be necessary to proceed further 
with the cost effective analysis. 
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8.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this study was to examine the feasibility and cost 
effectiveness of operating and maintaining a sewage digester at Old Crow. 
From a technical point of view, the project is feasible. High-rate 
anaerobic treatment technology is available which could be applied to 

the Old Crow situation. However, there are a number of other important 
factors whic~ in the author's opinion, do not make the project appear 
very attractive for the community at this time. ,The major drawbacks are 
outlined as follows: 

(1) Due to the cold climate in Old Crow, the digester will not be 
capable of producing sufficient biogas as an energy form to heat 
treatment facilities on a year-round basis. This means that in 
order for the facility to operate, boilers or some other heating 
facility will be required to maintain the required temperatures. 
Accordingly, rather than providing an additional or alternate 

energy source for the community, it will cause a drain on exist
ing energy sources, whether in the form of oil or wood. 

(2) In the beginning, the concept of a biogenerator appeared to be 
worthwhile investigating, particularly with the diesel generat
ing plant to supplement the anaerobic facility heat requirements. 
In order for this to be effective, the anaerobic digester should 
be reasonably close to the generating plant. Unfortunately" due 
to the nature of the plant effluent, it can not be discharged 
directly to the river. In order for the digester to be located 
close to the diesel plant, post treatment of the effluent would be 
required or the effluent would have to be re-trucked to the sewage 
lagoon. Neither of these alternatives are considered to be worth
while considering further for reasons of costs. 

The plant would be best located near the sewage lagoon. In such 
a case there will be major heat losses and high costs involved with 
transferring heat through hot water lines over such a long distance 
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(1,000 m) . Accordingly, there does not appear to be a practical 
and cost effective way of utilizing diesel generated waste heat 
for the treatment plant. 

(3) In order for a high-rate anaerobic digester to work efficiently 
and to provide a cost effective operation, the feed material 
should be moderate to high strength sewage, in the order of 
3,000 mg/ L or higher COO. Diluted bagged sewage would probably 
be ideal as a digester feed solution. 

However, when improvements in the water and sanitation system occur 
in the community, bagged sewage will likely be phased out as more 
and more pumpout systems are installed with new housing facilities . 
The normal pumout sewage which includes both grey and blackwater, 
would be weaker in strength and be in higher volumes. This would 
necessitate pretreatment (settling facilities) prior to digesti on 
which would be very costly . 

Alternatively, each home could be equipped with 2 holding tanks, 
one for greywater for lagoon disposal and one for blackwater for 
digester treatment. If the biogenerator was a viable alternative 
for Old Crow, this concept could be considered further. However, 
in light of other factors, it does not seem worthwhile at this 
time . 

(4) From a cultural and social viewpoint, the concept of a sewage 
digester for Old Crow should be questioned . Social acceptance 
of the facility may be difficult to achieve . 

(5) Operation and maintenance of the facility will be a problem. 
Specially trained personnel will be required to run the facility 
and due to the sensitive nature of the treatment process, 
problems in maintaining an efficient operation will likely 
occur from time to time; particularly in such a remote location . 
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(6) When considering the digester facility as a treatment system for 
domestic sewage, it is not cost effective when compared to a 
sewage lagoon treatment system. Also, there are no environmental 
or public health considerations that would make it more attractive. 

Regarding the servicing infrastructure, the focus of attention should 
be placed on improving the level of sanitation in Old Crow. The concerns 
and suggested direction are outlined in EPEC's 1980 Community Development 

Study. The author supports the conclusions, observations and recommenda
tions made in Stanley Associates 1984 report entitled "Old Crow Water 
and Sewer Utility Improvements Study". These include recommendations 

made towards implementation of a trucked water delivery and sewage col
lection system. Add-on washrooms are felt to be a good method of 
improving the level of sanitation within the community. However, they 
should only be constructed on houses which are well constructed and in
sulated and which have a reasonable remaining life span. A program of 
new housing construction should continue and the buildings should be 
equipped with a plumbing system and holding tanks that are compatible 
with the overall trucked systems. 

A major problem in Old Crow which has persisted for years, is poor drainage. 
Due to the low-lying nature of the community and permafrost, standing 
water persists throughout most of the summer. These ponds around homes 

contain feces from sewage bags and animals and in one sense are not all 
that dissimilar from small sewage lagoons. The public health and nuisance 

problems associated with lack of drainage in the community are obvious. 
Gravel sources are available nearby which could be used to raise the 
ground levels around buildings and on roadways. Many of the buildings 
would have to be raised. A system of culverts and possibly drainage 
ditches should be incorporated into the project. 

Although some of the above discussions do not pertain directly to the 
study terms of reference, they required addressing due to the connection 

of the sewage collection system to the treatment facility. 
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